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The Value of History
History has an important role to play in the shaping of a nation. Fer centuries
Irish politicians have used history to justifY and to explain their actions. Irish
nationalists in the late nineleenth century identified themselves with earlier
opponents of British rule. In Ihe dttades after Irish independence in 1922,
history was used to help mould a national consciousness. History plays a vilsl
part in how a nation vicws itself. Every nation has its own myths, its O\vn way
of telling its past, of explaining how certain institutions emerged, and
accounting for particular successes and defeats.
Modern Irish history became as PS O'Hegllrty, who wrote a history of
Ireland published in 1952, 'the story of people coming out of captivity ...
finding evcry artery of national life occupied by her enemy, re<:overing them
one by one'. As M Luddy notes, this view sees the nntionalist struggle as a
simple stnlggle for independence which played do\vn divisions within the
nationalist movement and implied the inevitability of independence. Yet, it is
not just nationalists who have their myths so too do unionists.
Recently hislorians of both hues have been attempting to confront these
and other long-held myths. Debates among political historians over
'revisionism' continue apace. But the most radical 'revisionism' within Irish
history has been the widening of the focus from political and military themes 10
include gender, class., religion, economy, culture and society. Viewing the past
by using a wider lens will not only provide a deeper understanding of the past
but enhance our understanding oflhe present and the future.
This collection of essays provide a fine example of firstly, the variety of
themes which can be examined in historical rescarch and secondly, the
diversity of sources which can be located and intcrrogated. Each fills in another
piece of the past while also helping 10 explain the present.
Finnlly, I wish to cong.rntulale De<:lan Jackson and John Maguire, the
editors of volume four of Hutory Studies, for the time and commitment which
they have dedicated to producing this volume. Also I wish to acknowledge the
support the editor.; received from the committee of the University of Limerick
HistOf)' Society and from their sponsors which has resulted in this publication.
It is heartening fOl" all imerested in the pur.ruit of history to know that such
widespread support exists. I hope you, the reader, will enjoy this volume of
essays and learn from them.
Or Bemadene Whelan
Head, Department of History,
Patron,
Univer.;ily of Limerick History Society

Editorial
It is with grrot pleasure that the edilors present volume four of History Studies.
It is hoped that the reader finds Ihis volume a worthy successor 10 the prtteding
volumes, these provide the foundations upon which we ha\"c sought 10 build.
This journal represenls a vilal and in many respects a unique link between the
Universily of Limerick History Society, Department of History and the broader
universil)' communities. The key function of this publication is to act as a
gateway, providing an opponunily to young scholars to publish ponions of
their work. It also contributes to what is an impressive profile of historical
publishing within the University of Limerick student communiI)'.
As editors we were constantly humbled by the breadth and depth of the
subjects tackled by the authors. It was our intention to provide as free a canvass
as possible, to allow the contributors to explore their topics as they wishcd.
This approach was pursued with the intenlion of creating a collection of pieces,
that as well as supplying the reader with information, was also lively and
entenaining. The greatest joy for us was when assembling the final document,
the thematic interrelationships revealed thernseh·cs. It is our hope that History
Studies is a much a joy to read as it was to edit.
Declan Jackson
John Maguire
Acknowledgements
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nOl have been produced. The Univer.;il)' of Limerick Foundation, The Dean of
Gradu::ate Studies University of Limerick, The Assistant Dean of Research and
the I lead of the Oepanment of History.
Also pivotal in guiding this journal to publication were Prof Nick Rees,
Prof Dermot Walsh, Or. B. \Vhclan and Dr. 1. Lognn. We would like to thank
the Bank of Ireland for their continued suppon of this publication.
A final and heart felt thanks to President Roger Downer who has over the
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Foreword
We the Univer.;ity of Limerick History Society aim to promote an awareness
and interesl in history. The Society wishes this to be Ihe primary aim of History

Studiu.
We reeognisc the significance ofthisjoumal as the only one ofils type 10 be
produced by a student body wilhin lreland. Under the stewardship of Oeclan
Jackson and John Maguire, our editing staff and supported by our Patron Dr.
Bemadene Whelan, we have attempted to ensure that wc produce a journal of
the highest calibre and quality.
The Sociel)' hopes you will enjoy the multitude of wide ranging topics
which are to be found within the covers of the Journal and hope it will fun her
fan the names of your fervour for history. The Socicty also wishes to extend
our gratitude to those who assisted in this volumes production.
Alan Higgins (Auditor)
Seamus Ryan (Treasurer)
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WomeD and the RetwllioD, WexJord 1798.

Cathcrine o'Connor

The bicentennial publication, The Women of 1798, brought logether a
collection of essays aimed at the redress of the exclusion of women in the
historiography of the rebellion of 1798 in Ireland. In the final essay in that
collection, Anna Kinsclla has written:

I1 is inappropriate to use male nonns of power as 11 slandard by which 10
judge the activities of women in 1798. Perhaps a study of the polilical
and economic forces impinging OD the interrelationship of men and
women's lives would give a better understanding of their cxpericnc::e. 1

This article contributes to such a study. It sets out to examine the experience of
women from both sides of the political divide during and after the 1798
rebellion in Wexford where the enactment of the rebellion .....as truly a popular
rising, affecting all strata of SOCicly.

2

The study helps to enrich our

understanding of the complex process of ruml politicisation in the county, And
highlights the seminal social and economic effects of the rebellion on men And
women. While women were victims of, and onlookers to, much of the violence
in the county in the year 1798, they emerge from re-examination of the
evidence available primarily as activists.
Recent historians have established the political nature of lhe 1798
rebellion in Wexford, which arose from a process of political mobilisation in
the coonI)'.

Women, while excluded from lhe United Irishmen reform

programme, would certainly have been cooswners of the United Irish material,
I Anna KinSC'lIa, 'Nineteenth -Century peJ'Spe<:tives: l1le women or 1791$ in folk memory
and ballads' in Daire Keogh and Nichohu Furlong, (eds.), 'l"M Women of1798, (Dublin,

1998)'p.I99.
For the purposes of this srudy, rebel women are derined as those: who supported the rebel
cause, who travelled, fought or provided support to w insurgents in the county before, during
and .fter the rebellion. 11Je authon of the 5C:ven loyalist nalTlltives examined are deemed
loyalist in the Knse: that they looked to the military for protecl)on and to restore order and
crush w rebel army. The crudeness and re<!u(1)oniSl: simplicity of this classification and the
need for more sophisl:icated IUIlIlysis is acknowledged.

l

7

which had infiltrated the popular culture of the time. J In Wexford, there are

ballads.

many examples of kinship connections between the leaders of the United

camp at Vinegar Hill to seek protection, and noted the presence of'a number of

Irishmen, which suggests such relations must have existed among the rank and

female rebels, more vehement than the men'!, while Sir Jonah Barrington, K.C.

file of the organisation. These kinship ties enabled women to act as valuable

observed also that on Vinegar Hill 'a great many women fought with fury'.9 It

messengers and suppliers of infonnation.

Women were the media tllrough

is not unreasonable to assume that as well as seeking protection, the large

whieh family networks were established, and their homes must have been

numbers of women who joined the rebel camps had to inelude some who
shared in the political motivation of the insurgent forces. lo Some women who,

centers ofpolitical discussion and planning.

Sir Richard Musgrave recorded 'a gentlewoman' who went to the

The open expression by rebel women of republican sympathies provides

like Miles Byme's 'beloved' sister and her friends, risked their lives in the

evidence of female politicisation, Women hung out what scraps of green cloth

carrying of dispatches and intelligence did so not from some faint hearted

they could find; 'on every doorway, there hung a green bough', to welcome the

compliance with their brother's} husbands! ncighbours wishes.

rebels after the fall of the garrison in Wexford town and 'gentlewomen tore up

wrote of his sister that 'she had set her heart and soul on the success of our

their petticoats to makc suitable emblems,.4 The day after tile release of her

understanding' .11

Miles Byme

husband from Wexford gaol where he had been imprisoned since the

TIle one named female combatant recorded in Wexford was Moll Doyle

commencement of the rebe11ion in the county, Mrs. John Coclough

of Castleboro. Thomas Cloney referred to her in his memoirs as 'this warlike

'triumphantly entered Wexford which was in possession of the rebels, in her

woman', and 'an amazon', describing hcr refusal to move from a cannon until

phaeton, adorned with green emblems,.5 The colour was an important public

it was taken with the retreating rebel anny at the Battle of New Ross. He was

dec1anttion of sympathy. When Mary Lett, together with her daughters, was

effusive in his praise of her bravery, 'if only every tenth man we had that day

found by her loyalist sister-in-law, Barbara, to be 'decked in green, the rebel

leaving Corbet Hill, had the courage of the gallant Miss Doyle, the battle would

unifonn', she emphatically rejected her pleas for assistance, when, 'she turned

have speedily ended in a complete victory to

from me with contempt, saying her principles were so publicly known, she was

recorded as cutting off the cross belts of fallen dragoons and handing lhem to
her comrades. 13 Her name became synonymous with subversion in folk

surprised how I could make such a request,.6
While womcn in conflict situations would have been regarded as non-

memory.

US,.12

Moll Doyle was also

Thomas Pakenham describes notices put up around the

combatants, evidence of more sublle, though no less vital, female engagemcnt
in thc rebel cause, is found in contemporary mlITatives, folk memory and

The Rebellion Papers in the National Archi\'cs in Dublin COnlaiD examples of the swearing
in of women in the organization elsewhere in The country, while there are many instances of
women giving infonnation prior to The Rebellion e.g. Rebellion Papers, 620130123,
620130flll, 620137/131, 620130/135.
"Thomas. Pakenham, The Year ofLiberty (LOIIdon, (972), p. 214.
: Sir Richard. Musgrave, Memoirs ofthe Irish Rebellion of /798 (Indiana, 1995) p. 365.
B. u:tt and J. Ranson (eds.), 'A 1798 Diary by Mrs. Barbara Ne\\llon U:lt Killaligan
Enniscorthy' in The Past, 5 (1949), p. 129.
"

1 The exclusion ofrcbel women fTOlll trial in the aftennath of the rcbellion serves to confinn
the prevailing perception ofrcbellion as 'men's work'
I Musgrave, Memoirs. p. 338.
'Kinsellll, 'Nineleenth Century Perspectives', 1'.192.
'0 The rebellion began in Wexford on the night of26 May, 1798, when rebel units across
central Wexford mobilised and attacked the homes of magistrates and yeomen in pursuit of
arms. The following day the first rebel victory was recorded althe battle ofOulart. From this
The rebels moved quickly to Carrigrew, where tbey began to draw hundreds of new recruits to
Their camp. Many women joined the camps from this point.
11 Miles Byme, Memoirs (Shannon, 1972), p. 43.
11Cloney, Narralive A. Personal of/hose Transactions in the County of Wexford, in which the
aUlhar wos engaged, during the awful period of 1798 (Dublin, 1832), p. 42.
Il Kinsella, 'Nineteenth CenTury Perspectives', p. 191
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l

Wexford/Wicklow border, in 1799, of 'leases only for 'true sons of Moll

'remarkable for the fcrocity of her disposition, with an 'insatiable thirst for

Doyle.,t4

Protestant blood.'20

According to Musgrave, she exhorted the rebels not to

In her Journal, the loyalist author Mrs. Drownrigg recorded a woman

wastc rnIUnunition, but to give the rebels plenty of piking on Wexford Bridge. 21

accompanying rebels searching for anns on board a ship in Wexford harbour

Women also playcd a central role in the conveyance of intclligence reports as

as: 'brandishing the sheath of a sword and boasting of her exploits',U Sir

well as having a vital logistical role in the supply of food and provisions and

Richard Musgrave reserved particular contcmpt for rebel women who he

the nursing of the sick and wounded. When the rebel army entered Wexford

believed exhorted the male rebels to carry out acts of savagery for example, in

to\VII; the doors were ·thro....ll open everywhere and refreshments of all kinds

the assassination of a Mr. John Boyd, in Wexford,16 and in the massacre of

most freely offered and distributed by the inhabitants, to an army now twenty

prisoners on Wexford bridge, by rebels, on Wednesday, 20 June. He wrote,

thousand strong', contributing in Miles Dyme's words, 'in a great measure to

'The mob, consisting of m<lI"e women than men, expressed their savage joy on

keep order. ,n

the immolation of each of the victims, by loud huzzas'. J1 The ballads of 1798,

The ol.llbreak of rebellion in Wexford, contrary to the aims of the Uniled

many written a ccntury later, as part of the centenary cc:lebr.1tions, concentrate

Irishmen, sernd to underline pre-exisling religious and social differences in

for the most part on this supporting. inspirational role of women in Wexford.

the county. In the informal sectarian ntlture of much of the conduct of the early

Exceptional to lhis are '1be Heroine of New Ross', William Rooney's ballad

stages of Ihe rising, house bumings and attacks on the homes of Protestant

of Moll Doyle and 'the Ballad of Ann Flood'.

landlords were endemic. Women played a part in this local informal fighting.

This anon)mous ballad

celebrated the reaction of Ann Flood of Garrenstackk, to the murder of a

LOOIing was common. Musgra\'e records that 'the wives of the

Hessian captain in self-defence, shortly after the Battle of New Rossj 'she

often made a fantastic appearance, with the elegant apparel of the Protestant

should have been with us on Vinegar Hill, with a fine pike the foe to kill.' tl

ladies of Wexford put over their own homely dress. Some of them were seen

Miles Byme confinned the important sanction of women for rebel

COlUlUy

rebels

mounted on horseb:lck, with handsome veils, having at the same time pikes in

activities in his description of husbands taking Ieavc of their wives and being

their hands.'ll

Dinah Goffe too described 'many wicked looking women'

urged into action by them on the eve of the battle of Vinegar Hill." Madge

outside her home at Iloretown I-louse, 'evidently looking for plunder.,24

Dixon. the wife of Thomas Dixon, a rebel captain, has been immortalised for

Evidence provided in the loyalist namtives con finned the social and economic

her role in the incitement of rebel atrocity. She was described by Musgrave as

aspirations of some rebel women, Md the perception among upper class
Protestant women such as Elizabeth Richards of a palpable threat to the

" Pakenham, Year ofLiberty, p. 399. In Siobhan Dunne, The His/Qr)' ofC/olIghfKI....n Parish,
unpublished manuscript, contained in Ennisoorthy Library, County We",ford, a copy of a note
apptaR, which "'IS found On the gate of John Tector, Clonroche, 011 3 March, 11138. It warned
the lit~ collector, John Bl}1h, that he would be taken to Vinegar Hill and "jibbeted", if he
continued "'ilh his occupation, and was signed 'Moll Doyle'.
11 Mrs. 8rownrigg. 'A Three W«ks' Terror: Mrs. 8rownrigg', Journal At Wexford, 26 May21 June' in Wheeler and 8roadley, 'The War in Wuford: all UCcolmt oftM rebellion In the
~fu/h ol'reland in J 798, wldfrom original dQCllmenlJ (London. 1910), p. 170,
Musgtave, Memoirs, p.421.
11 Musgtave, Memoirs, p,455.
If Carrigbyme Comoradh '98 CommiU«. Selected Songs oml Ballads of '98 (We"'ford,
1997), p. 45.
I' Miles Byme, Memoirs, (Shanoon, 1972), p.170.

4

existing social order.
The seven loyalist narrntives of county Wexford provide valuable
eyewitness accounts of the fighting in the county and rare descriptions of rebel
,. Musgrave, Memoirs, p. 438.
11 Musgrave, Memoirs, pAJ7,
Z1 Musgrave, Memoirs, p.80
13 Musgrave, Memoirs, p,424.
1-1 Dinah Goffe, 'Divine Proteetioo'
(Londoo, 1895), p. 147.

in J.M.Richardson, Six Gel1era/ions of Friends in Ireland

,

women. The authors concerned were a diverse grouping.2:I 1bey came from

Byme, to coax her to conversion: 'I told her no force could induce me to

differing social classes, from the landed gentry to the lower middle class. All

change my religion. that I could die, but 001 become Roman Catholic,.21 It is

were educated and wrote llf1iculately of their experiences. Their writings shed

apparent from the narrntives that

light on the social history of the period. particularly their inter-relationship with

persons on the basis of their gender alone. Mrs. Brownrigg expressed this

the wider community in which they lived. Often their sympathies erossed the

perception, in explaining her lack of any rest from Monday, 28 May:

some of the authon perceived a threat to their

political divide and they did not discriminate in the provision of food, medical
How indeed could I, at the mercy of thousands of ruffians who might at
My timc they pleased do whatever they plcased without fear of
punishment or even censurel The prospect of immediate death is horrible
(as I can tell) but that was little to the horrors every Woman must have
dreaded. 21

assistance and 'protections'. What is strikingly obvious from their writings is
that personal contacts between Protestants and Catholics before the rebellion
made an important difference in helping each side cope with subsequent
events; 'Old kindnesses were often repaid with new ones, perhaps

as often as

old grudges wen: avenged,.16 Primarily the narratives are stories of coumge and

The Rebellion forced all of the women with the exception of Dinah Goffe, to

fortitude as these women sought to survive and deal with the chaos and terror

flee their homes and seek refuge in the towns, or in the case of Mrs. Bro"mrigg

that the rebellion brought to their situation in the months of May to July 1798.

and Jane Adams, on board ship in Wexford harbour in the hope of escaping the

All seven authors g.reded the outbreak of the rebellion in Wexford with

country. The pressing coneern to shelter and provide for their families was

trepidation, perceiving the intentions of the United Irish anny to be the

common to all the narrntives.

overthrow and slaughter of all those loyal to the Crown. They had no doubt that

responsibility was the authors' willingness to intercede on behalf of their

their Protestantism accentuated their danger. Conversions to Catholicism was a

families with the rebel leaders. The narratives described several examples of

common response as described by Elizabeth Richards, who herself remai!1cd

women risking their O\..,n lives and safety in such intercession. Thc courage of

obstinately defiant to the lIltempts of seveflll ClItholic friends, particularly Mar)'

Dinah Goffe's mother was described by her daughter, in saving the life of her

A significant feature of this assumption of

father. In dialogue with raiding rebel parties on more than one occasion, 'my
Only rwo of the loyalist namnivn "'"CTe recorded II the lime ofthc rebellion in 1798~ thal of
Elizabclb Ricbards md Mrs. Brownrigg. TIle oI.hen "'~re wrinen later. Dinah Ooffe, rust
dicLaltd her mmJOir 10 I fiimd in 1150. The ~ion used in lhi$ ~ was rqJrintnl in
J.M.Ricbardson's Six (n1lUUlionJ of Friulds i1r Inland, /655-1890, UDder the title 'Divine
ProIecIioa' (Loodoa, 1195). The nanatl\'e of Jane: Barott, though IlOl: dated, WIQ apparently
v.Tinen in her middle age. The \'ersion used here is the l)l'C'S"ipl \'crSion housed in
Ennisoortby Library, County Wexford. T ...'U mamucripl \"ersions of the 1798 Diary, of
Bart.n Ne\Il'lOll Lett, lie held in !he National Library of Ireland, and Trinity College,
respedi\·c1y. The version used in this study a~ in J. Ransom (n1.). 'A '98 Diary by
Mrs. Barban. Ne\Il100 Lett, KilIaligan, Ennisoorthy' in 1ht ParI,S (1949). pp. 117-149.
Barban [.en's 'diary' was ....,.itten in 1159, when the luthor was eighty·I....'U )~ars of age.
Alicia Pounden "rote her aceount of heT experienees as part of a biogTlphieal essay for her
descendants, many years after the rebellion. The \'ersiOl1 used here is that which Ippeared in
Simon L. M. de Montfort (w.). ·Mrs. Poundcn's Experience! During The 1798 Rising In Co.
Wexford', Irish Ancestor, 8: 1 (1976), ppA-8. The nal'l'lltivc of Jane Adams first appeared in
T.Crofton Croker, ReseorcM3 in /he South of Ireland, (London, 1824). While it appears in
diary form, references to Sir Richard MusgJ1l\'c's Memoirs of/M Irish Rebt:llicm of1798, first
l:'blished in 1801, suggest thlt much of the llllmtti\'c was embellished after this date.
J. Beatty, 'P'rotCSWlt Women of county Wexford and their IWT1Iti\'cs of the rebellion of
1798', in D.Keogh md N.Furlong. (eds.). 11Ie Women of /798 (Dublin, 1998). p.ll5.

mother, turning 10 me said, with her sweet placid smile: 'Perhaps my stifTstays

6
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l'

may prevent my dying ea.sily,.29
While the loyalist women did not mgage directly in military activity,
their bnwery in confrontalion with rebel forces was often more effecti"e in the
prevention of bloodshed. There is little doubt that the courageous Jane Adams
saved the lives of her father and brother. When her ofTer 10 take her father's
place in prison in Wexford was rejected on the basis thalthere was no room for
women, Jane persevered in dialogue, evenrually obtaining her fmher's release

Orpcn copy, Nltional Library of Ireland, Microfilm, 36486, Eliubclh Richards, Diary,
entry of June 1,1798.
11 Brov.nrigg. 'A 1bree Weeks TelTOf"', pp. 193-194.
19 Goffe, 'Divine Protectioo'. p.1 56.
11

from custody.JG On her bother Roger's imprisonment, she again braved a

young rebel soldier who was brought to Summerscat with a badly wounded

hostile crowd, to appeal to William Keamey, the Wexford gaoler, to aJlow her

ann, and wrote letters of protection for her Catholic neighbours while Mrs.

pamission to take her brother into her own custody at Summerseat. Later that

Brownrigg was 'pleased to be able to reciprocate.' with General Lake's

day, she refu.sro to surrender him to a rebel party, reading to them Keamey's

protection to John Ricards, who gave her a gift of eight guineas, during her

lener ofprotection. and warning them: 'at your peril, lay a finger on him. ,ll

time in Wexford.:l6 The Goffe family, in the tradition of Quaker neutrality and

The namtives ironically also record several instances where rebel

hospitality, offered shelter to a Catholic family among others escaping the

the sulTering

violence. The inlCJtlction of these loyalist women with the exponents of the

loyalists and their families. They are far too numerous to detail, but they do

rebellion embraced both fear and deep antagonism, and an interrelationship of

Very often old acts of kindness to

dependency and human interaction transcending political and military divides.

or their family members tire

The ambivalence of this relationship serves to highlight the deep il15CCurity felt

Examples of this was the protection offered to Barbara Len by an

by the writers in the perception of their perilous situalion. This insecurity went

individual called Williams, who 'now stood foremost in the rtlnks', and who

beyond immediote fears for their lives and sofety. As already described, an

had becn released from custody prior to the rebellion due to the interference of

intrinsic feature of the initial success of the rebel llnny in Wexford was the

Stephell Lett, her brother-ill-law. Barbara was ill no doubt that this man saved

manifestation at local level of social disturbance and the settling of old scores.

soldiers and sympathisers offered protection, shelter and food

present some distinguishing fcannes.

neighbours and acquaintances by the women
repaid.

32

10

Williams went on 10

For Protestant women this perceived threat to the existing social order was as

shelter her and her child in his own home, where they were 'kindly received by

alarming as the immediate danger to their lives and safety. Close examination

his wife who seemed shocked at the part her husband had taken,.n Jane Barber

of the narrnlives reveals indications of this alann.

her life, in an encounter with an anned and hostile rebel.

On 18 May, on her return

consistenUy praised the efforts of Martin Fenlon, their faithful servant, who
brought the family

IWO

sacks of barley meal. and a day or two later, tea and

rebel

forces,

10

Rathaspeck, following it's occupation by

Elizabeth Richards worried:

'Futurity

SttITlS

a frightful

sugar, 'I almost wept \\ith joy al receiving it. for my mother was unable to take

wilderness. The past a lovely garden whose gates closed on me for e,·er.'

any nourishment and the infant was perishing for want of her breast. I have

Other entries in her diary explain the basis for her despair.

often thoughl their lives were prolonged by this supply'.~

her servanl Betsey infonned her that 'the people are determined

Laurence Butler, a

On Sunday 10 June,
DO

Protestant

rebel captain and former coachman of a neighbouring family, olTered Jane

shaJl enjoy a fenune such as ours. They exult us our fall.' On the next day,

Adams the protection of his guard because she had once oITered him a warm

Elizabeth and her family suffered an unconunon affront, when 'coming out of

drink on a cold day.]'

the avenue gate, we met three women who sneered at us and looked exultingly

11lese acts of kindness visited on loyalisl women were often

at our shabby equipage.,31 The stealing of clothes by rebel women points to

reciproctlted at the cnd of the rebellion. Jane Adams did her best 10 treat a

their perusal of anothcr social agenda in the opportunities provided by the
rebellion to escape from Ihe constraints and fonnalities of the old system. Mrs.

T. Follcy, (00.), E~wil"ess IQ J 798, p.13I.
11 Folley, EyflK';lrlitJS, p.I32.
)1 Lett, A '98 Diary, p.J22.
lJLctt,A '98 Diary,p.12J.
:w BarbfIr, R«(}{litClions. p.19.
lJ Follcy, EJ'fI"'I~JS, p.130.
JO

Brownrigg wrote 'the common people really thought everything was their

,. Brmmrigg, 'A Three Weeks Terror', p.t74.

"Richards, Diary, 11 June.
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o\\,n,.3I The narratives contain other evidence of this threat to the established

The 1798 rebellion in Wexford lasted for forty days, yet the brevity of

order. Dinah Goffe describes rebel officers visiting Horetown demanding to

it's progress belied the destruction and devastation wrought upon the eounly.

eat in the best parlour in the house. More alanning was the altitude of two

The Claims List of 1798 affords an insight into the economic effects of

Iflbourers, who 'silting down, rudely addressed their mistress, desiring her to

rebellion in the county.42 Claimants sought monetary compensation of up

prepare some refreshment, as they had now changed places, and she was their

one thousand pounds for the destruction of propeny, crops. and material

servant,.l9 Jane Adams was confronted with a similar challenge when a pany

possessions. Notewonhy was the significant numbers of fcmale heads of

of rebels suggested 10 her servant Ally, that her role with her mistress was now

housebold such as Alicia Pounden, who made represenlalion for losses

reYer5ed and that 'she had the righllo command me' ..tO

incurred.~}

10

Four humi~d and seventeen widows and twenty three SpinslCfS

11 is clear that the altered nature of such interpersonal relationships was

claimed for houses, furniture, fann animals, crops and provisions which was

truly distressing for the loyalist women, and underlay the intensily of their

indicati,'e of the pillage and plunder occasioned by the rising, in common with

insecurity in the weeks of the rebellion in Wexford. It has been suggested that

arson and house burning.

one of the major consequences of the rebellion in Wexford was the loss of

women as sole providen. (TwenlY thousand people arc estimated to have losl

confidence suffered by the Protestant gentry. 'The old moral economy had

their livcs amid violence and bloodshed unparalleled in the hislory of the

been irretrievably sundered and reading the gentry women's accounts, it is

county). "Those left behind struggled not alone with fmancial advcr.;ity. but

their sense or this breakdown which is the most striking'!· At the same time

also with the continuing threat of danger and physical violence. The

the story of these Protestanl women in Wexford moves bc)'ond that of victim.

revolutionary uprising of the United Irish anny was convincingly crushed yel

These women sought to adapt to, and take control of. the altered situalions

violence occasioned by the rising was

imposed upon them. 1lley were all directly involved in, and affecled by the

months afterwards.

major events of the rebellion in Wexford.

They chose

10

conquer their

personal fear and antagonism to rebel captains, prison governors. and hoslile

"The high male mortality rate left hundreds of

10

continue in the county for many

Rebel and loyalisl women feared the undisciplined c<'<cesses of the
military suppression of the rising. Jane Barber described this fear:

mililia. in efforts to secure the safety of their families. At all timcs they
and we lived some

\\"CCks in dread both of them and of !he slruggling
parties of mililllTy sent in pursuit of them - lhe lasl either not knowing that
we were suffering Loyalisu or oot caring, often behaved willi great

remained receptive to discourse with their enemics. and proved capable of
exercising independent authority.

Their communiclltion with rebel leaders

insolence.~

represented an unprecedented encroachment into the public domain, a
developmcnt which would never have been necessitated prior to the rebellion
and the absence of the male heads of household.

They survived through

The rebel defeat led to a rash of reprisals and revenge, in the fonn of murder,
arson and rape. The Irish anny, which had identified so completely with the

resourcefulness and fonitude, to witness the suppression of the uprising.

)I

'1 11re 1798 Claims List, (1199), Typescript copy housed in Ennisoorthy Library, County
Wexford which begins: 'Who have given in their Claims on or before the 6llo of April 1199, to

BrO"'llrigg, A Three Week.! Terror, p.181.

»Goffe, Divine Profeel/on, p.155.
Folley, eyt",llntsJ, p.133.
'I K.Whelan, 'The Religious Factor In The 1798 Rebellion', in P. O'Flanagan, P. Fcrguson &
K.Whclan, (eds.), Rural lrelaml Modern/salion and change /600-/900 (Cork, 1987), p.19.
.jIJ

'0

the CommissiOllers for enquiring into the losses sustained by such of His Majesty's loyal
$ubjeeu, as have suffered in their Property by the Rebellion'.
OJ

~ 1798 Cla/rm Llsl, p.11.

.. BarbcT, RecalleellOfl5, p.21.
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loyalists, led this campaign, or 'white terror' .•5

Attacks on the civilian

population, house burning, and summary ex«ution look place throughout the

endured during these fearful times, were too great for his strenglh of body'
and lead to his death on 23 Deccmber, 1798.50

county in the immediate aftennath of the rebellion. Rape was common. The

11lere can be no doubl that the atrocities and bloodshed during and after

rout of the rebel anny al Vinegar Hill was accompanied by the multiple rape

the rebellion in Wexford bequeathed a long legacy of psychological scarring.

of camp followers by the Dumbartonshire regiment. 46 German mercenaries,

Again, while there is scant documentary evidence of this on the part of rebel

the Hessians, conducled a campaign of rapine and pillage in the countryside
surrounding Wexford town in late June 1798.47 The fear engendered in the

women, Harbata Lelt describes the case of Miss Good. a family acquaintance,

female population after the rising in Wexford was indicated much later in the

Wexford Bridge.

who witnessed the journey of her father, William Daniel, to execution on

following century in the Ittollcctions of the rebellion of an old woman living
poor Matty had suffered such a shock that she never rttOvcrcd the: wound
it inflicted. Her intellect became impaired and her mind ...imldered so
y,ildly tb:JI after much suffering on the pan ofher family from the: various
capricd of the: complaint, they ....-ere obliged 10 remove her to an asylum
where she spent her remaining days.,.

near Enniscorthy, 'I was a young girl at the time and remember the terror I felt
at the sight of a yeoman's helmet or his black gaitors'.41
The violence inflicted on the countryside emerged not just from the
SOldiery, but also from loyalist g811gs such as the 'Black Mob' led by Hunter
Gowan, and surviving rebel bands, particularly the infamous 'Babes in the

lane Barber, too, revealed some of the psychological effects of the rising in

Wood', and the 'Corcoran gang', of KiJloughrnm Woods. Scaremongering

the traumatisation of her sixteen year old brother William in the aftennath of

and rumours of sectarian massacre heightened the general atmosphere of

the rising. 52 She deplored what she described as 'onc evil,

lawlessness in the latter months of 1798. Entire districts were seized with

that arose from the rebellion', the inability of young fanner's sons called to

hysteria, with Catholics and Protestants alike convinced of impending Orange

serve in the yeomanry, to settle to civilian life. Later on she noted:

and rebel slaughter.

noI

generally known

Dinah Goffe described different raids on Horetown

House, perpetrated by the 'Babes in the Wood':

'These, remo\-ed from the eyes of their parents with .....eapons placed in

'Twice they visiled us, and

their hands, raised to the rank of men before they had discretion to
behave as such, and exposed to all !he temptations of idJeness,
intoxication and bad companions, when peaceful times renuncd were
totally unable 10 scule to their fanns too often by their father's death
left 10 them alone - but continued the same careless disorderly life, 'till
they became quile unable to pay their rents.'J

on these occasions our sufferings were greater than on any during the
Rebellion,.49 The group appeared intent on robbery in thc Goffe home, yct
derived satisfaction in the violent intimidation of Dinah's father. Dinah Goffe

was convinced that 'the repeated shocks and trials, which my honoured father

Barber continued to describe how many of these young men were
subsequently ejected from their farms and forced to emigrate to America.

<' D.Gahan,

'The 'l}Iack Mob' lllld Ihc 'Babes in the Wood': Wexford in the Wake of

Rebellion, 1798-1806' in Journal ofthe WnfQrd Historicol Saclcry 13 (1990-1991), p.93.
.. K.WhcIRn, 'Reinterpreting the 1798 Rebellion in Coullly Wexford', in D.Keogh and N.
Furlong (eds.), 71re Mighty Wave The /798 Rebelflon //1 Wnlord (Dublin, 1996), p.28.
"Gahan, 'lbe 'Black Mob", p.93.
P. Kenncdy, Evcnings in the Duffry (London, 1869), p.126.
.., D.Goffe. 'Divine l'ro!ectiOl'1' in J.M.Richardson, Six Generations 01 Friends i/l Irtland,
1655·1890 (London, 1895), p.I66.

<'
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While it is impossible to generalise about the consequences for the loyalist

lO

'I

Goffe, 'Divine Prolection', p.175.
B.Letl, 'A '98 DiRty by Mrs. Uarbara Newton Lell, KiIlaligan, Enniscorthy' in The PIJJI 5

P949), p.146.
1 Barber, Ruollectlons. p.23.
II Barber, Rc<:ol1cc1iOl'15, p.24.
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Protestant community in Wexford in the aftermath of 1798, records show,

certificate of his good character, on 17 April 1799. Elizabeth Grady told of her

following the eventual lifting of martial law in 1806, the c3r1y st3ges of a

husband William's arrest on his way 10 Dublin 10 take the Oath of Allegiance

significant Protestant emigration to Canada.'-4

in her petition in August 1798, while Mary Moore pleaded for the release of

The provision of evidenec in the eouns manial and the intercession of

her husband James on the grounds of illness on 16July 1798. '9

women in Wexford, in the State Prisoners Petitions represented the continued

A salient feature of this study is the interdependence of men and women

political eng3gement of women.'5 It is evident from examin3tion of the trial

in the extnlordinary period, May to July 1798. lbe public participation of men

trnnscripts th31 women were listened to with great allention and were

in insurrection or dcfencc of the county in the YCOfllanry and militia,

5fi

necessitated the maintenance of their homes and farms and the protection of

Women of all classe:s. from servanl girls to respected businesswomen came

their families by women in the 'private' sphere. At the same time the rebellion

forward 10 give evidence, often at considerable personal risk, at a time when

in Wexford occasioned unprecedented female involvement in the political

intimidation and general lawlessness persisted in the coonty.

Over zealous

domain. TIle activity of rebel women at the camps and on the battlefield, and

attempts to secure convictions sometimes led to the hiring of female evidence.

the engagement of women of both sides in intercession and the provision of

Thomas CIOOC)', in his Per:so1/O/ Norrati\-,e, wrotc of the attempted blackmail

testimony on behalf of family members and others, negates the OOlion of the

by a m3gistrate of a woman called Rigby, in which she was promised the full

non-political involvement of women. lbe im'olvement of rebel women 'was

considered to provide important witness to the major cvents of the rising.

amount of her claim, if she wouJd gi"e evidence leading to his conviction.

51

motivated also by concern to effed social and economic change in their

As well as providing evidence for the prosecution of rebel suspects,

situation as their activity in plunder and their imerrdationship with authority

women performed an important role as character witnesses in the defence of

demonstrates. lbe devastating material and emotional effects of the rebellion

rebels such as Cloner, in testifying that they had helped loyalists during the

on the lives of women did not deter their continued effecting of events.

rebellion. Significant documentary evidence exists of simil3r intercession by

Women secured the prosecutions and acquittals of prisoners and they were

women in the State Prisoner.;' Petitions. lbcsc contain numerous eX3mplcs of

resourceful in the protcction of, and provision for, their families. lbeir actions

wives and mothers ple3ding the innocence of their husbands and sons, and

in the aftcrmath of the rebellion in Wexford paint a more complex picrure than

seeking their liber,ttion from jail.

that of their role as solely victim.

Vcry often they included certificates of

charncter, such as that of Elizabeth Mirna, on behalf of her husband, George,

Women have been seen to act autonomously and assenively in new

ofClonhenry, County Wexford, signed on 15 September 1798," or the mother

ways in this engagement with civil and military authority. While this activity

of Pierce Aspcl of Tomsp3r, who petitioned his lihcration and enclosed a

does not subscribe to thc traditional male norm of power, alluded to by Anna
Kinsclla in the introduction, it demonstrates the exercise of authority, in thc

so Oallan, 'Tile 'lJIack Mob". p.I06.
Jl It has b«n estimated that between the years 1798 to 1801, approltimately eight lIundred
trials al court martial took place throughout Ireland. While there is evidence of only one
wornan being brought before a court martial, in roughly twenty live per cent of cases a
significant contribution was made by women in the provision of evidence for bolh
~roseculion and defence.
Sce T. Banlett, 'Bearing Witness: female evidences in courts martial convened to suppress
:~e 1798 rebellion', in D.Krogh and N. Furlong, (eds.), 11u! Wom,m of J798 (Dublin, 1998).
CIOlley, A Personal Narrat;,'c, p.114.
~ Stale Prisoners Petitions. SPP 220, National Archives, Dublin.
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contribution made, for example, to the release or conviction of malc prisoners.
The dependencc of men in the rcbcl cause on thc contribution of women and
their role in intercession, indicates a significant shift in the traditional premise
of the dependency of women. While singular women have often defied
It

State Prisoners Petitions, 427, 151, 221. respt<:tively.
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traditional roles, this study indicates that many ordinary women in Wexford

A Study of Priest's Wills in the Roman Catholic Diocese of Limerick

stepped beyond their culturally conditioned sphere of activity. The rebellion

(1878-1917).

has been shown in this way to have impinged radically on the interrelationship
of men and women's lives.

Matthew Tobin

Study of the female experience of rebellion in Wexford communicates
the occasional transcendence of human values during that conflict, and

lbis paper is based 011 a study of the wills and charitable bequests of the

contributes in this way to a deeper historical understanding of the period.

secular priests of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Limerick between the years

Importantly we are afforded a glimpse into the psychological effects of the

1878 and 1917. Little research has been undertaken on any aspect of the clergy

rebellion on persons of both genders. In spite of the decp antagonism expressed

of the diocese of Limerick and Begley's three volume general history of the

in the loyalist narratives, they often evidence on occasion of the ability of

diocese, published between 1906 and 1938, is still the only published work.

people to cross political and sectarian divides in reciprocal acts of kindness.

This study attempts to test the gencral impression that sccular priests were

The Rebellion of 1798 was a time of great misfortune and family tragedy.

comfortably ofT, even wealthy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

Those who were left widowed, homeless and in financial difficulty continued

centuries. By looking at the wills and charitable bequests that arc available

to suffer long aller the suppression of the rebel forces. This suffering was

from the National Archives of Ireland, the Diocese of Limerick Archives and

shared by their male counterparts who sUIvived the horror of the bloodshed

local newspapers of the time, it is possible to gain some insight into the

occasioned by the rebellion in the county. The extraordinary fatality rate and

financial affairs of the clergy. It can also sometimes be clearly seen how they

devastation wrought, in only six weeks of fighting, must not be overlooked. It

had acq\lired their legacies, usually land and/or properly, shares, mass offerings

would appear, however, that it was in the altered nature of daily interpersonal

or bequests. Another issue examined is the difference between the resources of

relationships and in the breakdown of the moral economy that the most

parish priests in comparison with curates.

enduring legacy of the rebellion of 1798 in Wexford is to be found.

documents is the beneficiaries and the various conditions attached to these

[n

conclusion, the work undertaken in this study points to avenues of exploration

A final insight from these

legacies.

of the story ofIrish women and men, as )'et unexplored. It is to be hoped that

The Diocese of Limerick is not cotenninous with the civil county of

this limited attempt to document some of the experience of women who lived

Limerick, as most of the eastern arca of the county is part of the Diocese of

through a 'people's rising' in county Wexford, in the months of May to July

Cashcl & Emly while the two most northerly parishes of the diocese,

1798, illuminates the essential inclusive nature of such exploration.

ParteenIMeelick and Cratloc, are pan of the civil county of Clare. Of the fortyeight parishes in the diocese during this period, five were in the city while the
remaining forty-three are classed as rural parishes. To date one hundred and
ten secular priests have been studied during this period (that figure which can
be broken down is summarised in table one).l It has been possible to trace
wills for sixty-five of these priests. A Notice of Charitable Bequest for five
I See Appendix I, Table l.
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other priests

"'"as

published in the Munsler News newspaper between lhe

mentioned years. 11lCSe seventy are classified in table two.

2

the tenTIS of the will of Edmond J. Connolly who died in 1908. This was

Of the remaining

ob...iously a family arrangement but it has not been established if Edmond was

forty clergy, twenty-five made no will while fifteen made a will but no eopy

his father or brother. Connolly owned twenty fi...e cows, twenty five cal...es, a

exists or can be found at present. A number of criteria have been employed in
the examinlltion of the wills, nllmely; land and property/investments/parochial

bull, four fann horses, fifty tons of hay and farming implements, which were,
valued at £440 10s from infonnation found with his will. 7 Rev. Michae1

houses and legatees. During the course of this study various conditions and

McComlllck, parish priest of Ardagh, owned two small fanns that, he

legal stipulations that occasionally appeared lllso received allention. In 1898,

instructed, were to be sold separately at a public auction and were not to be

the parish priest of BrulT Rev. Charles McNamara, told his parishioners, after

subdi...ided.· Re.... Comelius McCarthy pp of Knockadcrry owned thirty-two

he was insulted while collecting dues on Easter Sunday, that he hlld 'money

acres of land at Gurtecncumgh and twenty-seven acres of land on the other

enough to keep me until I die. Nobody ever heard of a priest dying in lhe

side of the: parish at Cloncagh.'

WOtkhouse,.J

In the will of the Rev. Michael Donor parish priest of

11le ...ast majority of landed priests were rural based but urban priests

Shllnagolden who died in 1909lhere is the simple phrase 'I have no money,.4

also owned property. Re.... Joseph l3ourke, parish priest of St Patrick's, owned

The purpose of this paper is to try to establish which of these statements is

property in the city including some houses in Cecil Street and he obtained £50

most applicable to the clergy of lhe Diocese of Limerick in this period.

annually from thc rents on these properties. lo Rev. Andrew Murphy, the parish

Twenty-three members of the clergy either owned or rented land. Some

priest of St Munchin's, and the former diocesan secretary [0 Bishop O'[)wyer

of lhis land was purchased for the building of a new church or parochial house

had kasehold properties or tenancies that were valued at £99 at the time of his

for the: parish priest.

Rev Timothy Ryan Shanahan, the: parish priest of St

death in 1914. 11

Re.... William Cascy, the parish priest of Abbeyfeale was

Munchin's, held two plots ofland for 'the object of providing a suitable site for

noted for his involvement in the land stnJggle in the area, always siding with

a new church for said parish'.'

Rev. 11l0mas Downes parish priest of

the tenants and the labourers throughout the 18SOS until his death on 29

KilmaJlock was another parish priest who held land with the intention of

December 1907. Interestingly he was himself a 'landlord' but admittedly on a

building a new church, which was built in 1879. Downes also owned houses in

small scale. He bequcllthed a field of four acres that William P. Brodcrick

Doneraile, County Cork which he left in trust for his grand niece to his nephew

rented from him, to Broderick ill his will.

the Re.... William Downcs the then parish priest of Athea.' Of the twenty-three

McCarthy was to receive Cascy's field 8t Gortnaskehy of one acre and two

members of the clergy who had land, only one was a curate. Rev. John

roods ifhe pays £30 within one month of Fr. Casey's death to his executors. If

Another local fanner, Daniel

Connolly had retired from the priesthood due to illness in 1907. Connolly
rented one hundred and seven acres, three roods and nineteen perches for £ I1 0
annually less £20, which he paid to I-Iannah Connolly. This was according to

• National An:hive!l ofl~land (N.A.l.), Will ofRcy Michael Donor, listcd 15 J"lluaty 1910.
I N.AJ.. Will ofRcv. Timothy Ryan Shanahan, listed 9 July 1915.
• RAJ., Will ofRcv. Thomas Downcs, Limflrid: Distric/ ProhQU &giJfry Wills &ok 1889-9
.hiM 189J, Microfibn code 4 218 41, p.226.

, N.A.I., Will of Rcv. Stcphcn Connolly,lislcd 30 April 1913.
I N.A.I., Will of Re.... Michacl McCormack, Limerlclc Dis/rict Probale Regislry Wills 18761888, Microfilm codc 100946·941, p.JOJ.
• NA.I., Will of Rcy. Comclius McCanhy, Li/I'Mrick DiJlric/ Prooo/£ R~giJIry Wills 18761888, p.J14.
If NA.I., Wit! of Rev. Joscph Bourkc, Li~riclc District Prohou ReglJlry Wills Book 1889·9
JIIN! 1893, p.396.
11 N.A.I.• Will ofRcv. Andrew Murpby,listro 31 August 1914.

I'

I'

I Sec Appendix I, Tablc 2.
'Pius J. Brownc, A History ofBruff & Di.!tricl- MA Thesi.! Vol. 11 (Cork, 1918), p.413.

O'Donoghue had nineteen shares in National DMk of Liverpool that

McCarthy did not pay the money, the field was to be sold and if the value
exceeded DO, the balance went 10 McCarthy.12
Parish priests rather than curates had the best chance of acquiring land.
In January 1881, al a meeting of the Land league in Adan; the Rev. Kennedy
a curale in Feenagh/Kilmcedy told the crowd, 'I am not a very praclical man. I
do nol at presenl hold that much of land I will soon be a parish priest and I will

WCl"C

valued at £220 which he left to Annie O'Ooooghue but if she didn't

behave herself according to Mary O'Donnell it will be divided amongst
Edmund's fOW" sisters. 11
Rev. Joseph Bourke of5t Patrick's left the following instruction to his nephew
Jeremiah McCarthy who:

have it,.H Rev. Kennedy did not in the event become a parish priest un611893
has been sufficiently provided for, besides he has got up to £500 more than his
due ... and if he is kind to his sisters and a protector to them, I am sure they
will be of benefit to him. 1t

in Fedamore, Twenty years after he was ordained and a position he held until
his death in 1925. His comment however reveals what was apparently a widely
held expectation of diocesan priests.

Rev. William Downes left the residue of his estate equally between Thomas,

The possession of land and property was not the sole manifeslation of
priest's wealth; the wills also contain evidence of a diverse range of assets.

Emmet Larlcin idenlified this trend when he quoted a statement by Bishop

William and lilian, his nephews and niece. If any of them 'be known to be
going wrong, that is given to drink or immoral, I direct such a one share be
divided amongst the ethos.' Do\\1les continued,

Butlet" and his clergy from 1871 that states the clergy were 'sprung for the most
part from the greal fanning class of the county' .14 These rural priests nOl

A3 all three an: very young and living in England it may unfortunately happen
that one or more of them may forget the religion in which they were baptised
and renounce the Roman Catholic Failb. If so I direct that nonl: of my assets
should be given to such a one. 19

surprisingly then kept c:lttle and horses. According to the Mwuler News on I
May 1880 at the Grellt Munster Fair in April, Rev. Luke Glesson pp of Par1een
sold two horses for £IOO.IS When Ihe priests were bequeathing money to their

It has also emerged from the study of the wills that a number of priests

friends, families and charities they sometimes pUI conditions on, even
controlled, the use of this money in the hope of being able to protect the
recipients from beyond the grave.

Rev. Edmund O'Ooooghue. a curate in

Bulgaden left his nephew Maurice O'Ooooghue £100 from Mary O'Ooonell
(the residuary legatcc) when she deemed fit:

totalling eightccn had shares in various companies.

The most popul3f

shareholding was in banking with eleven priests holding shares, closely
followed by rnilway companies of which ten priests were shareholders while
three priests placed their tn1St no doubt very wisely in Arthur Guinness Md
Sons, the: brewery. Two examples of priests' shareholdings are listed in Tables

and if he: does not conduct himself to her entire satisfaction my ",ill is that
same: shall go to my Niece Annie Q'Donoghuc: and the: remaining fifty pounds
to my ni~ Johanna F1ynn. 16

3 and 4. 20

Nineteen priests invested in insurance policies. Rev. Thomas

Downes had an insurance policy for £600 with the West of England Insurance
Co., which he

:: N.A.I, Will or Re.... William Casey, liSled 23 June 1908.
N.A.I, Chief.&cre/llry·s Office Registered Pa~rs, 1881/3698.
Emrnc:t Larkm, The Roman Calholic Church" IM Home Rule },fo"emenl in Ireland 18701874 (Dublin, (990), p.239.
11 Mun.rter Nno's, I May 1880.
I1 NAJ., Will of Rt\'. Edmund O'Doooghue, LilMrid; District Proba,e Registry Jffifls 1876-

Il

1888, p.44.
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Ien to Bishop O'Dwycr and his successor as parish priest of

N.AJ., Will of Re.... Edmund O'Oonoghue,l,imerick District Probate Registry JffUls 18761888, p.44.
l' N.AJ., Will of Rt\'. Josepb Bourke, Limerick District Probale Registry Wills Book 1889·9
June 189J, p.396.
11

I'

N.AJ., Will or Rc.... William Downes, listed 14 December t901.
»See Tables 3 &. 4.
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Kilmallock?1 Rev. loseph Bourke had an insurance policy of £300 with the

If the successor did not want the house, it was usually sold at a public auction

same company and with bonuses; it reached a value of £350. £300 of this

and this money was included in the estate.

money was 10 be invested in the education of two-day studenlS in the classics

A number of priests left their money for the erection or repair of

for the priesthood who were unable to pay for their education. A fortnightly

churches in the diocese. William Casey of Abbeyfeale stated in his will that he

mass was also to be said by onc of the seminary priests.

22

Rev. Patrick Michae1

wanted a church to be erected 'at or near the junction of the three roads where

Murphy, a curate in SI John's left his insurance policy valued at £200, which he

the townlands of Dromtrasna O'Brien, CahcrHayes and Sneenkilly met,.28

held with the Colonial Mutual Assurance Co. to his brother Rev. Andrcw

Rev. Timothy Corkery retired parish priest of Toumafulla left his brother the

Murphy, then a professor al St Munchin's College. 23 Bishop Edward Thomas

Rev. Patrick (whose death preceded Timothy by a year) £200 'in trust for help

O'Dwyer had an insurance policy valued at £1,000 but his will does not

to extend the chapel at Toumafulla and build a tower at the western gable,.29

mention with which company O'Dwyer held the policy

with. 2•

The Rev. John B. Meehan, parish priest ofCroaghlKilfinny, received £100 to

The successor to a deceased parish priest usually had to pay

tile the chapel in Kilfinny where Timothy wished to bc buried. 30 Meehan

compensation to the executors of the pervious incumbent for the parochial

himsclf left £40 for the repairs of Croagh and Kilfinny churches in his notice of

house. Rev. hmes McCoy paid £ 150 when he was appointed parish priesl of

charitable beques\.)l Rev. Daniel Fitzgerald left £500 for the building of a new

Bulgaden in succession to Rev. Marcus Cleary in December 1886 and he in

Roman Catholic Church for St Mary's parish where he served as parish priest

turn demanded that the same amount be paid to his

excrutors. 2'

Rev. James

from 1878 until his death on 10 Novemhcr 1894. 32

Rev. lames Glesson

Molony, parish priest of Kildimo, left his house 10 his successor on condition

bequeathed £50 for the erection of Stations of the Cross in Coolcappa church,

that his excrutors received £150 minus two per cent depreciation for each year

which was the last parish hc minislered in before his retirement. If however

he lived in the house.
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This condition was repeated in a majority of the

seventeen cases where the parochial house was passed onto the successor who
also had to pay for any improvements carried out to the property.

Rev.

MoJ1imer Fitzgerald, parish priest of Ballyagran, left his house to his successor

Ihcse were erected during his lifetime, the money was to be used for
improvements in the church. 33

window in the apse in Newcastlcwcst church.)· In total over £3,200 was left to
the building, improvement or upkeep of churches in the diocese.

and from notes included in his will he spent £88 15s on repairs on the house
including £42 on thatching the house eight times in the pervious twelve ycars. 27

Dean O'Brien left £100 for a stained glass

Masses for the soul of the deceased were an important source of income
10

many priests. As Rev. Michael O'Donnelt parish priest of Rathkeale stated

in a letter to Bishop O'Dwyer dated 17 July 1917 that 'should I get the bequest
of £ I 00, I cannot put more than about £10 of it into my own pocket'.3' Over
II N.A.I., Will of Rev. Thomas Downes. Limuick Dislrict PrQlwte REgistry With &x>k 18899 June 1893, p.226.
2:l N.A.I., Will of Rev. loseph BoUIte, Limerick Di.,trict Probate Registry Wills Book /889-9
June 1893. p.396.
l' N.A.I., Wilt of Rev. Patrick Miehael Murphy, Limerick District Prolwte Registry Wills
Book /889.
l' N.A.I., Will of Bishop Edward Thomas O'Dwyer, listed 7 November t917.
l' N.A.I., Will of Rev. lames McCoy, listed 15 lanuary t907.
2Ii N.AJ., Will of Rev. lames Molony, listed 22 September t904.
17 N.A.l., Will of Rev. Mortimer Fit7.gerald, Limerick District Probate Regislry Wills Book
/889-9 June f89J, p.136.
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,. N.A.t., Will of Rev. William CaseY,listed 23 lune 1908.
N.A.t., Will orRev. Timothy Corkery, listed 28 March 1892.
JO N.A.l., Will of Rev. Timothy Corkery. listed 28 March t892.
] I Munster Nev.'s, 16 December 1899.
31 Munsler News, 9 March 1895.
J' N.A.I., Will of Rev. James Glesson, listed 29 August t914.
J< N.A.I., Dean Richard Baptist O'Brien, Limerick District Probate Registry Wills 1876-1888.

10

r"~~erick Diocesan Archives, Bi~hop O'Dwyer papers _ Folder E.
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£3,000 was bequeathed in lhe seventy wills and charitable bequests for masses
for their souls or their intentions. Most of this money was left to priests of the
diocese but Rev. John Reeves left £200 for masses to the Abbot of Mount
MellenlY in Walerford. J6 Rev. William COOIlery, parish priest of Effin, left £5
for masses}1 in comparison 10 £100 that Rev. Edmond Tracey parish priest of
Askeaton left for masses for his soul and for his intentions between two
curates. 3lI Rev. Daniel Cunin left £100 for masses, which were to be said at a
rate of Ii\'e shillings a mass.» There were also rates of two shillings and
sixpence and four shillings respectively for masses. Only five priests len no
instructions or money for masses for their soul in their will.
Servants and housekeepers feature in a number of priests' wills. Bishop
O'Dw)'er's eoaerumm, John Horgan would receive £100 ifhe were still in his
emplo)'lIlent at the time of his death. 40 Rcv. Patrick Carroll parish priest of
Croagh/Kilfinny len £20 to Mary Cusscn his housekeeper who also gets to
keep her bed and 'any poultJy that I may die possessed of. 41 Rev. John
Bourke of Kildimo bequeathed four shares in the National Bank Ltd. to John
Kilcooly, 'my faithful servant for over 30 year.;' and two shares to his
housekeeper Honorah Flaherty.42 However these were some of the lucky few

not money.4) Rev. James McCoy pp left £200 to Bishop O'Dwyer for the poor
of St. John's Parish« while the Rev. John Camek, parish priest of Kilfinane,
gave lhe poor £20 but he wanted it used 'prefcrnbly for the WlComplaining ones
who do not publicly solicit alms'.~s £150 was left to the Bishop of the diocese

to im'est foc the poor by the Rev. Michael Maher parish priest and the interest

accrued from this sum was to be used each Christmas to provide bedclolhes for
the poor of Ardagh.ol6

Thirty-seven different charities, religious groups,

schools and hospitals benefited from the wills of the priests to varying degrees.
Nearly £10,500 was left to these groups, the smallest being £5 to Rathkeale
Convent from Rev. Martin Ryan, parish priest of Athea, and the largest being
£500 to the Roman Catholic Orphanage from Rev. Thomas McEniry, parish
priest of Effin. 47 MeEniry also left £100 each to St Vincent de Paul, the
Propagation of the Faith and the Magdalen Asylum run by the Good Shepherd
nuns. 4• Rev. John Carrick bequeathed £50 each to the following: 5t John's
Hospital, Good Shepherd Convent, the Male Orphanage and St Joseph's
church. 49 Sometimes the reasons for a donation to a convent or charity were
due to a personal connection as Rev. Michael Maher len £50 10 the Convent of

Mercy in Sunderland tlS he has a niece there. so
11 is hard to give an exact amount of what sum of money was lell to

as only a quaner of servants and housek«pen received any money from their

family mrolbers but it can be conservatively stated to be over £5,000. Family

masters' \\ills.
The poor fared reasonably well from the death of priests but often with
reYealing restrictions. Rev. Daniel Curtin len £50 to the poor of the parish of
GlenroeIDallyorgatt on the condition that it was given in the foon of blankets

:l6 N.;'d., Will ofRey. Jobn Reeves, Limerick Dis/ric/ !'robo/", RrgUfry Wills Book 1889-9
JlOfe 1893. p.424.
n N.A.I., Will of Rev. William Connery, Limerick Districf Probote Registry WillJ Book 1889·
9 Jlme 1893, p.8.
... N.A.l., Will ofRey. Edmond Trace)', listed 29 Man:h 1909.
)f N.A.I., Will afRey. Daniel Curtin, listed 22 January 1914.
00 N.A.I., Will of Bishop Edward Thomas O'lN.)'er, listed 7 November 1917.
.. N.A.I., Will ofRey. Patrick Carrol1, Limerick DiJtrict Probate JUgistry WiIlJ 1876-1888.

t.'~.~.l.,

Will ofRey. John Bourke, Limerick DiItrict Probate Rrgistry WiJIJ Book 1889-9
June 189J, p.J36.
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members usually benefited by Ihe sale of personal property such as furniture:,
household goods and books. Rev. Michael McCoonack of Manister Id} £150
10 his niece Mrs. Ocorge Quaid that is to be used for her eldest unmarried

<) N.A.I.,
... N.A.I.,
., NAI.,
.. N.A.I.,

Will
Will
Will
Will

of Rev.
of Rey.
of Rev.
of Rev.

Daniel Curtin, liS{ed 22 January 1914.
James McCoy, listed IS January 1907.
John Camek, listed 10 August 191 S.
Michacl Maber. Limerick District Probate RegiJ'ry Wi!IJ 1876-1888,

50 1.
r'N.A.I.,
Will of Rev. Martin Ryan, Limerick DiJlrict Probote R~giJ'ry WiIIJ 1876-1888,

p,59S.
I N.A.I., Will of Rey. Thomas McEniry, Limerick Dis/rict Pro!xJ/e Registry Wills 1876-1888,

fi430 .
N.A.I., Will of Rey. JollII CafTick. listed 10 August 1915.
N.A.l., Will ofRey. Michael Mahl'r. Limerick District Probate Regutry Wi/IJ 1876-/888,
p.SOI.
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daughter 'as a marriage portion,.51 Rev. Cornelius McCanhy of Knockaderry

significant.

had £300 in the bank and il was to be divided by giving £150 each to his

Rickard Tinsley who died on 19 April 1892, left £100 for Rev. Joseph Bourke

51

Some indication of this can be obtained from the wills. John

Rev. Arthur J. Sheedy, parish

the parish priest of St Patrick's for masses fex- his soul but Bourke died within

priest of Monagea, left his nephew John Nunan (who was a student for the

one month of Tinsley's death.'· Tinsley was a wholesale merchanl and the

priesthood in Maynooth College) his books, bookcase, writing desk, table, gold

largest importer of sail into Limerick city and also a former Mayor of Limerick

brothcr Charles and his sister Mrs. Mahon.

B

Timothy CorkeT)' left the President of

in 1865. In his death notice in the Munster News he was described as being 'a

All Hallows College £100 for ecclesiaslical students and his nephew Timothy

fervent Catholic'." Tinslcy's name also appears in the will of Rev. Michael

received £200 for his ecclesiastical eduealion.j.l

Rev. John Glesson, parish

Cascy pp as he had received a loan of £1,000 from Casey, half of which was 10

priest of Dromcolloghc:r, left £50 to assist as a dowry for his niece Margarel

be the security of his rnongage on his business. Tinsley also got Casey's gold

COMOlly 'now postulanl' in Ennisl}mon Convent. j j

Rev. Michael Cascy,

watch and chain as a loken of affection. 1SO Another example is Dean Flanagan

parish priest of SI Mary's, left £500 to be invested for the use of his stepsister

of Adare who received £140 from the estale of Sarnh Stokes who died in

with the interest to be used 'to provide board and lodgings clothes or comfOT1

October 1905,1\1.0 weeks before Flanagan died on 16 October 1905.'1

watch and chain, pins and oil stock.

for her there (her present address) or elsewhere during the term of her natural

Michael McCarthy in his book Priests &: People in Ireland published in

life', This money was then to be divided between various charities after her

1903 included a passage from the Evening Telegraph newspaper of 13 April

death." Rev. TImothy Halpin left the rtttcr of Mungret College £10 a year

1901, 'which stated that Bishop O'Dwyer received £1,660 from Miss B.

each August for the education of Patrick Clohessy of Knockea. Clohessy will

Q'Grady of 4 Pembroke Road, Dublin for masses:

get £30 once: he left Mungret College and went to another collegc to finish his
or the repose of the souls of her Iale sisler, Mary O'Grady (of limerick), of
her parenlS and relatives, and herself, and also charitable purposes in limerick
and Patrick's well. 6J

studies in the priesthood. Halpin's grandniece Kale Minahan was 10 receive:
£100 when she turned eighteen but if she died before eighteen, the money

would be given to her sister. His niece Johanna f-1alpin was to receive £200.
Halpin also left his house, lands, household furniture and everything else to his
nephew Miehacl in trust after the payment of debts and funeral expenses.'7
So Ihen how did priests acquire such wealth during this period? Apart
from the nonnal dues paid by their parishioners, mass offerings were very

McCarthy, asserted thal 'il is al the deathbed priests acquire the bulk of their
means,.63 He was, however, hoslile 10 the Catholic Church and its priests and
elsewhere slates that when a parish priesl dies 'he leaves nOlhing'.64 However,
il is likely that there was al least some truth in his assertion.

Priests also

benefited from the legacies of fellow priests to say masses for their souls and
11 N.AJ .• Will of Rev. Michael McCormack, Limerick Diltrlct ProbOfe Regillry IIIms /8761888, p.303,
n N.A.I., Will of Rev. Comelius McCarthy, Limuick District Probate Registry Wills 1876.
/888, p.314.
l) NAt., Will afRev. Arthur J. Sh~dy, Limerick D~trlcl Probate Registry WI/Is 1876-1888,
&.491.
11 NAI" Will afRev, Timothy Carkery, listed 28 March 1892.
N.A.I., Will afRev. John GJcsson.lisled 14 OclOber 1901.
"N.A.I.. Will of Rev. Michael Cascy, Limerick Dlslrlct Probale Registry WI/fs 1816-1888.
120.
1N.A.I., Will of Rev. Timothy Halpin, listed 18 November 1901.

r:.
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their intentions. Some priests were fortunate in that when they moved from
l'N.A.I., Will of John Rickard Tinsley, listed]) May 1892.
,. Mwmu News, 20 April 1892.
lJO

N.AJ., Will of Rev. Miehacl Cascy, Limerick Dlslrict Probate Registry Wills 1876.1888,

fJ· 220.

I N.A.I, Will of Dean John Stanilas Flnnagan. listed 5 April 1906.
Michacl J. F. McCarthy, Priests andpeaple In freland(Dublin, 1903), p.lll.
6J McCarthy, Priests ond peaple In /reland, p.329.
'" McCarthy, Priests andpeaple In lrefMd, p.l18.
01
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one parish to another, they received a testimonial and address from their
parishioners. Rev. John Canick was Iransferred from Newcastlewest where: he

workhouse' would have been a rare occurrence for any of the priests of the
Diocese of Limerick bet..." een the years 1878 to 1917.

was a curate to become parish priest of Kilcoman in March 1878. Carrick
APPENDIX I

received a testimonial from the people of Newcasticwest but the Mumter News
of20 July 1878 does not mention the sum ofmoncy involved.~ However his

Table I

compatriot Rev. C.P. Kenny also received a testimonial when he moved from
Shanagolden to Knockaderry as curate in 1878 amounting to £120." As we
have seen parish priests were: provided with parochial houses" though according

Breakdown ofpricsts of the Diocese of Limerick who died between 187810
1917

to the Acts of the Diocesan S}TIod of 1890 they were: 'nol private property,.'J
Bishops

2

Parish priests

6'

Administrators of parishes

4

an estate of £82 Is 9d 61 while Rev William Cilrroll, a curate for twenty years
died in 1889 leaving an estate of £75 ISs.69 But out of the seventy priests

Curales

23

studied only nine had estates that were valued at less than £250.

Retired parish priests

7

Retired curates

3

Chaplain

I

Priest who had no parish assignment

I

Priest was allllched to the Diocese of Wellington in New Zealand but had

I

The structure: of the diocesan rules was that a priest was compensated for
improvements he had made 10 the parochial residence and this increased their
assets after their death.

Some priests from well ofT families had personal

sources of wcallh in addilion 10 that available to other priests. However, not all
priests bequeathed large eSlates that included shares, land and property. Rev.
John Kclly, a parish priesl who died ill 1892 :lJId thirty six years as a priest left

In conclusion which of the statements., quoted at the beginning of this
paper, is nearer to tM truth, McNamara's assertion 'of no priest ever dying in
the Workhouse' or Donor's statement 'I have no money'? As Donor himself

left an estate of £625 5s 5d 10 his sister Monica in that will, his reliability, not
to mention his ~dibiJity, is certainly open to rather serious questioning.

llI

On

the basis of the research to date, it can be stated with confidence that dying
possessed of less than a comfortable living. not to mention 'dying in a

been ordained for Limerick
65 Mumler New!, 20 July 1878.
6l' Munster News, 12 January 1878.
07 L.D.A.. Varia If!" d-lrf' Cenluries Ms.
61 N.AJ. Will of Rev. John Kdly, Prinicpal RegiJtl')' Wills Book 1891 Vol. 11 G·M, p.357.
MN.AJ, Will of Rev. William CarrolJ, Limerick DiSlricl Probale RegiJlry Wills Book 1889·9
June 189J, p.22.
?f N.AJ, Will of Rev. Michacl Donor, listed 15 JllIluary 1910.
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Table 3

Table 2
Breakdown of wills and charitable bequests of priests who died between 1878

Stock Portfolio of Rev Patrick Condon, parish priest of Kilcornan who died on

to 1917

14 January 1917 71

Bishops

2

Parish priests

50

Curates

8

Retired parish priests

5

Retired curates

3

Ltd.

Chaplain

1

Total

Priest was attached to the Diocese ofWellington ill New Zealand but had

1

£250 worth of original stock in the Great Northern

@90

£225

@79

£ 237

@74VI

£596

@24Yi

£145105

Railway

£300 worth of original stock of Great Southern &
Western Railway
£800 worth of 4% preference. stock of Great Southern
& Western Railway
£60 worth of ordinary stock of A. Guinness & Sons

£1,331 105

been ordained for Limerick.

" NAJ., Will of Rev. Patrick Condon, listed 23 March 1917.
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Table 4

Fianna Fiiil and the

cr~ation of its

identity {1926-31}.

Stock Portfolio ofRcv lames Gubbins Fitzgerald, parish priest ofManister who
died on 27 April 1914 n

Declan Jackson

12 Guinness ordinary shares

@£35%

£429

£250 Great Southern & Western Railway ordinary

@98Y;

£2465s

@99~

£53 9s 6d

shares
£54 Great Southern & Western Railway preferencc

,h=

The process by which a demoralised, dispirited and defeated minority "i1ich
emerged from the civil war in 1923 succeeded in becoming the gO\'emmenl of
the country less than a decade later, and in giving birth to a political party
which has exercised clear political dominance ever since, has fascinated and,
to an extent mesmerised commentators.]

The aim of this anicle is to focus on one process that allowed Fianna Fail to
occupy a hegemonie position within the Irish political landscape. It will be

60 C & 1 Bourice Ltd. Dublin

Doo

@£5

argucd that from the party's fonnation in 1926 until 1931 they were involved in
a number of schemes with a specifie aim of raising public aWaralCSS of the

@201-

10 Irish Insurance Church Property

£\0

political mtily that was Fianna Fail. It is possible to divide this examination
into three distinct areas. First, the fonnation of the network of local party

@£187/8 £&49 7s 6d

45 National Bank Shares

branches (eumann), secondly the collection of signatures in an attempt to force
the government to hold a referendum concerning the oath of allegiance, and

Total

£1,88825

thirdly, a large proportion of the anicle wiJl be devoted to the establishment of
the Irish Press. It will be argued that the combination of these three elements
laid the foundations for a great deal of the success enjoyed by Fianna Flail
subsequently. Professor JJ. Lee succinctly described the contribution made the

Irish Press, he asserted that:

The Press played an important role in the Fianna Fail election victories, not
only by confuming the COflvictions of the faithful, but also by COflvtrting
previous non \1>ters or e',en unbelievers. The increase in turnout from 69 per
cent in September 1927 election to 77 per cent in 1932, befon:: rising once
more to a record 81.3 per cent in 1933, probably o....-ed a great deal to the
popular enthusiasm generated by the Press.

This articlc will attempt to build on Lec's assertion in so far it is will argue that
the three schemes as outlined above created a 'popular enthusiasm' for Fionna
] Richard, Ounphy, 1M making a/FiOtlna Fail power in In/and 191)-/948 (Oxford, 1995),

ll'N.A.I., Will of Rev. JamnGubbins Fittgen\d, listed 15 Au~ 1914.
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fi~, Lee, Irr/OIld 1912-198J Po/iliQ cmd Sociery (Cambridge, 1989), p.168.
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faiL In relation to the structure of the article each scheme will be examined

(c) Endeavour to increase its membership to include all supporters of
Fianna Fail in its area.
(d) Carry out loyally such specific instructions as arc time from time
transmitted to it from bodies with authority to do SO.6

individually followcd by a fourth section devoted to the development of some
conclusions.

Eamon de Valera the surviving leader of the 1916 Rising, resigned from

The cumainn J
The local branch had a particular importance to the development of a public
awareness of Fianna FAil. Warner Moss defined a cumann as:

his presidency of Sinn Hin on 10 March 1926; shortly after this the decision
was taken to form Fianna Fail. From the outset the establishment of a strong
eumann structure was made a priority. In the 16 April edition of An Phoblacht

The basis of the Irish party structure is the local club (known also as the
branch or eumann). Its functions are the political education of the community,
the maintenance of the local election machinery, and the forwarding of local
sentiment to the national organizmion. 4

the formation ofFianna Fail was announced, accompanying this announcement
was the request to assist in the fonnation of local branches, the request read as
follows:

More specifically Fianna Fail in their constitution and rules define a cumann

The committee requcsts all who are willing to help them in their
task to communicate with them. Secretaries of cumann and
comharile ceanntar and individuals willing to organise new
cumainn, arc requcsted to write to the secretaries at the above
address as soon as possiblc. 7

as:
Branches of the organisation, which shall be known as cumainn, shall be
fonned in the manner hereinafter set out, and shall, consist of not less than ten
members:

(a) In ruml areas - the basis orthe curnann ",ill be the chuKh area.
(b) In urban and city boroughs - the basis of the cumann will be the
urban area or the electoral ward or such other area as may be
directed in particular cases by the national executive.
(c) In foreign countries - in such a manner as may be directed, in
particular areas by the national executive. l

From the momcnt that the ncw political party was revealed to the public
attempts were made to establish and sustain the cumann structure thus,
illustrating the centrality of the cumainn to Fianna Fail. It was very much a
case of building the pany from a local foundation.
In order to fonn a cumann in an area a member of the national

The requirements of 'political education' and 'maintenance of the local election

organising commillee, headed by Gerry Boland and Scan Lemass, would

machinery' as referred to in Moss's definition are contained in section 16 of the

contact local Fillnna l;ail members or individuals that were potential members.

constitntion and rules of Fianna Fail, which sates that:

If this initial contact was successful a prominent member of the party would
travel to the locality and make a speech aimed at creating momentum in the

16. It shall be the duty of a cumann and of the members thereof to : _

(a) Abide by the spirit of the constitution of the organisation.
(b) Promote the interests of the organisation in its area, and to secure
public support for its programme.

area: Sean MacEmee was one speaker in demand during this process, he
provided an insight into the process and how:
For more than five years hardly any of us were at home for a single night or
any weekend. Lemass bought up four or five second hand ford cars 'old

}Cumann singular, Cumainn plural, translated as club or branch.
• Warner, Moss, Political PanieJ in lhe Irish Free SUite (New York, 1933), p.S4.
, Frank Aiken PaperJ [her<:in FAP], University College Dublin Arehives {herein UCDA],
p.104flS01.
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7

FAP, VCOA, p.l04f1S01.
An PhobJocht, 16 April, 1926.
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bangers', and with them we toured every parish in the country founding
Fianna Fail branches ...•
In 1927 there were 1,307 cumainn located throughout the country, by 1930 that
figure had dropped to 550, by 1931 the figure had risen again to 750, and by
1932 there were 1,404 active cumainn registered with party headquarters. The

obvious question to be raised, is despite all the energy being devoted to the
organisation why did the figure fluctuate so rapidly? Firstly the 1927 figure

entitled 'Fianna Fail scheme for election organisation', the booklet was for
private circulation only. The booklets central proposal was that:

In each constituency there is a constituency director of election who is
responsible for the general conduct of the entire election campaign and who is
assisted by an election staff. The staff consists of the following:
(a) A Director of Finance
(b) A DifC(;!or of Propaganda and Meetings
(c) A DifC(;!or of Transport
(d) A Director of Canvass lJ

was slightly misleading, although the figure is quite high the system did not
appear to be working to the satisfaction of the party's central authority. In their
report to the 1927 t\rd Fheis Boland and Lemass stated 'Wc believe, however
that many of the cumainn included in these totals are in need of reorganisation,
and that the membership of all could be greatly increased.,9 The reorganisation
of many cumainn would have resulted in the amalgamation of some and the
disbandment of others tlJat were not perfonning in accordance with
expectations. One barometer of pcrfonnance was the annual church gate
collection undertaken by each cumainn, if a cumann received a warning about
its failure to perfonn in this respect it was a grave gesture. The Nation sternly
stated: 'the gross receipts [of the annual collection] were to be sent to party

The individuals to fill the above post were to be dravm from both the national
and local strands of the party. This mixture of the local and the central meant
that thc structure could operate lit two separate levels, benefiting from the best
strategists the central party had to offer and at thc samc time local people were
visibly involved in the election campaign in thcir area. The cumalill system
allowed Fianna Fail to maintain a constant presence within a rellltively small
geographic area; namely the rural pllfish or the urban electoral ward. Coupled
with various high profilc events staged by the cumann, such as a speech by a
prominent politician or the church gale collection, the residents of the locality
became more aware of the existence of the party.

headquarters. Any cumainn which refused to participate in the collection would
loose representation at the next annual eonference.'JO This was a serious
sanction as the Ard Fheis represented a high point in the annual activity of the
cumainn. In a further effort to encourage the activities of the cumainn the
success or failure of particular cumainn was discussed in front of the entire
party lit the Ard rheis. If II cumann reached various tllfgets they would not be

Signature campaign
One of the first priorities of the new Fianna Fail party was to force the Witliam
T. Cosgrave lcad government to hold a refercndum to remove the ollth of
allegiance to the British monarchy. Thc oath was onc of the mllny contentious
and divisive aspects of the Anglo - Irish trcaty (1921) as it compelled Teacta
Dala (T.D.) to swear an oath to a foreign monarch. The opposition could

subject to the annual subscription fee.
During a general election the local elements of the PllrtY Clime to the
fore. The systems to be implemented were contained in a forty-pllge booklet

succeed in removing the oath by the calling of a referendum according to the
conditions set out in 48 of the Free State constitulion. The cumainn would play
a vital pan in this oath removal campaign. In order to achieve the required
number of signatures the party followed a well-established pattern organising
speeches by prominent members, supplementcd with a propaganda campaign

I

Jrish Times. 3 July. 1974.

9FAP, UCDA, p.I04/1501.
I. The Nation, 3 December, t 927.

.

--

" FAP, UCDA, p.l0411501.
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and local eumann members physically collecting individual signatures.

In conjunction with the speeches Frank Gallagher, at this time working

However, prior to c..xamining the melhod of signature collection and Ihe

as a free-lance journalist, produced a number of leaflets on the issue.l~ '[be

implications of Ihe campaign in ~Iation to raising awareness of the party, it is

most dramatic and persuasive of these documents was a leaflet entitled 'Some

first

Opinions on partition and the removal of the oath'. The gravity of the message

necessary to outline the

legal

environment wilhin which these

developments took place. Article 48 of the Free State Constitution stated:

in it was is in a large part due to the calibre of the individuals quoted within the
document. Gallagher quoted, Dr. Mannix Bishop of Melbourne, Cardinal

The Oireachtas may provide for the initiation by the people of proposals for
la....-s or constitutional amendments. Should the Oireacbtas fail to make such
provisions within two years it shall on the petition ofllOlless than 5e\'enty fh'e
thousand \"Oters on the register, of whom oot more than fifteen thousand shall
be voters in any one constituency, either make soch provisions or submit the
question to tOe people for decision in accordance with the ordinary regulations
governing the referendum... Il

O'Oonndl, Bishop of Deny and Dr. Dignan. Bishop of Clonfert The

This article allowed Fianna Fail, or any other group, to legally eompel

Ireland.'u

document was stmctured in the fann of a number of quotations, perhaps the
most forceful of which was taken from Dr. Mannix who was quoted as follows:

"'be lirst thing to get rid of is the oath of allegiance, which some take but none
believe in - and the Irishman that would willingly take it should clear out of
Galtagher's

utilisation

of Mannix's

words allowed him to

the government to hold a referendum on any issue providing the provisions of

manipulate the reader's religiolls, political and patriotic sensibilities at the same

the article: were met. The article was not as liberal as it may have appeared. The

time. The addition of the two other clerics provided the argument in favour of

stipulation that no more than 15,000 of the total 75,000 signatures required

removal with an irreproachable prestige, Also, there was an implied criticism

eould be in the: same constituency meant that the campaign had to be virtually a

of the existing government in so far as they willingly took the oath, and thus

counlry-wide: enterprise. In order to achieve this aim the campaign had thn:e

were not worthy of remaining in Ireland.

principle avenues of altack. First, high profile: members of the party began to

The third element in the campaign was the physical collection of the

address the issue of the oath, de Valera was one of the most energetic

signatures. This was achieved by taking full advantage of the cumann system,

volunteers, In April 1926 he outlined Fianna Fail's opposition to the oath of

In many rcsp«ts the collection of the signatures was similar to a prolonged

allegiance:

period of electoral activity. Each cumann in conjunction with the cmttal
organisation had to circulate the petition and hold meetings in order to

The Free State Assembly might be used as a nucleus for such an assembly,
were it 001 for !he oath of a11q;iance of the King of England was posed as a
political test on all who become members of that assembly. The oath 00

convince people 10 sign il. The speakers at these meetings attempted to

Republican will take, for it implies occepI8JlCe of England's right to
overlordship in OUI country. The Free Swte oath is then the primary banier (0
n3tional unity, and must go if unity is to be attained. 1be removal of it is the
immediate political objective of the new movement. ll

the petition and the resultant referendum was the best possible means of

convince their audience first, that the oath had to be removed and secondly that

I'

Such speeches were utilised to create a momentum within the Fianna Fail ranks
in order to prepare the membership for the campaign that lay ahead.
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Gallaghef" is possibly most frequently receives anention for his mic as the fim editor oftlle

Irish Press. He was bolh Parliamentary correspondent and laler editor of the Cork FT"« Press.
In December 1916 following the closure oflhe Cork Free Press he moved to Dublin where he
began to get involved with Sinn Fein and the I.R.B. He Wll.'l appointed to the publicity staffof
the republican Dilit Eirealln and acted as editor of the Irish Bulletin during the war of
independence. He resigned his Dliil post in protest at the Angle-trish Treaty and later sided
with de Valertl again in the formation Fianna Fail. From 1939 until 1948 he was the head of
the government information bureau.
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achieving this aim. This prolonged period of activity, as outlined above,

oath. If this assumption is accepted the question must be asked why did Fianna

allowed the party to evaluate the state of readiness of the organisation. Also, it

Fail pursue such a eourse of action even when they realised that it was doomed

illustrated to the public that the one-sided nature of post-civil war politics had

to failure? Two factors appear to be paramount; the campaign served to form

come to an end. The signature campaign was centra! to Fianna FAil's fmure as,

lasting links hctween the central and local elements of the party, links that were

many within the party felt as Frank Gallagher asserted that 'apathy and

to become central during the many election campaigns that the party was facing

disillusionmcnt had sunk deeply into the people' .16 'Ibe attempt to remove thc

in the coming years. Secondly, the campaign received large amounts of

oath provided local members of the party with a sense of empowerment, it

publicity, it illustrated to the electorate and body politic that a change had

allowed them to once again feel that they had a role to play in shaping the

occurred within the republican movement. Although they were still opposed to

destiny of the nlltion, If their actions succeeded they could force Cumann na

many elements of the Free State they were now willing to work within the

nGaedheallo hold a referendum and address an issue they would rather ignore.

established legislative and political structures with the ultimate aim of altering

Once collected, the signatures were correlated by electoral ward, then by

them to confirm to their republican republican ethos.

constituency and subsequcntly a parry offical made a declaration to a Frce State
commissioner asserting the validity of the petition, While this process allowed

The Irish !)ress

for an organised presentation of signatures it also gave Fianlla Fail the

As stated in the introduction the number of media outlets open to an Irish

opportunity to analyse the data and thus come to conclusions relating to the

political party in the late 1920s and early 19305 was limited. Radio did not

strength or weakness of their support on a virtually nation wide basis. 'Ibe

establish itself within the media landscape until the early 1940s. While many of

legislation required the presentation of a minimum of 75,000 signatures, in

the established daily newspapcrs held an editorial basis against Fianna Fail

tOlal the campaign yielded 96,079. The figures when examined regionally

during the party's initial years. In the introduction to his work on the Irish

broke down as follows: Munster (28,593), Connaught (29,704), and Ulster

Press Mark O'Brien provided the following assessment of national newspaper

(28,593) and Ulster (28,593),17

opinion:

Fianna Fail prcsented the figurcs before the Dail in May 1928. This
When the paper ceased publishing in 1924 {the Freeman's Journal}, the only
other indigenous daily titles were the Irish Times which 'still thought and
spoke in terms of unionism', and the Irish Independent which 'was a SlrOng
supporter of the commonwealth connection'. Both were 'violently anti-de
Valera'. Therefore de Valern's founding of the Irish Press 'could be justified
solely in terms ofthe hostility of the newspaper establishment' .IS

move was countered by Cumann na nGaedheal when Ihey removed article 48
from the constitution with the Constitutional Amendment Act 1928, which was
ratified by the Dail in July 1928 and effectively brought to an end Ihe attempt
to remove the oath. Cumann na nGaedheal's dedsion to remove Article 48 was
predicable, especially when viewed in the light of the legislation they

The use of party-controlled print media was a common feature of the

introduced the previous year compelling candidates to take thc oath. It was
possible that the leadership of Fianna Fail realised that the govemment was
always going to effectively counter the referendum campaign to remove the

twcntieth century Irish political activity, Before 1916 William 0' Brien's home
rule paper the Cork Free Press was innuential and after 1916 the republican
DAil produced the Jrish Bulletin and the Labour party had The Watchword. In

l~ Frank Gal/aghl!r Papers [Herein FGPj, National Library oflreland IHcrein NU), Ms.

18376(1).

17 All figures taken from The Nation, 3 ~embcr, 1927.
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the 19305 the OIueshirts produced the imaginatively entitled The Blueshirt and

Nation was central to Fianna Fail withoul it they would nOI have had a

the republican movement used An Phoblacht. The first Fianna Fail associated

dependable avenue to access the media. An Phoblachl was traditionally

newspaper, The Notion, emerged on the 26 March 1927; the firsl editorial

associated with the republican movement and in particular Sinn Hin. The

appeared under the headline 'Where We Stand'. Suring the course of the

editorial attilude adopled by this paper in relation to Fianna FAil was inilially

editorial the following comments were made:

confused. In April 1926 the paper ran a story giving information relaling to the
formation of a new party following the splil within Sinn Fein_ An Phoblacht

The Nation today salmes the Irish public hoping 10 ....in for itself a place in lhe
life of !he people .....o rthy of the august cause it has been fOlllled to $en'e. The
Nation stands for an Irish republic. 1be stands for the freedom .....hich men and
....-omen of 1916 and the succ::ttding )'ears fought and died for."
All the papers mentioned above have one thing in common, they were
published once a week. De Valcra's attempt to purchase the Freeman's Journal
in 1924 iltustmted the need tor a republican.fricndly publication. However
immediately following the split in the republican movement following lhe
Treaty debates de Valera and his supporters were aware of the need for a daily
newspaper. Frank Gallagher in a letter to his wife dated 151 January 1922 noted
that progress had been made within the anti - Treaty in relation to having a

even wenl so far as publishing comments, made by the Fianna FAil
organisalional committee, that appeared 10 support the Fianna Fail position:

'The committee realises that there is a nation·wide demand for a progressive
Republican policy based on actual conditions of the momenl. ,22 In the same
publication two wccks later a very dilTerent story appeared, the author was
Mairc McSwiney. During the course of this piece McSwiney revealed her
attitude towards Finnna Fftil: 'Wc all know t1wt Emnon de Valera and the
others who arc with him in this wilt do nothing dishonourable; if they cannot
get the oath abolished, they will cry halt and come back.'llln the latter half of

1926, the need for the establishment of The Nation became more pressing. The
pro-de Valera editor PJ. Ruttledge losl control of An Phoblacht in a contest

newspaper:

with Peadar O'Donnell and this resulted in the paper becoming heavily

J think that I should ha"e no difficulty in getting a good salary. Di::v is ~ or
less in control and looks to me to nm the newspaper, under E.C:s [Erskine
Childers) direclion of~. The qoeslion of salary should come up next
week and I will let )'00 know at once. The present proposal is to have the
paper hi-.....eekly for as long as the Dail sits and then to become a .....eekly until
money is in hands to star1 a OOly.;/O

associated with and 10 a large extent controlled by, the Irish Republican Army

(IRA)l(

]M

Nation was central to Fianna HiI eornpeting with the various

political publications which were at this time common place through OUI
Ireland.
However, if new convens were to be made to the Fianna Fail political

The paper mentioned above never actually became a regular publication,

code and hopefully transformed into the loyal supponers required to sustain an

it until 1927 and The No/ion thal de Valern and his supporters had a newspaper

ambitious party, innovation was called for. This innovation received party wide

over which they could exercise editorial control. In relation to The Nation its

backing during .he course of the second Ard Fheis in 1927 when the following

' ... editor and proprielor was Sean T. O'Kelly, O'Kelly was one of de Valeta's

motion was passed: 'That this Ard Fheis pledges its ardent support to the

c10scst associates and a founding member of the party (Fianna Fail).'11 Yet The

Tht No/lOll, 26 Marcli, 1927.
Fra"k. Gallagher and Crci/ia &u"ders Papers [llerein FG & CSP), Trinity College Dublin
Manuscripts Department [Herein TCDMsj, t00501137.
21 R.K, Carty, Party cmd Parish Pump Eire/oral Potlricl ill lretand (Onlario. 198t), p.I03.

A" Phobloch/.16 April, 1926.
A" PhobatchJ, 30 April, 1926.
" For I more detailed description see PeteT, I')rne, 'The Third Sinn Ftin Party: 1923-1926 pdrt
I' in Eronomic and Social Re~i~. I (1969). pp.29-50.
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projected daily newspaper.'2S The organisational work started immediately

Gaelic games, it was a marketing masterstroke. The printing prcss of the paper

after the resolution was passcd at the Ard Fheis. In early 1928, de Valera

was started by Mrs. Margaret Pearse, the mother of the 1916 rising leader,

accompanicd by the paper's first editor, Frank Gallagher, went to America fund

Padraig, which was a revealing charactcristic of the future editorial direction of

raising for the new paper. TIte money raised in lreland was deposited at the

thc paper.

Munster and Leinster bank. Some visits to America provcd difficult,

The last three months of 1931 saw the circulation of the paper rise from

particularly after Fianna Fail had taken the oath and entered the Free State Dail.

56,821 to an average of 86,825 for the second quarter of 1932, eventually the

During the course of January 1928, de Valcra and his party were followed by a

figures settled at approximately 90,000. This is quite a respectable figure when

Mr. Kent who had been a Silm Fein T.D. and disagreed with the group that had

it is secn against the light of the distribution and circulation problems

formed Fimma Fail. Kent was interviewed by Ihe Boston Globe and asked why

encountered by the paper initial years. To place this performance in an relative

he was in America, he explained himself as follows:

context the long-established Irish Independent was at this time selling
approximately 120,00029 copies daily. There was much opposition to the new

Mr. Kent said that he regretted having to ex!X'sc Mr. de Valcra but no other
course was open to him ... He was there to pn::vcn! people who subscribed 10
the original bonds from putting their money into Mr. de Valera's proposed
newspapcr?6

access to an early distribution train that was used by its compctitors to transport

The initial fund-raising effort was focused on America, following his return to

the editor of the paper, Frank Gallagher, was callcd before a military tribunal

Ireland, de Valeta senl Emie O'Malley and Frank Aiken to America to

charged with seditious libel, because of a series of stories relating to the

maintain the effort. However, securing funds in America depended on raising

treatment of rcpublican prisoners in Free State custody. Disastrously for the

funds in Ireland. The delicacy of the situation is illustmtcd by the following

Cumann na nGaedheal government the tribunal heard the case cleven days

comments in The Nation: 'The moment that Ireland puts up the quota -

before the election and did not announce their verdict until after polling had

£100,000 - there will be half a million dollars available in the United States.'27

taken place. The case was portrayed as partisan persecution of a news paper

Finally, in conjunction with the funding drives both in Ireland and America it
became possible to launch the new daily paper. 21 On Saturday 5 Septemhcr

associatcd with the political opponents of the government, it was a triumph in

1931 the first edition of the Irish Press was printed in Dublin, it consisted of a

eventually fined the paper a relatively insignificant sum of £100 but the fact

twelve-page broadshect. It may have secmed that Saturday was a bad day on

that the readership contributed £500 to a fund to pay the fine illustrated the

which to launch a newspaper and ordinarily it would have been, but this

propaganda success of the case.

paper. For example the paper was forced to go to the courts in order to gain

their papers through out the country. Also prior to the 1932 general election,

tenns of public relation for both the paper and Fianna Fail. The tribunal

30

Saturday was different, it was the day bcfore the All-Ireland hurling final. One

It was an editorial policy of the Irish Press to focus on idealised aspccts

of the strengths of the newspaper was the depth of coverage that it dcvotcd to

of traditional Irish life, including a specific view of republicanism. O'Brien
outlined the vacuum that the paper sought to address:

11 FAP, UCDA,p.10411967.
:!f Irish Independent, 19 January, 1928.
n The Nation, 25 February, 1928.
11 For a more delailed description ofthese
O'Brien 5hould be consulted.

efforts Ihe works of Richard Dunphy and Mark
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In fonnulating its version of lrishness, Cumann na nGaedheal severely underemphasised the cultural identity of the Irish people and il was this omission
that later allowed Fianna FAil via the Irish Press to exploit the hunger for
cultural cohesiveness in the new nalion state. l1
The paper, by articulating the cultural desires of the people, for example its
coverage of Gaelic games, also conveyed to the electorate that Fianna FAil was

the only political grouping which protected their political interest. It was hoped

Conclusion
The contemporary readcr has become so familiar with Fianna FAil that it is
difficult

10

imagine the Irish political landscape without the party. However in

1926 its survival was not guaranteed, as it had no sitting representatives and
little chance of influencing political change, Yet, de Valera's anti-Treaty
faction were confident that they were going to emerge victorious, in early April

1922 Frank Gallagher wrote to his then fiance,

that more and more people would bttame supponers of the pany as a result of
agreeing with the views oCthe paper.

The ..... hole situation is electrical and at any moment anything may happen,
1bcre is Iinle chance of blows between the Free State troops and the IRA. oot
it ....ill go just barley short of that. We expect arrests and imprisoomcnlS to
begin within a couple of months.. .1 am confident of two things - I. That the
Free State is not JOin g 10 work and 2. Tbat we are going 10 win. The elections
may not be held.

1be Irish Press provided an avenue for the voice of dissent, crucially it
managed to combine an elemem of social respectability with a radical (in this
specific relati\"e Irish context) cry for change, In the eyes of the electorate of
the early 19305 any opinion that appeared in the Irish Press was almost

Gallagher was incorrect in both of his predictions. Following the end of the

interchangeable with those of Fianna Fail. In 1929 Fmnk Gallagher wrote a
n
long letter to John T. HUghes , during the course of the letter Gallagher

civil war Sinn Fein and the IRA were shadows of their pre civil war Stre1lgth,J'

expressed the following views in relatiOD to the function of the Irish Pre:u:

However the 1926 beak.away group fonned a party that ODe conunentator has
described as follows:

The new paper, which will be in circulatioo in some six months, \\ill probably
be decisive in turning and guiding the tide. It wiIl be the first time in history
that Irish Republicanism will have 11 friendly daily newspaper, Therefore it
....ill be an incalculable gain in every way.ll

In terms of winning elections, Fianna Fail has one of the best records in the
annals of liberal democracy. Over the fift)'-)'ear period from 1932 10 1982
inclusi"e, it conlested eighteen general elections. After thirteen of them it
fonned a single-party gO\"erlU1lenl, and il .....a s in power for thirty-niDe years
during this period.-

The above comments, whieh were made in private between two friends, are
extremely revealing in relation

10

the true function of the paper. The first editor

The three schemes addressed in this papl.T provided Fianna Fail with

admitted that the paper would attempt to 'turn' and 'guide the tide'. This is an
obvious and crude reference to moving public opinion towards the core values

avenues through which the electorate became aware of their existence and the
party's relevance to individual voters. The crucial and common element in

of Fianna Fai1.

these three schemes is that by-in-Iarge they existed outside the deafening roar
of political activities during elections (both local and nationaJ), Thus, the
electorate could assimilate the messages being conveyed without a multitude of
distractions from other political groupings. It was this fact that played a central
II

O'Brien, de Va/era and Ihe Irish Press, p.8.

'I John T. Hughes was a Lawyer living in Boston, he was a staunch supporter of de V.lcra
• nd a close friend ofGallagher's. During 1929 he was lK:ting as Gallagher'S American literary
afent, assisting in creating demand for Gal1agher's book Day! a/FeaT.
) /ohmk Gallagher Paper!, National Library of Ireland, Ms I 8JJS (4).
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role in the raising of awareness of Fianna Fail. As a result of the cumann
structure, the signature campaign and the Irish Press, voters were not only aware

An attempt to realise defined political goals or a continuation of the
physical force tradition? An assessment of the IRA's decision to
launch the border campaign (1956-62).

of, but felt a deep loyalty towards Fianna Fail.

John Maguire

Modem Irish republicanism draws its inspiration from a tradition of conspiracy
which centres on a number of rebellions, including those of the United
Irishmen in 1798, the Young lrelanders in 1848, the Fenians in 1867, and most
importantly, the 1916 Easter Rising.!

As is oflen the case, dilTcting

interpretations of hislOry are used to support political positions in the present.
While it is doubtful that organisations such as the United Irishmen or the
Young Irelandcrs viewed themselves as republican in the modem sense of the
word, nevertheless, the central tenant of today's espousal of republican doctrine
stands upon a version of history that sees an unbroken chain of rebellion that
stretches back to 1798.

This cyclical view of anned struggle in every

generation has been used 10 justify the use of violence without recourse to
public consent at dilTcring points throughout the twentieth century. Indeed, the
Irish Republican Army's (IRA) Border Campaign was to be one such occasion
when anncd volunteers saw themselves as continuing this tradition of
insurrection:
In 1798 there were the United Irishmen. In 1848 the Young Lrclanders. In
1867 the Fenians fought for Irish Freedom. In 1916 we had the Irish
Volunteers and the Irish Citizen Anny welded together to fonn the Irish
Republican Anny which fought Britain to a standstill from 1918 to 1921. Today (1957) the volunteer freedom fighters of the same organisation carry on a
tradition of underground struggle, guerrilla warfare and revolt. 2

I M.L.R. Smith, Fightingfor Ireland? The Military Strategy ofthe Irish Republican
M""'ement (London, 1997), p.6.
I J. McGarrity (pseudonym) Resistance: The Story ofthe Struggle in Brilish Occupied Ireland

(Dublin, 1957), p.51.
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Consequently, the use ofviolenee by the republican movement was scen

as a legitimate political tool which could be used to express opposition to

deteriorated before being finally called off by a recalcitrant IRA General
Headquarters (GHQ) in February 1962.

British involvement in Ireland. This attitude towards the use of violence to

Ultimately the significance of this campaign lay not in its military

achieve political ends has created a tendency towards elitism within republican

endeavours, but in the facl that it signalled a fundamental change in IRA

circles. This elitist thinking was to become highly pronounced during the 1956

policy. The campaign marked a switch from the IRA's original overriding goal

border campaign, and in no large measure contributed to its failure. The aim of

of creating the 'Real Republic,' 10 the winning back of the six counties, by

this slUdy therefore, is to effect an examination of the border campaign and its

placing the crnphasis on tackling the problem of unification at its soun:e,

antecedents in order to fully trace the development of Republican thinking

Northern Ireland?

prior to the outbreak of violence in 1956. The decision to initiate a campaign

change, and for the first time, the IRA, using the Republic oflreland as a base

during this period will be critically analysed \\ith a view to assessing the

of operations, ignored the British mainland and direcled its intentions sokly at

motives behind the mounting of such an operntion. Was Ihe prospect of

Northern Ireland. However. in order to fully understand the importance of what

preparing for a new anned struggle used 10 rejuvenate a decaying and ailing

was in effect a dramatic policy shift il becomes necessary to place it in some

OI"ganisaliOl1, or did the IRA kadership sincerdy believe there were cOIlcrele

sort

political gains 10 be made from mounting an assault OIl Northern Ireland at this

prior to this period.

Subsequently IRA strategy was altered to reflect this

of context by effecting a brief perusal of the growth of republican doctrine

time? Finally, the effect of contcmpornry republican thinking on the IRA's
approach 10 the campaign itself will also be considered in an effort to

Tbe growth of republic.n doctrine

detennine the reasons for its ultimate collapse, as well as the failure of the

The evolution of many modern strands of republican thinking can be traced

campaign to auract any measure of public support throughoul its duration.

back to the ratification of the Anglo-lrish Treaty on 7 January 1922. Following

The campaign itself began in December 1956 when the IRA launched a
new military initiative in Northern Ireland.

This was to become the first

!he approval of me treaty by sixty-four votes to fifty-seven, a new provisionlll

government was set up 10 prepare for the handovCf of power from the British

sustained outbreak of hostilities perpetrated by the Republican movement since

authorities.

For the advoclltcs of the treaty the way was now paved for

the failure of its disastrous OS_Plan' Campaign in April 1941. The campaign

elections to the new Irish Free State parliament, and while it may not have

proved to be a relatively unremarkable affair, mainly characterised by the

delivered the much desired Irish Republic, it did establish full intemal

IRA's altt-'fTIpts to destroy RUC stations in frontalllttacks as well as resorting 10

autonomy over fiscal and SOCilll policy, provided for the evacuation of Brilish

more nuisance incidents such as setting fire to B·Special huts, and cutting

forces and estllblished the basis for the creation of a national anny. For many,

telephone lines. Following lhe deaths of two IRA volunteers, Scan South and

including Michael Collins. the treaty was viewed as a device which Ireland

Fergal O'Hanlon, in an attack on Brookeborough RUC station, the brief

could harness to extricllte itself from British domination. 4

momentum of the campaign began to ebb and as early as July 1957, lhe IRA

However. liS the vote in the Dftil (Irish Parliament) indicated, there was a

found itself on the defensive due to the sustained efforts of the northern and

large dissenting minority who remaincd unconvinced by this argument. For the

southern Govenunents. From this slage onwards the campaign quickly
) Smith, FighlingfOr Ireland?, p.66.
• Smith, Fighlingfor Ireland? • ppA0-4I.
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nnti-treatyitcs the concept of the republic held grcat mcaning, and in their view

will of the population, the Republic could only be achieved through force of

was an actuality. It had been proclaimed in 1916 and established by the electcd

anns. This strain of thought represented the synthesis of man)'

representatives of the Dail in 1919. Funhennore, all of those involved with the

opinion and many strands of elitist thinking within the republican movement.

movement during the Anglo-lrish War had formally sworn to 'defend the Irish

This type of republican elitism reached it peak in December 1938 when the

Republic and the Government of the Irish Republic, which is Dail Eireann,

IRA, seek..ing monll authority for an upeoming bombing campaign on the

For the anti-treatyites, there could

British mainland, began to establish contact with the surviving members of the

against all enemies, foreign and domestic."

d~ades

of

be no concessions on this issue; they had fought to defend a physical entity on

second Dfiil as elected in 1921.

which there could be

compromise. The treaty failed to deliver the republic;

announcement which stated that the second Doli! had transferred the right to

it sundered the nation and subjugated it 10 a foreign power through the use of

establish a Republican Governmenl to the anny council of the IRA and by

the Oath of Allegiance. In their view the treaty was a step backwards, and for

implication meant that IRA anny council now effectively viewed itself as the

many, the use of force against the organs of the Irish Free Slate was perfectly

legitimate go,'emment of the Irish Republic.'

DO

This contact was to culminate in a public

justified, as it was now simply viewed as a new manifestation of British control

A sea change began to occur in the late 19305 with a growing sense

in Ireland. As a result of this, many former comrades chose 10 stay outside the

nithin republican ranks that the movement should take into aCCOWlt prevailing

de facto instruments of government, instead, pledging their allegiance to the

political realities.

second Dail as elected in 1919, as Ihe troe government of the dejure republic.

administrations was never questioned; 'Indubitably both areas are ruled by

This pedantic approach to the treaty of 1921, introducW an element of

1be function of both the southern and northern

partition parliaments n hose functions in maintaining a divided nation are
However, it was felt that there was a qualitatjve distinction to be

elitism into Republican thinking. The IRA leadership, by ignoring the will of

identical."

the

elected

made. 8ritain was seen to be maintaining direct control over Northern Ireland,

representalives, paradoxically wished to use force on behalf of the population

whereas the people of the twenty-six counties were able to enjoy some measure

to establish the republic. For many of the republican movements ideologucs,

of autonomy. It was also feh that the refonns carried through by de Valera in

this paradox represented a eircle that could not be squared and in the words of

the 1930s., such

de Valera:

the 1937 constitution, had to most people's satisfaction given the south territory

majority,

and

the

authority

of Irelands

democratically

as the abolition of the Oath of Allegiance and the ratification of

the substance of a republic.' The issue of Irish unity now appeared to be the
~f Republicans stand aside and let the Treaty come into force acquiescence in
Lt means the abandonment of national sovereignty... if the republicans do not
stand aside... resistance means anned opposition to what is undoubtedly the
decision of the majority of the people. 6

This dilemma proved too much and many, including de Valcra, ultimately
made the rcturn to constitutional politics.

For those that rcmained with the

movement thcre dcveloped a deeply held conviction that despite the general
: Oath 0/Allegiance to lMil limonn. ](1' Aligust 1919. (Private Collection).
Tim Pat Coogan, TM IRA (London, 2(00), p.3S.
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sole remaining nationalist gricvance, and in this new atmosphere the genesis of
the 1956 border campaign was born.

Tbe decline oftbe IRA
·Ibe decision to launch the border campaign was taken against the backdrop of
a sevcre dccline in republican fortunes that largely resulted from the IRA's
, Joscph Bowycr Bell, TM Secret ArlllY: rIM IRA (Dublin 1997), p.1S4.
: Sinn Hin, National Unity and Independence Progrom/llf! (Dublin, date unavailable), p.2.
Smith, Fighting/or ImloncJ?, pp.66-67.

"

disastrous 'S-Plan' bombing campaign in 1939. Indccd, this campaign largely

speech made by the Minister of Justice, Gerald Boland, when he declared the

reflected the stagnation of tactical thinking that was inhcrent in the republican

IRA to be a dead organisation.

movcment at the time. Despite years of discussion and planning thc campaign

Consequently, when assessing the IRA's decision to launch the border

was based on the premise that bombs exploding in England (Scotland and

campaign it is necessary to place it against the context of this decline because,

Wales were ignored, being considered fellow Celtic Nations) would force the

even by the late 1940s the hesitant attempts to rc-organise the movement were

British cabinet at Westminster to open negotiations on the northem issue. The

already tied to the idea of planning for a future, unrealised campaign in

IRA leadership also felt that if the lrish government would not, or could not

Northern Ireland. The idea of a campaign focused solely against the north was

openly support the campaign, it would at least tolerate the activities of the IRA
in order to reap its planned benefits. lO Bctwccn January and July 1939, the

Tom Darry had first touted the idea in June 1921, and Joseph
McGarrity of Clan na nGael again raised the issue in 1934. 13 During the early

IRA managcd to effect 127 explosions of varying degree throughout England.

1940s preliminary preparations were made for just such a campaign, but were

In response, the British govcrnment passed the Prevention of Violence Bill

quickly abandoned because of the rapid deterioration of thc IRA's resources.

authorising tight control ovcr inunigration, the right to deportation, the

By September 1948, following a series of tentative meetings bel\vcen leading

detention of suspects and thc registration of all Irish living in Britain. l ! The

republicans the IRA had begun to re-organise itself and was sufficiently

campaign was met with an equally draconian response in Dublin, coming as an

prepared to hold an anny convention. 14 This convention was to be significant

unwelcome threal to the Irish Govcrnmcnts own efforts to end Partition. The

because it provided the forum for the airing of ideas which Icad to a decision

counter terrorist clauses contained within the OITences Against the Stale Act

being taken to prepare for a military campaign against the British in Northern

were activated and the government was given the power to try IRA suspects

Ireland.

not new.

undcr Special Military tribunals.
These measures effectively broke the IRA, by April 1941 the campaign

The decision 10 launch Ihe campaign

had collapsed and the republican movement cntcred a protracted period of

Why was this decision taken in 1948? Given the evidence available, it would

dccline. lhis decline was to be augmented by thc so-called 'Hayes Affair,'

seem that the republican movement would have had difficulty in mustering up

when an IRA Court Martial, on the charge of treason, sentenced to death the

enough manpower to stage a public parade, let alone launch a military

IRA Chief of StaIT, Stephcn Hayes.

Ultimately Hayes escapcd from his

campaign. Much of the population were unaware of the continued existence of

captors, but this dcbacle caused untold damage to the IRA and left the

the IRA during this period, and for the potential recruit, all the republican

The IRA's central

movement eould offer was the faint hope of a far oITbcttcr day. Yet, perhaps

conunand structure collapsed with the cxecution of the IRA's new Chief of

this was exactly why this decision was taken. Without something to aim for

StaIT, Charlie Kerrins, in Dccember 1944. 12 Without a central command the

the burgeoning momentum towards re-organisation may well have fizzled out

IRA lost its central focus and direction, its institutions began to decay and most

due to lack of direction.

organisation riveted with division and disillusionment.

To quote Bowyer Bell, 'the purpose of the

IRA units disintegrated. Indecd there was an element of truth contained in the
lJ Smith, Fighlingfor !re/and!, p.66.
.. Coogan, The IRA, p.255. The General Anny Convention (GAC) was the IRA's supreme
putbority, which c1a:ted an Anny Council 10 exerl:ise this role when the GAC was not in
session. The Army Councit in turn aPJX>inted a Gcneral Headquarters (GHQ) Slaff.

'0 Bowyer Bell, The Seer"l Army, p.149.
'1 BO\"yer Bell, The Seeret Army. p.160.
'1 Bowyer Bell, The Secret Army, p.231.
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organisation was at last clear.,IS Disillusion was rife within republicanism, and

At 2.40 this afternoon units of the Rcpublican Anny entered and took
control of Gough Barracks, Annagh City. They took control of the
guardroom, the telephone exchange and the arsenal which was cleared
of all equipment. 13

for many the emergence of a new political party, Clann na Poblachta, and its
espousal of constitutional republicanism, opened new avenues through which
their energies may have been channelled.

In this climate militant

republicanism needed to ofTer something new if it were to survive. Given the

Further raids on Eglington Naval Air Base in DcIT)' and the Aborfield

era of political and social stagnation, the excitement of a new military

Depot in Berkshire followed which incvitably allraeled hundreds of new

campaign may well have been the key. As in 1916, the population had grown

recruits.

jaded and perhaps it was necessary to start the campaign in order to re-ignite

go\'emmcnt crackdown. In 1948 Clann na Poblachta had entered into an inter-

the spark of physical force nationalism.

party government with Fine Gael and its Republican sympathies inevitably

Givcn the upsurge in republican activity there was to be no

Ultimately, tIle decision to prepare for a new campaign did have

meant that the Clann's position in governmcnt would prove useful. Republican

enonnous implications for the republican movement. Without a doubt between

prisoners wcre released, Garda and Special Branch harassment was cndcd and

1948 and 1955, the IRA and Sinn Fein witnessed a revival.

IRA GHQ was

the IRA was generally left unmolested to prepare for its campaign.19 Sinn Hin

reorganised and the severed connection to Chill na nGad in the United States

was also riding this renewed wave of republican enthusiasm and campaigncd

was re-established, providing a limited, though regular, source of income for

vigorously throughout the North during the 19505. By 1955 Sinn I;ein had the

the republican movement. In order to combat a weapons shortage, IRA GHQ

resources to ron a candidate in every constituency within the six counties in the

decided in 1951, to undertake a series of raids on British Anny installations in

upcoming Westminstcr elections. Success quickly followed, and on 26 May

order to obtain a new supply of anns and munitions. The net effect of these

1955 the party polled almost the entire nationalist electorate, winning 152, 310

raids was to have an incalculable boost on the morale of the IRA. The most

votes?ll Howcver, under closer scrutiny it quickly becomes apparcnt that Sinn

daring of these raids occurred in brOlld daylight on 14 June 1954, when an IRA

Fein's success may not have been as impressive as it initially might have

unit infiltrated Gough Military Barracks in Armagh and escaped with 250

seemed, when it is taken into account that the non-participation of the

rifles, 37 Sten guns, 9 Bren Guns and 40 training rifles. 16 This incident more

Nationalist Party of Northern Ireland heavily inflated the Sinn Fein vote.

than any in the previous twenty years, glamorised the IRA, and proved pivotal

Nevertheless this did not prevent Sinn Fein from hailing the vote as a landmark

in attracting new volunteers to the movement. It was described in the Irish

in its 'campaign to organise all Irishmen into one united people to end forever

Times as 'the most spectacular raid of anns from British Forces in Ireland.'17

British occupation in Ireland. ,21
To be concise, the revival of the republican movement was nothing short

Quick to capitalise on its success, the IRA telephoned the Irish Times with a

of miraculous. The preparations for a ncw military campaign fundamentally

statement which read:

rejuvenated the ailing republican movemcnt.

The decision to launch the

campaign galvaniscd those of authority within the IRA to continue and increase

The Irish Times, 14 June t 954.
~ Kevin Rafter, The Clonn: The Story ofClann no Poblachta (Dublin 1996), p.97.
Smith, Fighlingfor lreJand?, p_66.
11 The Uniled Irishman, June 1955.
11

II Bmvyer Bell, The Secrel Anny, p.246.
,. I30wyer Bell, The Secret Army, p.260.
17 The Irish Times, 14 June 1954.
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their efforts at re-organisation. The lack of direction that had so long plagued

introduction of the welfare stllte had already driven a wedge into the

the republican movement was now gone. However, if we arc to continue our

movement's tradition support baseY

analysis of the IRA's decision to initiate a new campaign, it becomes important

organisation were optimistic about the chances of success and the inherent

to consider the question of whether the IRA leadership believed there was a

f(lults in the IRA's plan were only considered in hindsight. Given the self

genuine chance of success if such a venture was to be pU(1;ued. Unquestionably

righteous belief in the virtue of the republican cause we can be left with little

the planning and organisation of the campaign was a maller of the utmost

doubt that the IRA undertook this campaign by ensuring every effort for its

gravity for the IRA leadership. Great pains wcre taken to ensure the secrecy of

success.

Nevertheless, most within the

the organisations plans. Indeed, most volunteers in the lower echelons of the

Ultimately the campaign was a failure and this can be attributed to two

movcmcnt scarcely knew the motivation behind the increase in drilling and

key errors that were committed by the IRA leade(1;hip's elitist approach to the

procurement or weaponry.

campaign itself. The first of these blunders occurred when the IRA failed to

Much time and deliberation was also spent on formulating a basis of

spell out at the start of the campaign exactly what the violence was meant to

attack, and in 1956, Scan Cronin, an ex Irish Army officer was entrusted with

achieve politically.

planning the campaign?2 Given Cronin's background, it is however surprising

nationalist cireles that the campaign was started to cnd British involvement in

to note that his masterpllln. known as 'Operation Harvest,' proved to be

Northern Ireland, but the exact manner in which this was to be achieved

least ambitious, and at the most foolhardy. Following

II

III

the

period of training in

remained unelear.

Obviously there was a generalised feeling within

The second cardinal error committed by the republican

the south, four flying columns, each consisting of twenty-five men would move

movement was the way it viewed the large Sinn Hin vote in 1955. Rather than

into North Ireland and begin operations. The lIim of these columns was to

regarding il as a manifestation of broad Catholic discontent, something which

attllck priority targets, such as RUC stations and B.Special huts, and raise new

could be built upon to incrcllSc its support, it was instead viewed as a straight

columns. It WllS hoped that in time the IRA wonld be: 'in a position to liberate

licence for military action.2.'J This was to be highlighted by a statenlent given

large arellS and tic these in wilh other liberated areas- that is areas where the

by Sinn Fein following the election:

enemies writ no longer runs.,Z3 Operation Harvest was based on the premise
that once the campaign hcgan it would snowball and public opinion would rally

The verdict at the polls is most gratifying and amply justifies the Sinn Ftin
approach to the ending of British occupation and the evils that stem from
Brilain's unwarranted interference in affairs that arc the sole concern of the
Irish people.16

behind the IRA. Unfortunately for the IRA, Operation Harvest's most obvious
weakness lay in the fact that two thirds of the population of Northern Ireland
were Unionists with absolutely no sympathy for the republican cause.

Therefore once the campaign was initiated there WllS no effort made to

However, this flaw WllS overlooked and the Orange populace was ignored
given the republican insistence that it was the British Anny that maintained the
division of the country.

Furthermore, even in nationalist areas the IRA's

assumption of public toleration must be called into question, since the

retain and nurture nationalist confidence on either side of the border. There
was no propaganda offensive launched in order to explain the motives of the
IRA nor was there a fonnulation of any kind of social and economic

•

I' Bowyer Bell, The Seerel Army, pp.284-285.
Smith, Fighlingfor Irefand?, p.69.
2lI The Uniled Irishman, October 1955.

Dowyer Dell, The Secret Army, p.276.
2JMcGalTity, (pseudonym) RPsisla",:e, p.38.
21

11
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programme designed to appeal to the public at large. Rather than uniting and

general population shared their same motives and desires, and as a result made

solidifying nationalist opinion as the IRA had hoped, the decision to continue

no effort to court the support of the public. In summation, while the campaign

with the campaign, once the IRA had lost the initiative, only served to alienate

may have been a failure, it was significant in the fact that it indicated a change

the Republican movcment from its traditional support base.

in policy on behalf of the republican movement, facilitated the split which lead
to the creation of the Provisional IRA and provides us with an interesting

Conclusion

precursor to the outbreak of 'the troubles' in 1969.

To conclude this study, it is reasonable to assume that the raisoll d'etre of the
IRA was to engage in anned military campaigns. Lacking a social and
economic programme, the use of force was the central guiding principal upon
which the militant republican movement was built upon, and proved 10 be the
mainstay of its identity. As a result, engaging in military campaigns was to be
the IRA's fundamental purpose. The decay of militant republicanism in the
early 1940's can largely be attributed to a lack of focus or direction stemming
from a lack of purpose, i.e. a campaign, and therefore, it is in this light that the
decision to go ahead with a military initiative in 1956 has to be assessed.
Ultimately this course of action was to have welcome consequences for the
IRA in the short tenn, but it was not taken Ollt of a cynical attempt to revitalise
the movement.

Instead the IRA's revival can easily be ascribed to the

galvanisation of a movement that once again had an objective. Given the
evidence at hand, it is also important to conclude that IRA GHQ would not
have taken the decision to fight if they finnly believed there were no gains to
be made from such a venture. Unfortunately for the IRA, the campaign was
inevitably a failure and this was due, in no large measure, to the stagnation of
tactical thinking that ravaged the republican movement at this time.

This

stagnation can easily be attributed to the development of the inherent elitism
which thrived within the isolated confines of the militant Republican
movement. By conducting debates on obtuse points of rhetoric, the republican
movement preferred to ignore prevailing political realities by immersing itself
in the mantle of dogmatic and outdated ideology. Consequently, since
republicans were absolutely convinced of the validity of their cause and their
methods of achieving it, lhey were also unequivocally confident that the
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The Origins, history and recenl development of flamenco: From
minority folklore to uninrsally recognised art form.

Bai/e (flamenco dance) has traditionally had masculine and feminine styles.
~

masculine style was characterized by fOOlWork and sharp movements.,

while lhe feminine style was characterized by round ann and upper- body
mo\'ements. Modem baUe (flamenco dance) is often characterized by a

Dagmar Reschke

juxtaposition of gender roles, for example bailaores (flamenco danccrt might

Introduction

dress in womcn's chlolhes and vice versa.' This element was introduced by

For many people flamenco is a synonym for Spain and onc of the prominent

Cannen Amaya in thc 1950s and 1960s, and it is also used by Joaquin Cartes in

features of Spanish culture. Even though flamenco has become increasingly

his flamenco productions. Historically, the came (flamenco song) is the oldest

popular with a wider audience in both Spain and abroad, there is a widespread

clement. Came (flamenco song) uscd

misconceplion of flamenco. It is commonly believed

10

be Spanish, even

accompanied by palmas (hand elappingl or pi/os (finger snapping). Baile

though il only native

10

mainly Madrid and

(flamenco dance) was inlroduced later. The guitar was not inlroduced 10

Barcelona, along with Andalusian migrants. Flamenco is often reduced to an

flamenco until the end of the eighteenth century, and only became popular

erotic and seductive dance. However, flamenco is the artistic expression of

during the cofis can/an/cs period.' Baile (flamenco dance) and toqlle (flamenco

happiness, pain, sorrow and dislreSS, and not a folkloristic version of 'Diny

guitar play) used to be only accompaniments to the cante (flamenco song),

Dancing,.1

The exact origins of flamenco are unknown, but there is a

\\hich was at the centre of interest. However, today baile (flamenco dance) Md

consensus that flamenco is a combination of different cultural and musical

toque are often more prominent, while came (flamenco song) is sometimes

influences, which reflect the turbulent history of Andalusia. J

degrnded to an accompaniment for baile (flamenco dance) and toque (flamenco

10

Andalusia. from where it spread

10

be sung a pa/o seco (a cappclla) or

guitar play), both of which are more popular with the general public than the
A definition of namenco

cante (flamenco song). Today, many tocaores (flamenco guitar player) are solo

The art of flamenco, as it is know currently is characteriZl.'d by three elements:

artists. since toqlle (flamenco guitar play) has developed into an art fonn in its

bailc (flamenco dance).

(flamenco guitar

own right. Flamenco has a vast number of different styles or polos (styles),

play). Canlc jlamenco (flamenco song) is not easily comparnble to other

\\ hich can be categorized in 'groups' and 'families'. The group distinction

singing styles, as is does

emphasize what is normally considered a good

includes four groups, which are the basic styles, the derived styles, the

singing voice. A typical flamenco voice, the voz affillti, has a hoarse sound.

ajlatMncado styles (any type of music adapted 10 sound like flamenco) and

Toque (flamenco guitar play) is very complex in rhythm, but nol in melodies.

other styles. Each group can be subdivided into a number of 'families.'·

COniC

not

(flamenco song) and

/oqU£:

I Gerllard Steingress, Sobn FlaltlellCO)' F/altll'ncafogia (Seville, 1998), p.49.
'Gyps)' does 1101 refer to Spanish Gypsies only, but to Gypsies in general, who sllould
generally be refem:d to as Roma. Roma is the official generic tcrm, which lIa5 been adopted
by many intemlllional organisations. In this ar1icle, the tcrm Gill/no is used in lie of Gypsy.
which has ralher negative oonnOlations in Spanish as well, however, it also seems to carry a
certain admiration, then:fon:, it is the chosen tenn for this llIticle. See Juan de Dies Ramien.
Heredia, En IN/tnsa tk Los Mio.s (Barcelona, 1985), p.l 82.
, a hoarse voice, regarded as \he ideal Flamenco singing voice. named after \he legendaJy
cantaor El FiJII'.
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namenco singer; bai/aor/a- namenco dancer; /QC/lOr- flamencQ guitarist
I Doon E. Pohrcn. Live! and Legend! of FfantencQ Q-for6n de la Fmntera, 1964), p.179.
• usually by _I least tVl"O people tQ produce the characteristic sound
, Jose Mw Plrn. Exp6sito, El CQnlpIb FlultlefICQ de Tod<» 10$ EJlUos (Barcelooa, 1999),
• C/lnf(l()f"/a-

~.51.59.

For- _ detailed ICCO\mI of1he different styles see: Jose Maria PalTll Exp6sito. El CompOs

F/atMN:O tSt ToJos 104 EJtiJoz (~Iona. 1999), pp.30-56.
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The origins of flamenco
Even though flamenco is almost a synonym for Spain, it is not a Spanish, bllt

A fringe mon'ment

an Andalllsian art fonn. Flamenco music and dance are a fusion of different

In the period before 1860, flamenco was a minority folk art, which was played

9

For example, centuries of Moorish occupation, coexistencc of

by GilollOS in the family circle. Talented Gi/ano amaleurs also played il in

Muslim, Jewish and Christian traditions, the Gilanos, who arrived in Spain in

public to supplemcnt their income. They kept their day jobs as labourers, and it

1425,10 the reconquest of Spain, the conquistadors, most of whom were

can be assumed Ihal they were unable to make a living with their music alone,

Andalusians, all of whom had their impact on Andalusian culture and the
ll
development of flamenco. In the sixteenth century,

as flamenco lacked a wider audience. Flamenco musicians played atfieslas or

cultures.

[erim I', or they were hired by seiloritos J9 for parties with their friends. Artists
wcre highly dependant on the goodwill of the people who hired them as an

GUano influence on Andalusian flamenco song and dance begins. Although
flamenco is not a Gitano invention, the an of flamenco later becomes forevcr
associated v,1th the Gi/anos from the 19th century onwards. 12
It can be said lhat the Gilanos
14

lJ

were probably the one group tha! had the most

exotic attraction for their fieslas. Flamenco was not socially acceptable as it
was inseparably linked with the Gitanos, who occupied the margins of society.

The golden age

The first '\TiUcn reference to flamenco is by Jose

loe so-called Golden Age of flamenco was characterized by the cafes

Cadalso in his Canas marruecas in 1774. U Among the first literary accounts of

cantantes, bars where flamenco was perfonned for a paying public on a regular

Flamenco are 'Un baile en Triana' by the writer Estcbanez Carder6n and Viaje

basis. This period lasted roughly from 1860_1910. 20 During this time, namcnco

influence on llameneo.

por Espafla by Charles Davillier.

16

The Cultural roots and geographic origins of

became accessible to a wider audience, while before him it had only been

flamenco are to be found in Andalusia, and more specifically in Jerez de la

accessible to the Gitanos and their friends in private juergas. 21 The Payo

Frontera, the Triana barrio (neighbourhood) of Seville, and in Cidiz.17

call/aor (non-Giatano flamenco singer) Silverio Franconetti Aguilar (Seville
1831- 1889) was instrumental in the opening- up process of this time. 22 'before
Silverio, flamenco was only known to Gitanos and a few people who could go

~ Angel Alvarez Caballero, Historia del Cante Flamenco (Madrid, 1981), p.19.
10

Jose Maria Parra EXpOsito, El CompOs Flamenco de Todos los Es/ilos (Barcelona, 1999),

~·~~st can/es de ida y "uel/a, a particular style in flamefK'o originated in Spain, were

influenced by Latin American music, especially Cuban, Argentine and Colombian folk music,
to rerum to Spain, hence the name cantes de ida y vuef/a Or 'round- trip songs'. For a more
detailed aceount see; Jose Maria Paml &p6sito, El Compas Flamenco de Todos los Es/ilos
(Barcelona, 1999), pp.54.55.
" Anonymous, ~Timeline ofRomani His/ory", TM Pa/rin Webjournal
htlp:llwww.geoci1 ies.coml-patrirtltimeline.hOO accessed 01.10.2002
Wit is commonly agreed tbatlhe Roma originated in India. There is ample linguistic, cultural
and historical evidence to support lhis theory: Angus Fraser, TM Gypsies (Oxford, 1992).
l' Donn E. Pohren, Lives and Legends ofFlamenco (Moron de la Frontcra, 1964), p. 17.
"Exp6silO, El CompQs Flamenco, p.17.
,. Jose Cenizi Jimcnez, ~L<>s Escritores y el Baile Flamenco", Alborea Nos 6 and 7, October
2000 (Centro Andaluz de Flamenco: Jerez de la Fromcra)
htlp:llcaf.cica.eslmundo flamcncolreyislalrevista.html accessed 01.10.2002
17 Exp6sito, El CompOs Flamenco, p.l 8.
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to places

where

Gilanos

lived. .11

A

contemporary of Silverio,

the

flamencologist Dem6fi1o, was opposed 10 making flamenco accessible to a
wider audience because he feared for its purity.24 Some of the most important
artists of this period were the cantaores (flamenco singers) El Fi1l6, Silverio
Franeonetti, Tomlis El Nitri, Don Anlonio Chac6n, Manucl Torre, the canlaora
11 spring fair with dance, music and rolle~ ~tc~ rides, fonnerly also a trade fair for cattle;
the most famous one is the Feria de Abnllll SeVIlle
..
'1
"formerly the title for the son ofa wealthy landowner, now a pejorative term for a SpOl ed,
rich young man
JlI Exp6sito, El Compds Flamenco, p.19. .
11. private fiesta or pany where flamenco IS played
u fup6sito, El CompOs Flamenco, p.19.
.
l ] An el Alvarez Caballero, HislOria del Cante Flamenco (Madnd, 198.1), p?8.
. I
:. refro Calvo, Jose Manuel Garuboa, and Antonio dc Miguel (eds.), llmorla_ GUIO de
!I',g,"(> Flamenco- El Duende de Ahora (Madrid, 1994), p.17.

The origins of flamenco

A fringe movement

Even though flamenco is almost a synon>m for Spain, il is nol a Spanish, but

In the period before 1860, flamenco was a minority folk art, which was played

an Andalusian art form. Flamenco music and dance are a fusion of different

by Gitanos in the family circle. Talented Gilano amateurs also played it in

cultures.'

For example, centuries of Moorish occupation, coexistence of

public to supplement their income. They kept their day jobs as labourcB, and it

Muslim, Jewish and Christian traditions, the Gitanos, who arrived in Spain in

can be asswncd lhat they were unable to make a living with their music alone,

1425,10 the reconquest of Spain, the conquistadors, most of whom were

as flamenco lacked a "ider audience. Flamenco musicians played at fiestas or

Andalusians., all of whom had their impact on Andalusian culture and the
development of flamenco. 11 In the sixleenth century,

ferias ", or they wen:: hired by seiloritos I ' for parties with their friends. Artists
were highly dependant on the goodwill of the people who hired them as an
exotic attraction for their fiestos. Flamenco was not socially acceptable as it

Gitano influence on Andalusian flamenco song and dance begins. Although
flamenco is oot a Gi/ano invenlion, the art of flamenco later becomes forever
associaled wilh the Giwnos from the 19th century on"~Mds. 12
It can be said that the GiWlIOS IJ were probably the one group that had the most
influence on flamenco. l4 The first wrilten reference to flamenco is by Jose
Cadalso in his Car/as marruecas in 1774. U Among the first literary accounts of
Flamenco are 'Un baile en Triana' by the writer Estebanez Carderon and Viaje

por Espafta by Charles Davillicr. 16 The cultural roots and geographic origins of
flamenco are 10 be found in Andalusia, and more specifically in Jerez de la
Frontera, the Triana ba"io (neighbourhood) of Seville, and in CAdiz. 17

was inseparably linked with the Gitarun, who occupied the margins of society.

The golden age
The so-called Golden Age of flamenco was characterized by the cafes
canlan/es, bars where flamenco was perfonned for a paying public on a regular
basis. This period Illsted roughly from 1860_1910.20 During this time, flamenco
became accessible to a widcr audience, while before him it had only been
accessible to the Gitorun and thcir friends in privatc juergas?1 The Pa)'o

can/aor (non-Giatano flamenco singer) Silverio Franconetti Aguilar (Seville
22
1831- 1889) was instrumental in the opening- up process of this time. 'before
Sil\'erio, flamenco was only known to Gitanos and a few people who could go
10 places

when:: Gitonos

Iived.,1J

A

contemporary of Silverio, the

, Angel Alvarez Caballero, H/sIor/(l.' Ca",f' f7omf'ltCO (Madrid. 19BI), p.19.
It JOSl! Maria Pun Exp6sito. El Compds Fla-roro <k Todos IrIS Esti/m (Bareelona, 1999),

flamencologist Dem6fi1o, was opposed 10 making flamenco accessible to a

~.~~~ amte.J tk iday vw.lw.,

"idcr audience because he feared for its purity.H Some of the most important

partieulflr style in flammca originated in Spain., were
influeneed by Latin American music, especially Cuban., AlXCIlline find Colombian fotk music,
to return to Spilin, hence !he name canfe.J tk iJa Y nlf'lfa or '1"O\II\d- trip songs'. For fI more
detailed lICCOUJll see: Jose Maril PIlT1I EJi:pOsito. El CompciJ Flamenco tk TOlkn los Estifos
(Bart:elona, 1999), pp.54-55.
11 Anonymous, "TillU!line o/Romani His/o""", The Palrin. Wdljournaf
~tlP:l!www.geocities.coml=-patrinltimeline.hlm
accessed 01.10.2002
J 11 is commonly agn=ed Ihlt Ihe Roma originated in lndia. The~ i, ample linguislic, culluml
and historical evidence 10 suppon Ihis lheory: Angus Fraser, The G)PS/cs (Ollford, 1992).
I< Donn E. Pohren, Llvf's alld LegelUh 0/ Flamellco (Mor6n de la Fronlcrl, 1964), p.17.
Il Eltp6silo, El Complu FlallU!nco, p.17.
It Jo~ Cenizi Jimenez, "Los Escrito~s y cll3ailc Flamenco", A/borf'il Nos 6 and 7, October
2000 (Ccntro Andaluz de Flamenco: Jerez de la Fronlera)
hUpJlcaf.s:K:a.esImundo nJlmensolrcyistal~vistll.hlml lICcnsed 01.10.2002
II ExpOsito, El CompQs FlufMnco, p.1 B.
fI
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artists of this period wen:: the C(m1oores (flamenco singers) El FiII6, Silverio

Franconetti, TomAs El Nitri, Don Antonio Chac6n, Manuel Torre, the cantaora
I. spring fair wilh dance, music and roller coaster rides, formerly also IITade fair for caule;
!he most flllllOUs one is lhe Ftria de Abri/ in Seville
I' fonnerly the litle for Ihe son of a wealthy landowner, now I pejoralive tenn for a spoiled,
rich young man
:!<> EJi:p6silo, El CompOs Flamenco, p.19.
11 a privalefif'sta or p8J1y whell: flamenco is play<:d
II Exp6sito, El Compdd'7aM,,"1JCO, p.19.
.
lJ Angel AlvlITez Caballero, Historia del Canff' FlaMenco (Madnd, 1981), p.711.
.
l ' Pedro Calvo, JOSl! Maoucl Gamboa, and Anlonio de Miguel (eds.), Hi.1loria- GUlOdf'l
NlWI"Q FlalMnco- El Dumtk tk Ahora (Madrid, 1994), p.l7.
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(flamenco singer) La Nina de Jos Peines, the bailaora (flamenco dancer) Juana

prominent figures of this movement is the writer Eugenio Noel, who wrote his

La Mllcarrona, and the locaor (flamenco guitar player) Ram6n Montoya,n who

'Campafta antiflamcnca, Senoritos, chulos, fen6menos gitanos y flamencos' in
1919. 29 The book was a fierce criticism orthe cafes cantanles culture. Lorcnzo

introduced the tremolo in flamenco, thus revolutionizing toque (flamenco
guitor play). They were the first generation of flamenco artists who became

professional performers with fixed contracts.

Leal y Ramirez Fosrorito was also among those who strongly opposed the cafes
can/anfes cuhure. 30 Their criticism was not so much directed at Flamenco as an

The Golden Age also saw the appearance of a number of Payo (non-

art, but at the sodo - economic phenomena that accompanied it, namely the

Gitano) artists. Before lhis period, flamenco was the exclusive domain of the

senorilismoJ/ , alcohol abuse, prostitution and immorality in general. Another

Gitanos. It was also during lhis period when the discussion about pureza

criticism was the association of Spain and Spanish culture with flamenco.

(purity;' Slarted. The conaores (flamenco singers) El Fil6, Silverio

Flamenco at the time was still associated with the fringes of society. Critics of

Franconeni, Don Antonio Chac6n, Pcpe Marchena, Maoolo Caracol, and

flamenco also strongly rejected the association of Spanish culture with

TomAs Pavoo wen: in favour of modernization, while the legendary contaor

flamenco. According to these critics, Spain would havc been

(flamenco singer) El Planeta, Gustavo Adolfo Becquer, lkm6fi1o, Juanelo de
Jert:z, de Falla, Lorca, Antonio Mairena, and Ricardo Molina wen: defenders of

dichotomous opposition 10 a more sophisticated and cullured Europe, of....-hich
they wished Spain to be part of.12 Eugenio Cobo has found that most writers in

the ~ calledpurez.a (purity)." Manolo Carncol was criticised for singing with

the late ninetecrlth century were mainly concerned with the: more sinister

a piano or an orchestra, which had b«n unheard of in flamenco at the time. He

aspects of the Flamenco culture, whilc others, such as the early twentieth

has since become a model for young contaores (jIomenco singers). Dcm6fi1o

century poet Ruiner Mana Rilke, focused more on the exoticism of flamenco.

pr~e11led

in

lJ

saw in the cantes (flamenco songs) of the l870s already the 'remains of a
legendary canle gitano (Gitano song}, which was gachoized, after it had left the

The opera flamenu

...Gitano family, where its purity had been preserved for centuries,21

The pcriof from 1910 until 1955 was the era of the opera flamenco, when

Schuchardt, Balmaseda, and Dcm6filo were defenders of pureza. They were

popular and festivc styles dominllted the genre. Shows were also performed in

also the writm who in the late nineteenth century, started writing about

theatres instead of Ihe more intimate settings of the cafes canfanleJ. During this

Flamenco in a serious, yet sympathetic fashion, as opposed to earlier

time, some of the major llnists were the bai/aora (flamenco dancer) La

romanticising and less well-researched accounts of the genre. The Spanish
literary mOVl,.ment known as realism was at the forefront of an anti-Flamenco
movement, which began to gain momentum in the late nineteenth Md early
twentieth century, which coincided with the cafes canlanles period. One of the

El Compds Flamenco. pp.19 ~ 20.
refers 10 a lraditional, S<H:alled pure style of flameJICo, also callcdjlamenco puro
11 Manuel Correa Garcla. "AlegO/o COII/ra la Purezo" Albord, No. 5, March 2000 (Centra
Andaluz de FlameJICO: Jerez de la Fronlcra)
hlto;/f(:af.cita.cslmundo flamenco/revislalrevista.hlml accessed 01.10.2002
U-Steingress, Sobre Flamenco, p.63.
Gacho Is the lerm used for JlQrl- Roma
11 Exp6siIO,
26 pureza

,. Ana M' Tenono Notario, "La Documentacion sabre el Flamenco (I)" Alboreu No. 2, June
1999 (Centro Andaluzde Flamenco: Jerez de la Frolllem)
hltp:/lcaf.cica.es/mundo namencolrevjsJalrevjm.hlml llCcessed 01.\ 0.2002
J(I Jose Cenizi JiJM!nez, MLos EscritOl'!:5 y cl Oaile Flamenco", A/bored No 6 and 7, OcIOOer
2000 (Centro Andalllz de Flamenco: Jerez de la Fronlem)
hllp:llcaf.cisa.eslImmdo namcncolreyiSla/rs;vjsta.htm! accessed 01. JO.2()()2.
.
j, formerly sl'!i1or;to was the title for the SOli or a wealthy landowlICT, 1I0W a pejoratIve lerm
for II spoiled, rich young mall. The expression sei'torilisrrIQ is referring to this phenomenon
Jl Ana M' Tenorio Nolario, "La Docllmenlm:ioll sobre cl Flamenco (I)" A/borea No. 2, JIlIKl
1999 (Centra Andaluz de Flamenco: Jerez de la Froll1era)
hltp:/leaf.s:ica.estmundo flllmencolreyjstalrcyjsla.hlml tK:cessed 01.10.2002
D JOSl! Cenizi Jim~nez, "Los Eserito«:s y ell3aile FlamcJICo",Alborl'!u No 6 and 7, Oclober
2000 (Cenlro Andalllz de: Flamenco: Jerez de la Frolllem)
http://caf.clca..eslmundo flamencolrcyjsla{rcvjs!lI,hlmlacccssed 01.10.2002
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Argentinita, the /ocaores (flamenco guitar players) Sabicas and Nino Ricardo

number of writers and intellecluals, such as Lorca or Manuel de Falla were

and the cantaor (flamenco singer) Pepe Marchena. Intellectuals and artists,

concerned with Flamenco.3!

such as Manucl de Falla, have often considered this as a time of decline for
flamenco34

Flamenco in film
Flamenco has also been a prominent fcature in Spanish cinema from the

Nuevo flamenco or Dew flamenco

beginning of cinematography until today. Historically, cinema and film have

Since the mid-1950s, there has bccn a revival of the art of flamenco, but the

always had more prominence in popular Spanish culture than other media.

"flamenco boom" did not take place until the 1960s and 1970s. Artists, such as

Frequently, the portrayal of flamenco in film seems to deserve some attention.

thc can/aores (flamenco singers) Camar6n de la Isla and Enrique Morente, the

Generally, flamenco has been presented in a very superficial manner in films

can/aora (flamcnco singer) Carmcn Linares as well as the tocaores (flamenco

and mostly in the context of stereotypical views of Andalucia. Tenorio

guitar playcrs) Paco de Lucia and Manolo SanlllCar, were the driving force

distinguished three periods in the history of the cinematic portrayal of

behind the flamenco revival. Camar6n was a great admirer of the can/aores

flamenco. The first two periods coincide with the time before the 'Golden Age'

(flamenco sillgers) Manolo Caracol and El Chaqueta, and of the cantaora
(flamenco singer) La Perla de Cadiz 35 . For many aficionados, Camar6n's style

and the 'Golden Age' or 'Cafes Cantantes Period' respeelively. The third

was too innovative at the time, but he introduced cante (flamenco song) to a

beginnings of the 'Nuevo Flamenco' unlilloday. The frrst period was from the

wider audience;36 today his style is widely considered classic. It was mainly

latc nineteenth century until the Spanish Civil War, and was a partly a parallel

Paco de Lucia and Camar6n who cleared the path for other artists who tried to

development to the 'Cafes Cantantes Period' or the so-called 'Golden Age'.

experiment with less traditional fonns of flamenco. Since the 1970s, there has

The first silent films in Spain featured flamenco in the context of rural

also been a stcady stream of groups, such as 'Ketama', 'Pata Negra' and
'Barberia del Sur', who play flamenco fusion styles ranging from jazz, blues,

Andalusian life. The main protagonists during that period were the bailaoras
39
(flamenco dancers) Pastora Imperio and La Argentinita. The time from the

rock and salsa to pop. Some of the major young solo artists are the cantaoras

Civil Wllr unlil the 1970s has seen a boom of the so-called 'espanoladas', films

(flamenco singers) Nii'la Pastori and Estrel1a Morente. Prominent figures in the

which featured an exaggerated 'Spanishness', based on a romanticised notion

new baile flamenco (flamenco dance) are Joaquin Cartes, Joaquin Grilo llnd

of rustic Andalusian peasant life. The basis of these films was the portntyal of

Cristillll HoyoS.37 In the last thirty to fourty yellrs, Flamenco has not only

flamenco as the essence of ·Spanishness.' This should also be seen in the

become socially acceptable, but fashionable. Before, it was regarded as an

context of the Franco era, when this image of Spain was officially fostered and

underground phenomenon and a paslime for undesirables, and only a small

perpetuated. During this period, artistic quality often left much to be desired,

period stretches roughly from the time of the 'Opera Flamenca' to the

but of course there were notable exceptions, namely the bailaora (flamenco
Luis Gan:ia Cavicdcs., "El Amanecer del Flamenco" Alborea No. I, February 1999 (Cenlro
Andalu:,; de Flamenco: lere:,; de la Fronlcra)
~"p:lfcaf.cica.eslmund9 flameocolrevistalrevista.html accessed 01.10.2002
Ana Maria Tenorio Notario, "La documenlaci6n sobTC el Flamenco IV" Alborea, Nos 6 and
7, October 2000 (Centro Andaluz de Flamenco: Jerez de la Frontera)
htlD:t1caf.cica.eslmundo flamencolrsyjstalrevista.hlml accessed 01.10.2002

)1

.. Exp6sito, El Compill Flamenco, pp.20-21.
"Caballero, El Conte, p.362.
Caballero, El Conte Flamenco, p.361.
"Pooro Calvo, lose Manllet Gamboa, and Antonio de Miguel (eds.), llistoria- Guia del
Nuel'o FlamenCQ- El Duende de Ahora (Madrid, 1994), pp.24-25.
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dancer} Cannen Amaya.* One of her great successes was her role in the

The deb.ate .about purr.Z/l veniUS nu"'o flamr.nco

awan:1- winning film 'Los Tarnntos' in 1963, directed by Francisco Rovira

The question whether flamenco should adhen: to its trndition and whether

Be1eta.

innovation is potentially beneficial or desirable, or whether it is an indicator for

From the 1970s on, the number of films focused on flamenco has

the decline of flamenco has been a matter for debate since the 'Golden Age'. A

declined but the qualily has improved. The films 'Bodas de S:lngre' (Blood

frequently used tenn in this context is pureza (purity), This term is normally

Wedding), 'El Amor Brujo' (Love the Magician), 'Carmen', 'Flamenco', and

used to n:fcr to trnditionaJ flamenco, but in fact then: are two different

'Sevillanas' directed hy Carlos Saura, are among the most well- known films

definitions of pureza (purity). The most common defm.ition ofjlammco puro is

about flamenco.

41

Carlos Saura's films 'Carmen', 'Bodas de Sangre' and

flamenco that does not change over time, but remains in its trnditional

'Flamencos', the laller starring 'Ketama', which all feature a flamenco theme,

restrained fonn. Trnditionalists oppose any change in flamenco as a loss of

were widcly criticised by purists for their non - trnditional approach

authenticity and quality:

flamenco and the fact that flamenco was available

10

10

a mass audience on

screen, as opposed to the more intimate and lraditional setting of a juerga (W a

show in a lablao. 41 However, these films, especially 'Carmen', were very
successful with the general public, which would ne\'er have been reached by

1 am of the sad conviction that nobody sinp like La Nilla de los Pcines
anymore, that Ram6n Montoya's guitac play is still wunatehcd and that the
quality of today's baile flammoo is worlds apan from the dancing done at the
beginning of the cen~. CO!wersations wilh artists from the old days seem to
support my viewpoint. '

trnditional flamenco perfonnances that are favoured by purists. The film
'Cannen' demystifies flamenco because it features the production process ofa

Many aficionados share this view and mainlain Ihat the essencc of flamenco is

flamenco stage production and the hard work and rehearsals that are involved

lost in group performances. 46 Steingress argues that most aficionados continue

in flamenco, as opposed

the traditionalists' ideal of a flamenco (flamenco

to follow an 'ideology of pure-nl, which confuses anistic criteria with

artist) who is suddenly overcome by dlN!nde (spirit), Today, 'non- Spaniards

noslalgia'41 The second defmition of pureza (purity) is an entirely different

are largely responsible f(W the renewed demand for, and interest in,

one. This definition stresses that flamenco is about expressing authentic

43

10

Flamenco shows all over the world are usually sold out,44 and as

feelings to which onc can relate, and not about strict adherence 10 tradition.

long as there is an audience, there will be flamenco, whether it is flamenco

This means that when life changes, flamenco has to change as well in order to

puro or nuevo jlamenco. In 2000, Manuel Palacio's 'Oitano' was onc of the

remain pure. The can/aora (flamenco singer) La NiIla de la Puebla believed

latest films released featuring a flamcnco theme.

that flamenco was not in decline:

flamenco:

Today }Vu ha,'C to sing better than in the past bci.:ausc lhcrc is more media
co\·eragc. Then, if somebody sang badly the public did not expect as much as
they do today. Bad:: then )"ou could DOl sing for solcares, seguiri)"as, tarantas,
• Tenorio Notario, "La documenlaci6n sobll: et Flamenco IV"
11 Tenorio Notario, "La. documelllaci6n sobre el FllUIlenco IV"
'l eSlllblishmcnt, "'hell: flamenco is perfonned on a regular basis; origillllJ1y ubJao meant a
low wooden platform, used as a stage
.., Doo.n E. PohraI, WYJ and Ltgentb of Ffamenco(Mor6n de la Fmnlera, 1964), p.330.
'" Pedro Calvo, Jose Manuel Gamboa, and AJltonio de Miguel (eds.), Hislorio- Guia del
N _ Fl~__ £J Dwfllh ck Ahora (Madrid, 199-4), p.1J4.
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,. Maddeine Cbus, 'Baile Flamrnco' in Cbus Schreinn, (cd), Fla1Mnco- Gypy Don« tmd
1t!/4ic;jrom AitdalUJia (Portland, 1990), p.92.
.. MackleiDe CIaIlS, 'e.ile Flamenco', p.9S.
.. Steingress, Sobn F1tn/'WncG, p.S9.
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Ihe public did not want to hear it, but today they like it. Back then you did not
have 10 sing as good as you have to these days. "'8

case of contemporary anists. It has already taken place in the case of Camar6n
who was criticised for his innovations but who is now widely, though not

This is a possible reference to thc era of the opera flamenca, when festive

universally, considered a classic. Finally, the debate about pureza (purity) is

styles were predominant. Enrique Morente is another Cantor (flamenco singer)

not only about art, it is also closely linked to the Gi/anos and their image.

in favour of modernisation, he insists that:
The question of ethnicity in the debate about pllre'l/l
Music is alive, not for the museum, if not, wc would still bc.. .in Ihe caves..lhis
is an art for professionals. 'what you heard from the people before you, you
take it in, you feel it and you express it, this is pureza pureza is if you feel
what you sing canlc always talks aboul problems of all peoplc 49

In general, Spaniards have a rather ambivalent attitude towards the Gitanos. In
Andalusia, the situation is slightly different because there is almost a symbiosis
between the Gi/ano and Andalusian cultures, and it is ollen hard to distinguish

Sehreiner also argues that 'all the talk about purity seems a bit exaggerated. ,50

what is Girano and what is Andalusian.~ Gitanos are admired and envied for

Generally, it is difficuh to compare flamenco from the turn of the century wilh

their art, but thcy are also regarded with both fear and suspicion by Ihe rest of

modem flamenco, as the quality of traditional flamenco caJrnot be verified

the population. s7 Steingress stales 'this schizophrenia might be summarized in

because there are very few recordings. We have 10 rely on what their

one sentence: Flamencos yes, Gitanos no!,3& There is also a tendency to

contemporaries recount. However, these recounts are subjective, personal

romanlicise and stereotype Gitanos as a picturesquc, folkloristic people, and as

glorify the past 'in search of a paradise losl' .SI

relicts of a past that people in industrialised countries dream about. The

According to Steingrcss, the great majority of aficionados see flamenco as

supposed decline of flamenco is frequently blamed on external influences on

something that is 'completely independent from the inevitable cultural

the GI/anos and their music. s9At times, this nostalgia can take on bizarre fonns,

changes. ,S2 The existing recordings of cantaores (flamenco singers) and

seemingly placing the interests of aficionados in flamenco over the interests of

can/aoras (flamenco singers) from the beginning of the century give us some

the GUanos.

views, and many people tend

10

idea of their art, but their lives and experiences were different from ours.
lately a new wave of Anti- Gitanismo has raised its head in Andalusia il mighl
prove benefitial for gypsy-Andalusian flamenco for pressure creates
counte~ressllIe which could well lead 10 a revilalization of flamenco from
wilhin

' ... times have changed, and so has flamenco.,H Moreover, artists such as
Ram6n Montoya, Nino Ricardo, Manolo Caracol, and La Nina de los Peines
were accused in their time of 'vulgarising' flamenco. S4 Yet today they are
considered classics by traditionalists. ss A similar trend can be expected in the

" Angel Alvarel:
.
Caballero, El Canle Flamenco (Madrid, 1994), p.JJ8.
Angel Alvarel: Caballero, El Canlc Flamenco (Madrid, 1994), p.J63-364.
Claus &hrcinCT,"Preface", pp. 1-9 in Claus &hreiner (ed), FlamencQ- Gypsy Dance and
Musicfrom Andalusia (Portland, 1990), p.8.
" Pedro Cal\"o, Jose Manuel Gamboa, and Anlonio de Miguel (oos.), HiJlOria- Guia del
Nuevo FlamencQ- El Duende de AJwra (Madrid, 1994), p.18.
II ~rhard SteingR'>s. Sabre Flamenco y Flamencologia (Seville, 1998), p_59.
'I Stiengross, :MJbrc Flamenca, p.193.
"'Stiengress, :MJbre Flamenco, p.t72.
l~adeleine Clau$, 'Baile Flamenco' in; Claus &hreiner, (cd), Flamenco- Gyps y Dance and
Musicfrom Andalusia (Portland, 1990), p_92.

Ramirez rejects romanticised notions of the Gitanos as "gitoneria" or fictional
identity that has nOlhing to do wilh GUano idcntity. According to him, Gitano
identity is defined by respect for their traditions and values, which he refers to

'9

j(l
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Juan de Dios Ramirel: Heredia, En De/ema de: loo Mios (Barcelona, 1985), p.182.
Marion Papenbrok, 'History of Flamenco- New Directions' in: Claus Schreiner (cd),
FlamencQ- G)psy Dance and Musicfram Andalusia (Portland, 1990), p.J1.
... Steingress, Sabre: Fla"""nca, p.72.
" Angel Alvar<:l: Caballero, Historia del Came Flamenco (Madrid, 1981), p.18.
6/> Claus &hreincr, 'Imroduclion' in: Claus SchreinCT (cd), FlamenCQ-GypJey Dance and
Musicfrom Andalusia, p.32.
5'
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as "gitanismo",61 fan Harn:ock has remarked that it is often non-gypsies who

important soun::e of knowledge (offlamenco1'67. Members of the band Ketama

define what is typically gypsy and what is not: 'When gypsy behaviour asser1ed

also stress the importance of exposure to flamenco over ethnicity, 'Flamenco

itself in ways contrary to the specialists'

ex~tations,

it has been seen as a

cannot

be sludied.,. You have to li\'e the rhythm from a very early age on.61

shortcoming on the part of the Gypsy.'61 It is lrue that flameneo has changed

However, flamenco seems to be closer 10 the Gilano mentality because

since it became accessible to a wider audience during the cafts canlanlcs

of their colltttivc experience of marginalization and persttution. There is a

period, but before this opening- up process, flamenco was not rctIdily

general pattern thal applies to the majority of flamenco artists. The vasl

accessible to a wider audience. Gitanos arc generally very protective of their

majority of them had an early start in both playing and perfonning in public,

culture, therefore it is not vcry cormnon that outsiders are invited to join a

and most have a family background in perfonning, thus ensuring an early

private juerga Gitana,63 the only place where, according to the traditionalist

exposure to flamenco music and tradition. The majorily were born or raised in

traditionalist view, "pure" flamenco is to be found. There is considerable

Andalusia. Two other cities thal have produced a large number of flamencos

debate whether flamenco can be studied by virtually lltlybody or whether one

(flamenco artists) are Madrid and Barcelona. Mostflamencos (jIomenco artists)

has to be born into it, and whether one needs to be a Gitano But even among

are of modest backgrounds. An exception is the early cantoor (flamenco singer)

flamenco artists there is no agreement on this issue. According to Steingress,

Silvrno Franconeui, who came from a middle- class Payo (non-GUano)

flamencos (jIamenco artists) in recent years have used the ajicionmJos'

family." Usually this background explains why so many contemporary

association of Gilanos with 'pure' flamenco by stressing the Gilano element in

flamencos (flamenco artists) were encouraged by their families to become

their cantes. In this context, the Gitano element is used as a hallmark 10

professional musicians. We can assume that most flamencos (flamenco artists)

emphasise the quality of music on the basis of ethnicity rather than on artistic

are Gitanos because of the stronger family ties within the GUano family,70

quality.&! Paco de Luda argues that GUanos tend to be the best flamenco artists

which gives them a better chance to learn their art from other family members.

because most of them are exposed to flamenco from birth, but this does not

Gitano culture is largely based on oral tradition, so a c1ose--knit family

mean that others cannot play namenco. He amnns thut onc does not necd to be

certainly plays an important pari in the education of future flamencos

a Gilano in order to have a legitimate right to play flamenco. 6J 'modem

(flamenco nnists). As flamenco is the e:'<pression of pain and sorrow, Gitanos

flamenco is totally professionalizcd...many artists have never had any artists

may better relale 10 flamenco, because they have experienced more hardship

amoog their

lltlcesl~

and have not learned it the trnditional way, through

and persecution o\'er five centuries than other population groups in Spain. A

family reunions'" Calvo and others. argue that 'Now records are the most

large number offlamencos (flamenco nnists) in their 405 and 50s or older ha\'e

never had any formal music instroetion and often link or no formal education.
61 Juan de Dios Ramirez Heredia, N030rr0s los Gi/anos (4 11 ed.) (Ban:elona,19S3). p.142.
Q lan Hancock, 1997 "The Struggle for the Con1n)1 ofldcntity" Trami/;rms 4/4, November
1997
6:1 private fiesta at R GUano borne, wber<: namenco is being performed
.. Gerbard Steingress, Sobre Flamenco)' Flamencologia (Seville, 1995), p.171.
61 Paco Espinola, UEntrevista con Paco de Luda" La Cona No. J, June 1992 (Asociacon
Culturnl "Espai\a Abierta: Madrid)
.. Manuel llohOrquez Casado, 'Nornbfes que lIenan Epocas- La casa de !os Pav6nes' in: Jo~
Luill Na\'arro Garela and Migue1 Ropero !'fullez (ells), His/arw del Flamenco (Volume 11),

(Seville, 1995), p.429.
74

Paco de Lucla, for example, cannol read music, even though he has also found

61 Pedro C.lvo, JOSl! Manuel Gamboa, and Antonio de Miguel (cds.), /Iis/aria- Gula dtl

Nuero Flumenco- El Dunuk de ..4hora (Madrid, 1994), p.19.
'"calvo. Gambolo and de Miguel (eds.) HiJ/oria, p.9&.
6l' Angel Ah'll'n Caballero. Hislori. del Cante Flameoco 1.Madrid, 1981). p.77.
... Juan de Dies Ramirez Here:l.ia, NOSCl1W las GilOllOS (4 ed.) (Barcelona, 1913), pp.27-21.
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the need to acquire some knowledge of music theory?l Younger artists,
however tend to have a certain degree of fonnal instruction and education

were often used as lyrics for contemporary flamenco, not only by Camar6n on
n
his album 'La Leycnda del Ticmpo' but also by younger artists. A number of

along with the traditional way of learning from other family members. Joaquin

European and American rock, pop and jazz musicians have experimented with

Cortes trained as a ballet dancer before becoming a bai/aor (flamenco dancer).

flamenco and have incorporated it in their music, bringing flamenco, or rather

This is due to a change in attirude towards fonnal education and a gradual

"flamcncoized" music to a wider audience. Among them are: John MeLaughlin,

change in the sodo - cconomie situation of the Gitanos. In the past, artists who

Larry COI')lell, Miles Davis, Carlos Snntana, AI DiMeola and Chick Carea, who

had formal music instruction were often not taken scr10usly by other nrtists

all worked with Paco de Lucia in the 1970s.71 More recently, flamenco

who had learned lheir trade in the trnditional way,n but things are: changing

elements have appeared in the music and show of Dill Wbeelan's 'Riverdance',

gradually.

especially in the tracks 'Firedance' and 'Andalucia'. CbriSlY M()OC'e also
fearured flamenco dements in the trade 'Viva la Quinte Brigada' on his CD

loternllltionllll influent."e on flamenco and impact of flamenco on olber

'Collcction Part 11'. These fusion styles of flamenco are not. flamenco cyen in a

music st)'les

more general use of the tmu, but they do introduce elements of flamenco to an

Much has been said about the negative influence of other music styles on

audience that is not. interested or appreciative of flam~nco fJW'O. Some people

flamenco, but flamenco bas also had considerable influence on other music

might eventually become interested in flamenco as well, while othen might

styles, thus enriching the international music scene. This influence reaches

not, but it is certainly a chance to introduce the genre: 10 a wider audience,

from classic music 10 jazz, blues, rock 'n' roll, Celtic folk and pop music. One

which would not have been reached with traditional flamenco in the first place.

of the earliest and best - known examples is certainly Bizct's opera 'Cannen'
but Bi7.ct was nOl the only onc to use flamenco for his works. The Spanish

Flaml.'nco- from .m.ll.'ur art to big business

composer Manuel de Falla has used flamenco elements in the opera 'La Vida

According to Antonio Cannona from the band 'Ketama', flamenco is 'one of

Breve' and in the ballets 'Gitano' and 'Fantasia B~ica,.13 Othcr classical

Spain's most profitable products and expon goods.'79 'Andalusia sells baile

composers who used the flamenco theme for their art were Bela Bart6k, Clnude

and toque'lO Before lIle 'Golden Age', the scale was much smaller, but

Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Isaac

AlbCniz7.,

and Igor Strawinsky.7S The poet

flamenco was never pcrfonned in public for the sole reason the artist was

Federico Gart:ia Lorca wrote a number of poems that were inspired by

overcome by duel/de, but for the simple reason that they were forced to

flamenco in his collection of poems 'Romancero Gitano,.76In turn, his poems

supplement the family income. It was only in the Golden Age that the first
professional flamencos (fltlmenco artists) entered the scene. More recently.

11

Palro Calvo, Jose Manuel Gamboa, and Antonio de Miguel (als.), IIis/orla- aula del

NUff\"(} Flamenco- El
Duende de .AOOra (Madrid, 1994), p.32.
'1 This was communicated 10 the author by aficiQnados during her field rescarch in Seville
from October 1999- February 2000
'l Claus Sehreiner, 'Introduction' in Claus Schreiner(cd), Flamenco- oypsy Dmtce and Music
from .Andalusia (Portland, 1990),1'.28.
14 Pcdro Calvo, JoseMal1uelGamboa.andAntoniodeMiguel(eds.).liislorla- aula del
N~vo Flamenco- El Drrende de .Ahara (Madrid, 1994),1'.176.
Tl Calvo. Gamboo and de /lflguellJinoria. 1'.197.
1<1 Garc!a Lorea, Federico, Romoncero Gitono (2001 ed.) (Madrid, 1980, first published in 1928)

76

flamenco has turned into tin industry with significant annual profits. The

l' Pcdro Calvo, Joll! Manuel Gamboa, and Antonio de Miguel (eds.), Historia- Gufa del
Nuevo Flamenco- El D7Umde de .AOOra (Madrid, 1994), pp.4()..4I.
71 Calvo, Gamboa, and Miguel (cds.), Hls/oria- Cula del Nuevo Flamenco- El Duemk de
.Ahora,pp.159-16O.
" Anlonio Carmon and Javier Madn, "El Orgulto GiI8no", El Munda Magazine No. 165,
1998
III Steingres5, $obre Flamenco Flame/'ICologlu, 1'.195.
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flamenco business is the 'sale of art and products,ll and 'the flamenco myth

good technique, which requires a lot of practise and education.11 Through the

multiplies the tourists' interest (in Spain)'l2. The earnings of flamenco artists

growing popularity of nun'O flamenco and flamenco fusion, the audience has

have changed considerably over the years. In the nineteenth and early twentieth

multiplied beyond the circle of traditional aficiollOdos, both in Spain and

century, most artists playing in bars barely earned roough money to survive.

abroad. People who started listening to flamenco pop, which is more accessible

Since the flamenco revival in the 1950s" earnings increased significantly.

than flamenco puro, might eventually become interested in exploring the roots

CamarOn. for example only earned I million ptslJ per performance in 1977.

of flamenco and become aficionados, just as aficionados might also enjoy

Even though earnings of flamencos (flamenco artists) are considerably lower

listening to nun'O flamenco. Flamenco has evolved out of a variety of

than those of their colleagues in the pop music se<:tor,1oI contemporary

influences and has never been a static art, thus change and development should

flamencos (flamenco artists) can live quite comfortably ofT their earnings.

not be seen as a decline of quality, but rather as enrichment, both artistically

HOYo·ever, the commercial success of artists who appeal to a mass audience is

and commercially. There will always be a place and a market for traditional

not always combined with high quality.1S With the onset of mass tourism, a

flamenco but on a much smaller scale than for the new llamenco movement

number of up-beat, colourful tourist shows of qucstionnble artistic quality have

with its mass appeal. lbe criteria by which the qUlllity of music is judged

led to a distorted perception of flamenco, which may in part explnin why nuevo

should be based

flamenco has quite a tainted image with many aficionados.

romantic stcreotype. Judging artists by the degree to which they can imitate

011

artistic quality and not on ethnicity or adherence to

11

other artists degrades them to clones who will always be in the shadow of their
Conclusion

role models and who will never reach the perfection of the original. This would

In the early days, flamenco was the preserve of talented amateurs attempting to

be a constant source of disappointment to both artists and audience. Artists

supplement their income. They did not have much time or means to improve

would never be able to reach their troe potential, and aficionadm would have to

their technique or to broaden their horizons through education or tra'o'el.

deal with the frustration that 'nobody sings like La Nina de los Peines

Contemporary anists are professionals who dedicate their entire lives to

~"""'"'~

flamenco and the funher development of their skills.

1N

Many cootempor.uy

flamencos (flamenco artists) work with musicians from other cultures. This
cross - cultural experience may help them to get a better understanding of
flamenco by contrasting it to other music styles and creating their own personal

A Not~ on Termioology:

This article employs a number of Spanish tcnns which are more appropriate in
the context of this nrtide, as most of them do not have exact equivalents in

styles. Obviously, a flamenco artist needs talent and duende, (spirit) bUl also

English. The Spanish glossary uscd in this article is mostly generic, but some
of it may reflect local usage, as it was communicated to the author during her
field research in Seville from October 1999- February 2000. Usage in other

11 Steingress, Sobre Flamefl£() Flamencolagla, p.218.
l:Sleingress, Sob,e Flamenco Flamenco{ogla, p. 224.
IJ I million pts is roughly equivalent 10 € 6,000.
'" Calvo, Gamboa, and de Miguel (ells.), Hisloria- Guia del Nuevo Flamenco. p.134.
11 PlICO Espinola, "Entrevista Con Paco de Lucia" Lo CoiIa No. 3, June 19S12 (AsociadJn

regions may differ. Trrltlslations in this article arc all her own unless othet"\\lise

CultuTllI ~Espai\a Abier1l; Madrid)
"Enrique Morente, lIS died in: Pedro Calvo, Jose MllllUel Gamboa, lIlId Anlonio de Miguel
(eds.), Ifisloria- Gum del Nurvo Flamenco- El Dunlde de Ahoro (Madrid, 1994), p.47.

11
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stated.
ATlOIl}'TTlOUS, "Enll"Cvista con Paco de Lucl''', El Mundo Mago::i~ No. 132, 1998.
• Madeleine Claus, 'Oaile flllJneDCO' in S<.;hreiner, (ed), FlafMl1CO- G)p:!}' Do1Jcf', p.92.
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'The Lion of the Hour,l

alters the course of his

COUOll')"S

history.') Though Oscar Douglas Skelton may

Themes in the political philosophy of Dr. Osur Douglas Skelton,

not have had as global a reach as thal crusading philosopher.king, his influence

(1910·41).

both as a man of ideas and in his capacity as Canada's chicf diplomat for sixteen
years could be said to have shaped the course of Canadian history in a rtUmber of

John Paul McCarthy

importanl ways.4 'Ibis paper will examine his contribution to the Canadian state

The events of the twentieth century have given many commentators ample excUSC'

from a variety of perspeclives, certain that each one ofbis important roles deserves

for doubting the capacity of the indivKlual to change the

independent analysis. Drawing

OOW'Se

of history for the

OD

the philosophy of the Annolles school of

better. If many were still eom'inced in the afl:ennath of the Second World War that

historical inquiry, this paper will auempt to examine the mentality that lay behind

history had a current they saw it as one lhat ran in the direction of endless

most of Skelton's academic works and his policy advise whilst under secretary of

brutality and exposed the ultimate inefficacy of the individual when confronted

slate at the Canadian Department of External Affairs from 1925 until his sudden

1

Little hecd was given to the gentle faith of the late

death two ycars into the Second World War.' An e:xamination will be attemptcd of

eighteenth century Enlightenment philosophers who believed that all of life's

his ideas on such diverse concepts as nationalism, imperialism, the Canadian

problems were amenable to rational analysis and that in the: hands of the educated

social contraCt and the role of government in the lives of its citizens as well as

individual lay the kcys to univt:nal salvation. lbough the precise relationship

sovereignty and international law. The paper ",ill outline his vision of the type of

betWttn the: individual and the group or nation or state that he: serves has been the

COUDll')' which be would K1cally have 10"ed to serve and will assess his vision

subject of fierce debate over the centuries, each gcncnuion has produced

within the context of the Anglo-Canadian imperial relationship. An academic by

personalities who have left an indelible and undeniably personal mark on the times

profession and by tempennent, Skelton had devoted his fonnalive intellcdual

in which they live.

)'ears 10 the fonnulation of a total analysis of the workings of a capitalist society in

with historical forces.

In this regard Canada has as much to say as the: American or European

the twertlieth century. He was unusually well qualified for a career as a

nations, In refreshingly stirring analysis that has avoidcd the pessimism that has

govcnuncnt administrator, rtot so much due to his voracious appetite for work or

inflicted two generations of scholars, Hcnry Kissingcr stood finn in arguing that

his personal skills, but because he was the: proud possessor of a remarkably

individual politicians and/or administraton have the: potential to change the course
of history. Commenting on the: influence of America's twenty eight president, Dr,
Kissinger asserted that, 'Woodrow Wilson's appearance on the scene was a
watershed for America, one of those rare examples of a leader who fundamentally
, A striking phrase used by Oscar Douglas Skclton in describing the achievcmcnl5 of Sir Wilfrcd
Lauricr, Canada's first Francopltone Prime Minister irt 0.0. Ske:1ton The Day ofS;r Wilfud
Laur/er rroronlo,191 ~),p,178.
1 FClf more on this sec Henry Hardy and Ro&cr" Hausheer (eds.). The Proper Study of MonklJuJ ~
An Antltology of Essays by /JaiDh Berlin (London, 1998). pp.91·119.
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) Hewy lGssinger, Dip/(}IftDIC)'(New York,l994). p54.
• For broed summaries ofSkdton·s career see J.t.. Granalstcin, T1Ie Oft_·" Mm; ]M CMI
Scrvi« Mandaritu, 19Jj·/957 (Toronto, Buffalo, London 1982), pp.t-62.A Mon oflnflNonN1Il A. RobcruM and CDNJt1iQft $lmcuaft /9]9.68(ToronIO,198t). pp.56-8O; 1. W.
Picnngilt, T1Ie Mackenzie King RcronJ (Toromo.l970) 3 t ,62,146.1667,170,616,43,«,53,58,116-23 ; Amold Feeney 1M Things thal tire CllUlU'S (foronto,t982);
Lcstc>" Bowlcs Pearson M/a .. 17tc MemoirJ of/he R;ght H(WIourable Luter 8, PearJM J897.
1948 (Toronto,1972), vol.!.
, For lUl elegant dcscriptiort of the Annalles School ofHislory see: Norman Davic~, Europe-II
HiJtOt')' (London, 1997), pp.9~5.(i. S«: also Patrick Burke. The AllJWlles School ond the French
HiJlorlcaJ ReW)/IJI,'tNr (Cambridge, t989).
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coherent political philosophy that had its roots in rural Ontario and was tempered

they might never fully develop. Their difference lies in the differing rules by

by the assistance of a series of intellectual mentOf"" over a long period of time. He

which both schools allow their collectives 10 be filled. They also differ

assumed the headship of a tiny department of state intimately familiar with the

fundamentally in that one side acknowledges no higher law than the rule of the

complex challenges that would face him. Not only did he understand the types of

collective, whereas the other (the civic school) see the collective as a potentially

questions that he would be ealled upon to answer but he had spent his previous

I)TaIUtical entity, in other words if lbe individuals who go into cre3ling it are not

two decades in the sear<:h for their answers.

afforded recognition as ends in themselves and as the possessors of rights and
privileges that no collecth'e can take from them. In Ihe C)"CS of the civic

The dominion beyond the su

nalionalisl, the collective is created by

Though scholars ha\'e disagrttd about various aspects of Skelton's

a rational

act of consent on the part of the

there

individuals present for whom the crealion of an entity bigger than any ooe of them

has been widespread agrttnletlt that the adjective 'nationalist' does justice 10 his

is the result of a contrlJctu31 3greement designed by all concerned. This social

basic political philosophy.' Though his denllion to his country had an underl)ing

contract binds both individual and eollective to a series of rules and rcciprocalions.

emotional content, it had none of the romanticism that scbolars have identified as

Having been mteT"Cd into in the spirit of calculating rationality, they retain the

inherent in most nationalist projects_ h may be as well to distinguish for the

right 10 tear up that contract should it be breached al any stage.· In the eyes of the

purposes of an examination of Skelton's philosophy between various types of

ethnic nationalist, an individual is an inlegral part of the collective from the

pm:pectives, which, though regularly linked together under the catch all rubric of

moment of bis binh. His destiny is bound up with the desliny of his class, his lribe

CflJ«r,

'nationalism', ha\'e significant intellec1ual and moral differences. Michael

or his nalion not because of what he does but because of what he is. Membership

Ignatieff has distinguished between two types of nationalism. one that is based

of the eollecth'e, according to this school, results not from

upon a theory of civic vinue, the other drawing support from an ethnic

agreements, but from a series of binding characleristics. If one is born into a

imperolive. 7 Both schools of thought, whilst having champions as antagonistic as

cenain class, tribe or nation, if one's parents wcre of Ihe same collective, if )'OU

Pierre E!liolt Trudeau on the civic side and Maurice Duplessis on the ethnic side,

share the same faith as the group, follow their ancient customs and speak their

share an important intuition. Both agree that the presence of the 'collective' is

distinctivc language, then you are deemed a constilUent member of that collective

important for the development of the individual. Both schools of thought

whether you consc:nllO it or not. 9

a series of binding

acknowledge that the individu.11 can be secn as a part of a greater organic whole,

Ethnic nationalists have little trouble in constructing a coalition of the

which gives to individuals a type of protection and sense of purpose without which

faithful, as a world without such a faithful is entirely incomprehensible to them.

• Of a variety of available sources on Skelton the uno:ooperative nationalist sce Nicholas
MlJ1SC'I"gh 'The CommOflwealrh ExperierK:e Volume] : From Brilish to Mu/riracial Empire
(ToronIO, 1982)'18. Sec also Norman HilImer 'The Anglo-Canadian Neurosis; The Case ofO.D.
Skelton' in Peler Lyon (ed), Gr~at Britain and Canada: Survey of 0 Changing R~/alionship
\London.1976); Granatstein. (Jrrawa Men, pp. 62-92.
Michacl 19nalieff Blood and Belonging-Journeys into the New Nationalism (Toronlo,1993),
pp.3-ll. For a funher elaboralion of tile civic-tthnic distinction funher a field Sti.: M.S. Vas The
Political PhllwopJryofJawahorlal Nehru (New York,I961), pp.70-9J.

Civic nationalists, however, are fnced wilh the challenge of drafting the tenns and
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• On the social conlraCtlllc<lry ofsociely, which has historically cOD1ll1CTlded itselfto libeJal
philosophers the like ofSkchon ~ Jonathal1 Wolff, An ImraductianlO PoIiticol PhilwopllY
~Oxford, 1996), pp. 18-26,42-53.
For funhtr e1abonltiOll5 on this maller see Henry llardy cd Isaiah Berlin The Roots of
Romanticism; The A. Iv. Me/lan l.tcrur~ in rhe Fine Am (Dollingen Series )<)<)<v; 45, New
Jeney,l999).
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This could never be said of Dr. Skelton, whose primary focus in all

the: principles of the: social contract which gives life to their concept of the: nation.

sciences.

They must articulate a vision of society that is sufficienlly broad so as to include a

discussions was onc of 'interests',l2 His background in ccooomics and the newly

variet)' of groups who make up the polity in which they Ih·e. In countries of

emerging area of social sciences of the early twcntiClh century gave his mind a

dh'erse size with a divided history and conflicting group loyalties and self-images,

strongly functional lwist, rendering him largely immune to the polilical

this may prove: an extraordinarily difficull task to complete. Since Canada is

romanticism that gave all nationalists, even the gentle economic ones, such a hard

claimed as the home of a \'ar1ety of ethnic groups and since il is a polity that has

edge. His advocacy for a Canadian state that was as free to detennine ilS place

been wmcked by provincial, linguistic, religious Md philosophical connic! since

amongst the nalions as it was to harness its domeslic ec:onomic riches, had its

its inception, civic nationalism has had to grow in difficult conditions, It has been

in Skelton's regard for efficiency and

much easier to appeal to exclusive ancestral loyalties, be it of the nath'e Cree

in the inherent destiny of the Canadian people. He argued that Canada required

peoples, or the Francophone Quebecois or Ontarian Anglophiles, than it has been

freedom in the field of international relations not because it was its as of right, but

to outline a political philosophy which all of these diverse groups can give full

because the distinct combinalion of its experiences and interests made Canada a

faith and allegiance to. Allempts in Ihis regard have been readily ridiculed as

better arbiter of foreign policy than a distant Secretary of Stale for Dominion

oITering an anernic vision of CMada, a vision that, Irying

be all things to all

Affairs located in distant London, His life long determination to avoid the

none. This type of political univcrsalism has

centralizing instincts of the British elite was based less upon an inherited Mtipathy

been derided as alien to the Canadian spirit and insufficiently robust to

to all things imperial but rather on a differing interpretation of the Canadian

'authenticate' a vision for the country's future:o

national inleresl. Submission to the flallery of L10yd George or

men, ends lip oITering comfort

10

10

S)1l1ffiCUY

fOOt$

rather than in any mystical faith

10

the

Oscar Douglas Skelton is best described as a civic nationalist, though again

blandishments of Lord Cunon would be, Skelton informed a friend, 'to ignore all

e:ven this more precise tenn needs to be qualified if a proper undCTStanding is to be

the differences of interests, all the differences of siluation. all the differmces of

gotteD of his political philosophy. Nationalists of all hues rest upon the rocks of

sentiment, all the internal complexities, and to set up whal in the long run, e"en if

imagined cOlTUllunities. For the most part, the visions of the societies which they

it were tried, would prove to be a hopelessly impractical unity where there really is

articulate and idealise, have their roots f~t and foremost in the imagination.
Senlimentality is a key characteristic of their thoughl patlcms, their political
philosophy in some cases owing more

10

religion than to the more empirical social

" For further discussion oflhis maller within the conteJlt ofthe political philosophy of Pierre
Elliott Trudcau, arguably Canada's most formidable Hbcral politician, ~ ASJe~Jins Five ~iJi~
for Autherllica/ins Cmwda'J Future presente<l to the New England Pollhcal Scle~ce Assoclallon,
Providence April 30,1999. This paper critically applies the criteria ofpsychologlSl Alan
Brailhwait~ for effecting a meaningful sense of statehood ('authentieation') to the 'one nation'
liberalism ofTrudeau.
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11 For enNOC reflections on !he Illlt1ft of!he naliooaIi$l mind.see the Irish hisl:orian Tom
G3rvin NOliottDJisI R~utiortariu in lre/mrd 11ll8-1928(New York, 1987). Some scholars ha\"e
argued lbat the JRvaleroce of nationali$t doctrine \l>ithin Irish political diSCOlnC JRvented !he
I)-pe of critical $OCiologjcal renection thal: ~w its strength from the: $OCiaI scierK:e:s (as practiced
by Sl::clton and his fellow 1nt\'1:las Adam Sbom, W.C. Chulc and W.A. Mackintosh) from
emerging until the latc 19SOs.
lIOn Skclton's inteTest based political philosophy sce Barry FerguJOl1 Remaking Liberalism .. T1w
lnullectuaJ ugocyc>/Admn S/u;rn, O.D. SkeltQll, w.c. Clort cmd W.A. MocJrintroh,J89().J92$
(Montreal), pp.62-91. Ferguson singles 0lI1 Skelton's admiration for BorUen and Laurier due 10
his beliefthDl they 'devise<! consislent policies based on Canada's distinclive interest' and
avoided the 'extremes ofim~rialism and seperation.' For important atgumenl.'l in favour ofa
foreign policy based upon Skelton like 'intcrest calculation' mtheT than unh'crsal idealism sce
Henry Kissingcr YearJ a[Renc...al (London,I999), see also the thoughts of the formeT British
Secretary ofSlatc for Foreign and Conunonwealth Affairs (1989·95) Douglas Hurd in The SelUCh
[()r Peace .. A. Centuryo[PeQ(:£ Dip/()IIIacy(London, 1997), pp.73,155,
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the principles of the social contract which gives life to their concept of thc nation.

sciences.

They must articulate a vision of society that is sufficiently broad so as to include a

discussions was one of 'interests'. 12 His background in economics and the newly

This could ncver be said of Dr. Skehon, whose primary focus in all

variety of groups who make up the polity in which they live. In countries of

emerging area of social sciences of the early twentieth century gave his mind a

diverse size with a divided history and conflicting group loyalties and self-images,

strongly functional twist, rendering him largely inununc to the political

this may prove an extraordinarily difficult task to complete. Since Canada is

romanticism that gave all nationalists, even the gentle economic ones, such a hard

claimed as the home of a variety of ethnic groups and sincc it is a polity that has

edge. His advocacy for a Canadian state that was as free to determine its place

been wracked by provincial, linguistic, religious and philosophical conflict since

amongst the nations as it was to harness its domestic economic riches, had its roots

its inception, civic nationalism has had to grow in difficult conditions. It has becn

in Skelton's regard for efficiency and symmetry rather than in any mystical faith

much easicr to appeal to exclusive ancestral loyalties, be it of the native Cree

in the inherent destiny of the Canadian people. He argued that Canada required

peoples, or the Francophone Quebecois or Ontarian Anglophiles, than it has been

freedom in the field of international relations not because it was its as of right, but

to outline a political philosophy which all of these diverse groups can give full

because the distinct combination of its experiences and imerests made Canada a

faith and allegiance to. Attempts in this regard have been readily ridiculed as

better arbiter of foreign poliey than a distant Secretary of State for Dominion

offering an anemic vision of Canada, a vision that, trying to be all things to all

Affairs located in distant London. His life long determination to avoid the

men, ends up offering comfort to none. This type of political Imiversalislll ha~

centralizing instincts of the British elite was based less upon an inherited antipathy

been derided as alien to the Canadian spirit and insufficiently robust to
1O
'authcntieate' a vision for the country's fumre.

to all things imperial but rather on a differing interpretation of the Canadian

Oscar Douglas Skclton is best described as a civic nationalist, though again

blandishments of Lord Curzon would be, Skelton informed a friend, 'to ignore all

even this more precise tenn needs to be qualified if a proper understanding is to be

the difTerences of interests, all the differences of situation, all the differences of

gotten of his political philosophy. Nationalists of all hues rest upon the rocks of

scmiment, all the internal complexities, and to set up what in {he long run, even if

imagined conununities. For the most pan, the visions of the societies which they

it were tried, would prove to be a hopelessly impraclical unity where there really is

aniculate and idealise, have their roots frrst and foremost in the imagination.

national interest. Submission to the flattery of L10yd George or 10 the

'0 For funher discussion ofmis maUer within the context of the political philosophy of Pierre
£lIiol1 Trudeau, arguably Canada's most formidable liberal politician, see Aue.lSing Five Visi.onJ
for Awhenticating Crmada 's Future presented to the New England Political Science AssocialLon,
Providence, April 30,1999. This paper critically applies the criteria of psychologist Alan
Braithwaite for effecting a meaningful sense ofsllltehood ('authentication') to the 'one nation'
liberalism ofTrudeau.

" For engaging reflectioll.'5 on the nature of the nationalist mind see the Irish historian Tom
Garvin Natianalisr Revolutionaries in Ireland 18j8-1928 (New York, 1987). Some scl1ol~ have
argued that the prevalence of national isI doctrine within Irish political discourse prevented the
type of critical sociological reflection that drew its strength from the social sciences (as practiced
by SkellOn and his fellow tl1lvelers Adarn Shorn, W.C. Clark and W.A. Mackintosh) from
emerging until the lale 19505.
Il On Skelton's interest based political philosophy see Bany Ferguson Remaking Liberalism .. The
Intellectual Legacy afA.dom Sharlt, o.D. SkelWIl, Wc. Clarkimd WA.. Mtl{;kintosh,1890-192j
(Montreal), pp.62-91. Ferguson singles out Skelton's admiration for Borden and Laurier due 10
his belief that they 'devised consistent policies based on Canada's distinctive interest' and
avoided the 'extremes of imperialism and seperalion.' For important arguments in favour ofa
foreign policy based upon Skeltoolike 'interest calculation' rather than universal idealism see
Henry Kissinger Years ofRenewal (London,I999), see also the thoughts of the former British
Secretary ofSlllte for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (1989-95) Douglas Hurd in The March
for Petl{;e: A. Century ofPeace Diplomacy (London,I997), pp.73-1 SS.
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Sentimentality is a key characteristic of their thought patterns, their political
philosophy in some cases owing more to religion than to the more empirical social

diversily.'13 The functional language thllt he was prone to using is significant in

earlier worb, refm to the growing feeling in his own country that Canada had

this context.

interests and challenges bestowed upon her by history and geography thm only she

Skehon was too astute a diplomat and too close to Mackenzie King in

should be allowed to calculate. There is little evidence in his v.rritings to support

particular to ever completely dismiss the empire as a force in Canadian affain. His

the idea that he was possessed of advanced separatist tendencies or anything other

proposal in 1920, admittedly then only in private correspondence, of I alliance of

than mild nationalist theses. He was arguably too good a biographer of Laurier for

n:Jtions bound together by the British Crown ralher than a top heavy empire of

that.

nineteenth century variety, cannot be beaten as an artkulation of his subtle and

romantic, in that his scheme is designed to ensure that Canada is in the best

largely economic form of civic nationalism. He envisioned a 'policy of imperial

position possible to calculllte its interests and act accordingly. Nowhere does he

One could argue again that his rationale is purely functional rather than

alliance, the reshaping of the empire, so far at least as the lands of white men go,

make mcntion of either the special destiny of the Canadian people nor crucially

into a league of nations equal and independent, linked by a common king. .I~ This

does he rely as of 1920 on a theory of national self detenninalion.

SC'emingly simple proposal was nearly a full decade before its time and would, at

The significance of Skclton's "iews on the imperial relationship can be

least in 1920, have required the full dismantling of the principle of imperial

appreciated through a process of comparison. He was not the only subject of King

sovereignty in so far as Westminster was concemed and the crn:tion in ilS place of

George V to devise a scheme for redesigning the empire that would be based upon

an impeccably Wilsonian coalition of autonomous and co-equal states co-

the principles of equality and independence bound together by the symbolism of

It pre·shadowed the

the common crown. In the sanctuary of his rambling house on Dublin's sccnic

Commonwealth that was to emerge in the light of the Statute of Westminster in

south side, Eamon de Valera, President of the underground Irish Dii1 and

1932 and would ha,'e been largely unrecognizable to the generation of Britons

Republic. developed a theory of imperial relations nearly identical to Skelton's. A

operating as sister nations

in a troubled world.

who anained power just before the 1914-18 War. Scholars have argued that since

mathematician by training, de Valera saw the world in terms of political spheres,

the implications of Skellon's model would ha"e ensured the de/acto destruction of

lines and triangles. I-Ie proposed an independent Ireland that would be linked to the

the empire as he had known it, its author must have been a nationalist thinker. Yet,

British empire for matters of mutual concern and that would give recognition to

his reasons for proposing this recalibration of the Imperialllmlngcment in 1920

the British Crown as thc symbol of the overall association. He explained his plan

merit careful sifting. He continued in his lelter to outline the main advantage of his

to bemused colleagues by drawing two concentric circles, which intersected on the

project. He argued that, 'this policy alone, it is urged, can reconcile imperial and

arc. One he called Ireland, the other the empire. Touching )'et basically separate

national sentiment, retaining the imperial tie while giving scope to the desire for

circles gave vivid representation to his pn:ferred outcome at the Anglo-lrish

freedom from central control: u His invocalion of 'national sentiment' should not

Trealy negotiations then about to begin at 10, Do\\lling Street.. l6 Though Ske1ton

cloud an in\'estigation of his basic philosophy. Its use here, judging from his

and de Valera may have shared the same ideal, they defended it with strikingly

UAs quoted in HillrneT, NewOJu, p.64.
"Hillmer, Ne~u, p.64.
11 Hillmer, NtIiroSu, p.64.

I. This famOUll scheme is examined within the eonlexl oflmpcrial affairs in 1920 in lohn M.
Regan, The Irish Counter-Revolution 1911·J; Treaty;te Politics and Settlement in Inde~nde"t
In/and (Dublin, 1999), pp.5-6. He succeeded in implementing it SOIllC IS laleT than planned with
the occasional usistanee of Mackenzie King.

..

"

different weapons. Whereas Skelton argued that Canada's size, composition and

in foreign entanglements. His study of the Laurier tight rope act during the Borden

distance from the Cro""n made imperial centralization illogical, unproductive and

government's imposition of conscription during the 1914-18 war had convinced

unattainable, de Valera took his stand

him that foreign engagements only had the potential to further poison an already

OD

the rock then occupied by President

Wilson. He devoted his entire political career to the vindication of what he felt to

unfortunate situation. He vie.....ed Quebec through the same managerial

be Ireland's inalienable right to self determination as a proud, ancient and free

favoured by Prime Mjnister King, giving the problem only the weighting of yet

people. Skelton "''lUlted freedom because it made sense 10 his tidy mind. De Valet1l

another traditional variable that required accommodation prior to making an

demanded freedom as of right. As he would demonstrate in the cowse of his

essentially political calculation. I-Ie pondem:l the question only insofar as it arose

second and third terms as Taoiseach, practieal or functional considerations would

in the context of his remarkably consistent strategy for a distinctively Canadian

always be subor"dinated to his belief that Irish self - determination had to be

forcigo policy. To his smooth mill, the plight of the Quebecois posed none of the

achie\'ed even if the economic sky was to fall. Though British diplomats have a

moral quandaries that would surfoce in later political discourse.. Indeed Skdton,

tendency to label all troublesome natives as being 'obsessed with a mixture of

though a gentle man by disposition ( and as such a weak administrator in the

suspicion and natiOllalism,17, the foregoing comparison demonstrates that natives

estimation of a macho minded Mike Pearson), he ga\'e to morality no preeminence

had different reasons for crealing similar kinds of trouble.

in his grand design for Canadian fort'ign policy. Ho.....ever unwittingly, Skelton

s~taclc:s

Scholars have commented on the range of manetS over which Skelton

came to pawnify a policy consensus that 'calmly assumed away the existence of

exercised an influence. He quickly came to aid Mackenzie King on almost C"ery

one third of the nation'. a consensus that expected French Canadians to 'recognize

matter of importance. One area where he was of little help to the Prime Minister

themseh'es in a national image which had hardly any French traits' and asked

thOllgh was the Quebec issue. With little inlerest in the great federal compromise

them 'to ha\·e the utmost confidence in a central state where French Canada's

between Canada's 'two founding peoples' and with fewer contacts outside of his

influence was mainly measured by its not inconsiderable nuisance value: I '

happy Ontario world, Skelton's perspe<:tive on the problems posed by the 'French
faCl' stand in st:ui: contrast to lhe rest of his thinking; it is characterized by

In tbe east block

impulse, it was largely unsystematic and unrdated to his general theory of society.

In the course of his memoirs, Winston Spencer Churchill once remarked that,

Decent enough 10 be baffied by the rougher edges of Anglophone suspicion of

despite all appearances to the contrary, no position can compare
20

10

that of chief

Frt.'1lch Canlldians and sensitive enough to see that the potential always existed for

executive.

massive civil strife in the country, Skelton was sympathetic to calls for French

century Westminster premiership, be it in Ireland, Grea1 Britain or in Canada. It is

language classes in Anglophone schools.

1I

Quebec played a peripheral, if

imponant role in reinforcing Skelton's natural disinclination

10

become embroiled

This is \.nIe in 1enns of the sheer po.....er concentrated in the twentieth

also true in tenns of the lonlincss of the position as well. Over the last two
hundred years, the importance of the cabinet, Ihe parliament and the elccted

11 This phmse Wl\S used wilh Skellon in mind by a hoslile source in the British Foreign Office.

"Pierre ElIiott Trudeau, 'Federalism, Nntionalism and Reason' as contained in Trudeau

~ted

Federali.rm and Ihe French Canadians (New York, 1968), p.200.
:lII Anthony King (ed), The B,iti!h Pr/mc Mjn/srer; A Reader (London, 1910), p.6S.

l

in HilImer NelUOJi!. p.80.

Qnlllatstein, Ottawa Men, p.34.
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representative hllS been diminished lIS a result of the rise of professionaladvison

events in Canadian diplomatic history from King's assertion of the principle of

whose demonstrflted genius lay in their capacity to attral;:t and hold the attention of

Canadian sovereignty with regard to troop commitments in 1922, through the

the leader of a particular commonwealth. Indeed no biography of any political

various imperiall;:onferences that culminated in the historic Stantle of Westminster

leader would be complete unless it laid bare the: relationship between the dominant

of 1932 and beyond the superficially 'inglorious' Canadian stance on coUecti\"e

political figure and his closest advison, be they professional ones or purely

secwity, Ethiopia and MWlich in the 19305, OIta.....a 's response bore: Skelton's

private. Where lhe MOOf of Venice took counsel from the wily lago (with

fmgerprints. Whether in\"olved in the enervating minutiae of interdepartmental

disastrous results for him and his kingdom), Benjamin Disraeli fanned a close

\\TllDgling, the technicalities of imperiallra<le agreements or deciding the guiding

relationship with the m)1hical Monty Corrie. The ferociously sc:<;rcti\"e Eamon de

principles on which Canadian anitudes towards fascisms and communism ".ould

Valen. relied heavily on Maurice Moyniban in order to get his constitution

be founded, Skeltoo's advice remained basically loyal to his famous address in

formulated and for advice and support during his most demanding of decisions.

1922. Conceiving foreign policy as a simple extension of domestie (economic

Canada's self consciously superior Prime Minister, Pierre ElIiou Trodeau,

policy), Skclton argued that success in foreign affairs demanded the rigorous

al;:knowledged quite openly the importance of Gerald Pellctier and Michael

identification of fundamental interests and a political class strong enough to

Pitfic:ld to him during the

of his dramatic premierships. During his service

protect thc:m regardlc:55 of lhe distracting allure of a foreign policy concerned

to three Canadian prime ministet'5, Oscar Douglas Skc:lton illuslrated the crucial

romantically with moral obligationsn . In this regard, his early idcotification with

role that public servants can ha\"e in the formulation, defence: and execution of

the: philosophy of Woodrow Wilson may be said to ha\'e been eclipsed by the:

major public policies. Whether in the act of sustaining a tired prime minister,

belief, held until the end of his life, thaI, since over extension based upon romantic

encouraging a reluctant secrdary of state or humbling a doubting bureaucracy

Wilsonianism could easily destroy a eoWllly, foreign policy must remain 100'alto

with his determination, Skclton soon became the wheel by which King in

domestic interests first and foremost. That many of the talented officials whom he:

particular drove lhe Canadian can towards functional independence in the

personally recruited 10 the tiny Department of External Affain did not alwa)·s

Commonwealth, disinterested guardianship in Europe and wary cordiality with the

agree with '0.0', (particularly in the post-war period) is testament to his regard

COU1'5C

2t

neighbouring United State:s

for me:n of substance rather than men of loyally. Credited with the ncation of the

•

His sudden death from exhaustion in 1941 de:nied him the opportunity to

modem Canadian civil service and constrocting an amicable adminislrative:

test his skills in the crocible of war, though his l;:onsistcnt belief that the Nazi war,

structure by which the prime minister, the Cabinet, the foreign service and the:

however honourable in motive and vital in fact, could no nothing but fundamental

privy council mandarins COuld al1 communicate with maximum efficiency and

damage to the interests of his 'peaceful kingdom'" In most of the fundamclltal

minimum friction, Skellon may be said to have substillltcd the 'pc:rfonnance

11 For a flavour ofSkehon's duties and the type of influence he wiel~ see l'i~k~rsgill, Reader,
pp.II6-23. This section explains Skelton's role in the on ~oing war t~mc negotla\1~ between
President Roosevelt and Prime Minimr King. Pearson Mlke,.p.12S. Illus_tra~cd tbe Iron con:m l
tbat $kelton lISsened over the foreign service, when at the he.lght of~e E~hl0pean and MUI1lch
emergencies in the 1930's, Skclton's policy ofsludious non mtervenuon m Europe began to

UI111lvel.
9Q

II On lhe 1922 paper see Ferguson., Remaking Liberalism, p. 86" This disciplined definition of
foreign policy is to be COlltrasted wilh the more romantic ideas of certain nationalists lhinkeB
with whom Skelloo is oncn clumsily confused. On nationalist foreign policy direclives see P.N.
Hak$ar on J.II.waharlal Nehru in his collected papeB, PremQ/'lirioru (London and New Delhi,
1984).
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principle' for the 'possessor principle' with regard to staffmg and recruitment. As

analysis of Chamberlain's foreign policy, it is important to pinpoint cenain

such, the old ghOSI of Sir Wilfred Laurier could have afTorded a proud smile al

important difTerences belween British and Canadian diplomacy at this stage.

such an impeccably Iibeml achievemenL lJ

The most striking difference between say Lord Halifax's advice and that of
Skelton can be discerned in their different justifications offered for a similar policy

Macbi:ll\'clli's tune

of non-cngagement. British 'appeasement' had its basic roots in an appreciation of

Ireland's seventh Taoiseach, Dr. GlllTct FilZGendd, argued that politics is by far

the relatively weak slale of the British economy and milirary in comparison 10 a

Ihe most draining of professions, given the fact that it challenges its practilioneD

well--oiled Reichsweh?". 1be British elected nOI to fight in 1938 because most

on a muitiplicity of levels. If Skelton's career as a much put upon Under SecrettU)'

knew that they simply were not ready. Skellon's advice remains remarkably f~

of State showed how much pb)'Sical stress high policy making involves, then the

of such functional pessimism_ The state of the Canadian anned forces hardly

complex m011lI challenges that confronted him particularly in the 19305 show even

concerned him, given the fact that his belief Ihat Canada should ha\'e no part in an

more clearly that politics is nOl. for the faint hearted. The: emergence of Adolph

approaching European conflagration was the logical implication of a remarkably

Hitler from re1ati\'e obscurity in the late 19305 challenged Canadian diplomacy on

consistent political philosophy. If the Chamberlain school sponsored a diplomatic

a number of le\'els. Nazi bestiality represented the very antithesis to all that

stralegy that encouraged studiota detachment largely as a result of negative

Skciton knew and loved. This dc\·OI.ed admirer of Laurier's pluralism could not

considerations, Skelton's advice, even though tending towards a similar

but ha\'e been repelled by the primordial nationalism that sustained all ofEumpe's

conclusion, should be seen as the logical conclusion that could

twentieth century dictators. The inherent aggression in the dictator's foreign policy

othenvise, considering Skdlon'S first principles. M J.t. Granatstein bas sho\\l1

as displayed at Danzig, the Ruhr and during the Austrian Anschluss in 1938 was

persuasively, the approach of war in the 1930's did nolhing to shake Skelton's

completely alien 10 the universal pacifISm that appt'aled 10 Skelton and that

belief that when attempting to forge a suitable diplomatic strategy Canadian

sustained at least in theory his 0\\11 brand of liberalism. Yet the policy advice that

diplomats simply had to give pride of place to a thorough analysis of Canadian

he advocated at this stage, most of which was accepted gratefully by an agitated

interests before they considered her universal obligations. Skelton felt certain that

no(

bave hem

Prime Minister Mackenzie King, was predicated on the assertion that rather than

automatic partnership with Britain in a war against Gennany and or Italy woold

allemp( to defeat Hitler and Mussolinni, Canadian diplomacy should remain aloof

have a devastating effc<:t both on the healthy development of the Canadian

from European commitments. Skelton has been classed regularly as an archetypal

economy, on the progress made since Laurier's time with regard to the

'appeaser' of the Neville Chamberlain school, with certain scholars discerning a

imperial/national development of the dominion and on general Canadian 'self

similar pessimism and poverty of vision between British and Canadian diplomacy

respect'. He was too sensitive a man not to have been appalled by the general

in the period before 1940. Whilst this is not the place to engage in a sustained

course of events in Europe. Yet his belief that inlerests must take precedence over

"On lhe traditional liberal regard for this negative brand of liberty (i.e. Removal of.barricrs to
facililate the rise Oflhe best and brightest) see comments on the greal hero ofCanad'Bn
liberalism, W.E. G1adSlonc in AJ. P. Taylor, British Prime Mi"irlen and orher essays

,. The quality of Chamberlain', mind and charaCler can be assessed through lhe many
memoranda mOl lie wrote as quotcd in John Charmley, Chamberla;n and rhe LosI Peace
(Nottingllam.I992). &e also Roy Jenkins, The Chancel/ors (London, 1998), pp.33o-J65. And
AJ.P. Taylor Briti.rh Prime Ministen and arher ,,-,says (London 1999), pp.I08-l14.

(London,I999).
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obligations survived the awful pressures that tbe Under Seo-etary suffered

Skelton's exterior certainty should not be confused with a lack of emOliOllal or

particul3Ily during 1938. The dilemmas dropped in the lap of the staff of the east

intellectual sensitivity to the great issues of his day. Like the great prince before

block in the 19305 were well outlined by a )'oung L.B. 'Mike' Pearson, the futUft:

him, Skelton the: philosopher scans 10 have understood that in lerms of conflicting

Prime Minister. Wrincn after the Czech crisis of 1938, Pearson poured his heart

high policy priorities, 'one chooses as onc chooses because one knows whal one

out to a glacial Under Scc;:retary, arguing that,

wants, and is re3dy to pay the price.,21

My emotional reaction to the evenls of the last tw~ months is 10. beco~e ,an. out
and OUI Canadian isolationist, and yet when I begin to reason It ~ut Isn t It as
simple as that. In short, I just can't find. the an.swer to ,a lot of quesho~~. For on;
thing, critical though I may feel of BritIsh pohcy leading up to the ensls, can t
sincerely quarrel \\ith the decision as ultimately wen, 00l to fight ..That bemg so,
I ha\'e no righl, I suppose to assume !hal the present Govenunenl IS not as aware
of past mistakes and present dangers as I am .... In the second pl~, would our
complete isolation from European C"'ents (if $UCh a ~in~
possible) save us
from Ihe effects ofa British defeal, and, finally, even If It dId, could we stand by
and watch the uiwnph of Nazidom ... ? I can't IUlsy.. er a single ~ ~f ~
qucscions .... But if I am temp'ed to ~ complete!y I;)mical and lsol~uomst~ I
think of Hitler scrttehing into me miCrophone, JewIsh women and chlklren In
ditches in the Polish border.,. and then, wh.atever the British side may ~I,
the other does indeed stand fOf" savagery and barbarism. True, as Mr. M3SSC)"
often tells me there are seventy five million decent Germans, who love peace
and, apparently revere Chamberlain!- That's.a h0!.X:' I admit. Butthou gh : am on
1
Ihe side ofthc angels, in Germany the opposite Spirits are hard at work ...

!

":ere

Conclusion

If Pierre El1iotl Trudcau was correct when he argued thal 'individual liberty is
cherished in Canada,'1I then Oscar Douglas Skehon may be said to have claims
o,,·er a nice plinth in the Canadian pantheon. His liberalism gh'cs cohermce 10 his
life's worlc in a number of ways. His critique of capitalist society and his
repudiation of early 20 the century Marxism rested on his belief in the ullimate
eflkacy of the indi\'idual al the heart of the historical process. Freedom 10 choose,
diversity and lolernnce commended themselves to this elegant biographer of a
pivotalligure in the development of liberalism in Canada. 1·lis appreciation of the
libeml ideal ensured that he would h3ve little patience with the autocratic and
chauvinistic schemes so favoured by the likes of Joseph Chamberlain. Equality of

The significance of Skehon's diplomacy lay in the fact that recognizing the

nation states under a common crown eonuncndcd itself to him as a result of his

dilemma which the fates had presented him, be took his st3nd linnly on the rock of

civic liberalism rather than an insular and unstable theory of self - determination.

interest,

The univCl'Salism that can be discerned in all liberal projects manifested itself in

No less than the greal Machi3velli before him the importance of his

his sanguine apprecialion of the British element 10 the Canadian national idenlity,

diplomatic philosophy

forceful lhough bis critieism of the 'mother counuy' could be at limes, His
stems from his de facIO rel::og.nition lhat's ends equally ullimate, ~ually ~,
may contnJdiet each other, that entire S)"SIems of \'alu~ may come mlO oolhs~
without possibilily of rational arbitr'lltion, and t~ th,s ha~s not merely m
exceptional cin:umstaneeS, as a result of abnonnahty, Of accident or error, but as
..
part o(thc normal human Sltuallon.

stewardship of the Department of Exlem3l Affairs and his managcmml of PMQ..

PeO relations remained impeccably Gladslonian in orienlation and design.
The pivOlal position that he had largely crealed for bimself at the hean of

1~

Canadi3n polilieal life was appreciated and marked with modesty by his long
Berlin, '~Originality ofMachiavclli', p,320,
phrase uttered by Prime Minister Trudeau dwing a television speei:h at the height of the
'October Crisis in 1970. Sec NQ/ujor QnQtiO/'lul brootkllSt by (he Pri,"~ Minisrer Pj~rn ElUCXt
Trudeau avail.ble in futl al www,qnadabjSlOO'.eomftrudeau • Wit measures act.blID

11

10 A

in Granatstein, Otrawa Mtn, p.89,
Berlin, 'The Originality ofMachiavelli', p.320.
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"

The concept of tradition and narrative:
suffering chief. Reflecting on Skelton's death in 1941, Prime Minister King paid

A theoretical analysis based on the stories of Miss .Jean Laffan.

his 'knightly companion' a handsome compliment, confiding to his diary that
'there is no question however that so far as I am concerned, this is the most serious
loss thus far sustained in my public life and work:

29

Ann O'Riordan

Reflecting on a collaborntion

of nearly two decades King continued and argucd that Skelton's death 'may be

This paper is based on the narratives collected from Miss Jean LafTan of

meant to cause me to rely more completely on my own judgement in making

Kilollfm, CastJctroy, Limerick. Jean LafTan is an English-speaking, literate

decisions, and to acquaint myself more meticulously with all that is happening so

woman, who grew up on a fann on the outskirts of Limerick city.

as to be able to meet each demand as it is occasioned,.J(I For a man of public

Consequently, she has lived her life at the interface of the urban and the rural, a

service like Skelton few complimcnts could have been more appropriate.

setting which is a widespread experience in Ireland today. I first met Miss.
LafTan in October 200 I and since then have been collecting personal narratives
from her. These narratives centre upon her own family and her life since her
birth in 1931 to the prcsent. This article will first discuss the respective
concepts of 'tradition' and 'narrative,' specifically referring to the narratives of
Miss. Laffan and secondly, it will focus on how the aforementioned concepts
arc relevant to the stories of a single Irish woman in twenty.first century
Ireland.
In 1981, Scandinavian ethnologists and folklorists debated the concept
of 'tradition' at 3 Nordic Conference in Helsinki.

Those present at that

conference devised three different meanings of the tenn 'tradition'. First, it
was defined as something which is handed down in a continuous process of
transmission. Second, 'it was the stuff out of which cultures are made and
which we have deposited in our folklore archives'. The third meaning was
'tradition as something representative of a social group (based on a selection by
members of the group or by outside agents).'

I

The first mC3ning was deemed

the least interesting of the three, as it only reflected the conunon everyday use
of the word found in dictionaries. The second meaning caused problems, as it
rniscd the question how 'tradition' and 'culture' relate to each other. The third
,. Quoted
'" Quoted

in Pickersgill, Reader.
in Pickersgill, Reader.

meaning proved to be the actual core of the debate. It introduced a new voice,
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.
_.,' ng views on its own
an d exp.....
I
namely, the community; maintalnmg

integrated in its way of life. However, no tradition can pass into cullure if there

traditions? In relation to the third meaning of tradition; representative of a

is no social control, if there is no interpretation or seleetion.~

social group, it is evident lhal the narratives of Miss. Laffan are rep~llItive

If 'culture' gives order to 'tradition as a stOfC of available c:Iements',

of the society and the ern in which she lived. Her \'O;CI:, a little known but

then the idea of 'identity' goes further. The concept of 'tradition' is the same

imponant locus of experience of Irish life, is echoed throughout the island of

but it becomes more focused. Part of the collective tradition is put to one side

Ireland but would otherwise not be heard or publicised beyond one's own

and made to represent the group in cultural communication. These traditions

community.

may refer to languagc, music, dance, narratives, ritual and so 011. As Honko

Hooka elaborated on lhis debate and argued that it was

poor economy 10

use the concepts 'tradition', 'culture', and 'identity' together.

In his view,

stated: 'In this process of selection and added emphasis, nags, colours and
names, for example, cease to denote objects, qualities and

pefflOOS

or places.

tradition comprises many elements, some parts of which are in use 01 any given

They become emblems, representative symbols of the group in question."

time while other parts are waiting to be used. They arc stored in museums, in

They earry meanings, which make the identity group unite and develop II sense

archh'es. in libraries or in lhe case of oral traditions in the human mind. He

of togetherness.

Thus, the power of traditional elements selected and

goes on to note that 'tradition' does not need to be described as a functioning

integrated into the

~tem

system, il is a cumulative entity. As each new person is born, the boundaries of

speaks about places imponant to her in her life. She tells tales about people

tradition will change. Hooko defines 'tradition' as the level of availability of

whose presence lell a lasting impact on her. For her these places and these

cultural elements,

people are not just 'persons or places'. They are as Honko says, 'representative

of identity expression is impressive. Miss LafTan

at the level of their use or function. Tradition signifies
, M'
the cultural potential or resource not the actual culture of the group.
ISS.

symbols.' They ha"e become symbols of her life. They carry meanings, which

Laffan is 72 years of age, however, she wished to confine the area of study to

unite and develop a sense oftogethemess in my infonnant's life.

not

her early youth (1931-1947). As Honko suggests she only uses some parts of

Shils, in Tradition, has developed many interesting definitions of the

her stories which are stored in her memory. Furthennore, cvcn within this

tenn 'tradition' also. He studied forms and functions of Ir<lditions and found

period there is still only some tales that she wishes to speak about. Either way

them in all levels of culture.

it further accentuates the fact that Miss Laffan's narratives follow the concept

considerro as constituents of the worthwhile life." He anributes the success of

of tradition.
Honko's theorics on the relationship, betwecn 'tradition', 'culture' and

the cighteenth century Enlightenment to tradition; 'The Enlightenment was
antithetical to tradition.

'identity' are compelling. In his vicw, culture is not in things but in people's

owed to its becoming a tradition. Its success was owed also to the fact that it

way of seeing, using and thinking about things. When tradition is tranSformed

was promulgated and pwsued in a society in which substanti,'e traditions were

into culture something important happens. Certain parts of tradition become

rather strong'.

cultured, meaning that they arc made relevant to the community. They become

traditions evcn though we are so often dissatisfied with our traditions.

I Hooka, Troditiom in the Cotu~tion ojCII1,1ITOl Identity, p.I33.
) Honko., Troditiom in IM ComtrueriOll ofClllturaJ lthntity, p.IlJ.

• Hooko, Traditicru in tM ComtnlCtion ojClI1tllTOl ltkntity,
J Hooka, TMditiotu in the ComtnlCtiOfJ ojClI1tural ltkntily.
, Hooka, Troditions in the Cotutruerion ofClI1tural IthntUy,
7 Hooka, Traditions In tM Constrw:tion ofCultural lthntity.
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1

Shils emphasised that 'traditions should be

The success that the Enlightenment achieved was

Shils argued that human beings cannot survive without
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p.IJ4.
p.134.
p. 131.
p.1l2.

~Ie

is of

the opinion that tradition must be handed over by several generations; 'At a

'tradition' is the wig, robe and other ritualised practices surrounding their

minimum,

action. The decline of 'custom' would thus, change the 'tradition' with which

tWO

transmissions over three generations arc required for a pattern

"
••
ofbcliefor lIction 10 be considered a Ira d Illon.

il is intemvined. A funher distinction must be made between 'tradition' and

In the early 19805 the concept of 'tradition' was rcinventcd and

convention or routine, which has no significant ritual or symbolic function.

reassessed by disciplines such as history, folkloristics and ethnology.' In 1983,
Eric I-Iobsbawn and Terence Ranger edited a collection of essays entitled The

Such convenlions Of" routines are not 'invented traditions' since their functions
and, therefore, their justifications are technical ruther than ideological. 12

Invention of Tradition. Whallhese essar-; proved was mat a large number of

Hobsbawn staled that where the old ways are alive, traditions need to be

seemingly ancient traditions were shown to be recent in origin. FurthermOre.

neilber revived nOf" invenled. Howe,'er, where they are invented it is often not

customs, religiously adhered 10 have been invented only a couple of decades

because old ways are no longer available bul because they are deliberately not

previous.

For example. today, whenever lhe Scots gather together 10 celebrate

used Of" adapted. There is one marked difference between old and invenled

their national identity, they do 50 by wearing the kilt and playing the bagpipes.

practices. 1be old were specific and strongly binding social practices, whereas

Little do me)' know howc"':r, that they are celebrating the successful nineteenth

the laner tended to be vague as 10 the nature of values and rights of group

century invention of a Scottish tradition. What we can learn from this is that a

membership. However, in spite of much invention, new traditions have not

newly invented tradition, the kilt, may become interpreted as ancient if it is

filled more Iban a small part of the space left by Ibe decline of both old

associated with cultural identity.IO Inventing traditions is essentially a process

tradition and custom. This might be expected in societies in which the past

of formalisation and ritualisation, characterised by reference to the past. The

becomes increasingly less relevant as a model for most fonns of hwnan

invention of tradition usually occurs more often when a rapid transformation of

behaviour.

society weakens or deslrO)"S the social patterns for which 'old' traditions had

seasons and life cycles of 20th century western men and women very much less

been designed. Thus, producing new ones to which they were not applicable.

Iban it did Ibeir ancestors,·1l
lrish folklorist, Diannuid

Such changes have been particularly significant in the past two hundred years
and lherefore, it is acceptable to expect these instant formalisations of new

6

Gioll6in had debated the conntttion

between tradition and folklore. He states Ihat 'folklore is predicated on the
dcath of tradition ... Folklore appeared as it was disappearing, it was discovered

1I

traditions to cluster during this pcriod.
'Tradition' must be diffcrentiated from 'custom', which dominates

In the words of Hobsba",,..: 'What is done Stnlctures the days,

so-

as it was being lost, it was recovered lIS il ceased to be. Folklore was tradition,

callcd 'traditional' societies.

The characteristic of 'traditions' including

or at least it was tradilional, and tradition helped to legitimise its identity.d4

invented ones, is invariance.

'Custom' is not invariant, because evcn in

The notion of tradition is imponant; with its strong emotional undcnones it has

traditional societies life is not so. For example, 'Custom' is what judges do but

tended to dominate definitions of folklore to the present day. Tradition is Ibc
sense of something handed down with 'a very strong and oftcn predominant

I Honko, Tr"ditiollS 1,1 Ihe CotlslrlKliQtl o/Cultur"l Jdent~ly, p.l32.
,
..
,
'The tenn 'invented tradition' is used in a broad way. It mclud~5l;oth t~ad\tlon5 actually
invented and those emerging ill a Ius easily traceable manner wlthm a bn~f and datea~l~
ocriod, usually a maller of a few years and thell. establishin.g themselves. ':"Ith great rapldl~Y:
10 !'Iugb Trevor-Roper 'The hlVention ofTraditlOlI: The Hlghlan~ !radlllon of.Scotland. In
Eric llob5bawn and Terencc Ranger (eds.) ~ lnwml;on o/TrlldltJOn (CambTldgc, 1983).
00.15-41.
Ir Eric Hobsbllwn, 'Introduction' "The Invention OfTraditiOtl, ppA-5.
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sense of this entailing respect and duty,' which has cOllie to the fore.
l~ !'Iobsbawn, 'Introduction' p.3.

Hobsbawn, 'Introduction' p.ll.
,. Oiarmuid 6 Giolhlill, Locming lriJh Folic/on: TradillOll, Modernity. Identity (Virginia,
20(0), p.8.
11
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6

Giollain believes that the meaning of the word is inclined more towards

'narrative's moment' has arrived. It is true to say that narrative seems alive in

ceremony, duty and respect. Tradition is imagined as a thread linking us to our

the languages of everyday life. Ntlrratives have been portrayed as fonns of

sh.ared past as we move forward and, at the same time, it legitimates what we

dialogue that place events in an order with a beginning, middle and end. These

do in the present. He feels that today's society is destnK:tive oftradilions. He

events tcll what happened over a period of time and, furthermore, they show

states that a key implication of modernisation is that tradition prevents societies

continuities among the events depicted. Narratives organise and give meaning

from achieving progress.

to the experiences of the narrator in his or hcr world. They enable us to see the

Thus, to be modem is to turn one' s back on

tradition, to live in the present and be orientated only towards the future. "Thus

present as part of a set of

6

Giollain's phrase •... folklore was tradition .... Folklore is the voice of the

narrntives change. There is no fix.ed meaning in the past, for- with each new

people, those whose voice is not heard in the history books. It is the history of

telling, the story varies, the audience: differs and the Slory is modified. As

the' ordinllry' people. Jean is a symbol of folklore. Her voice is a link to our

Gorfain writes, 'retellings become foretellings.' We continually discover new

past. Her stories not only link us to the: past as

6

Giolhiin suggests, but they

~Iationships

involving a past and a future.

But

meanings. 17

also justify what she does in the present. lbey show us what is relevant in her

Some view narrnth<es as stones that do not mirror reality. To them

life: today. The: majority of her tales focus on her family life: and her life in her

'story telling inevitably involves selectivity, rearranging of elements, re·

home place.

By speaking about these e:vents at length she legitimates their

description, and simplification.' Narratives have been described in tenns such

importance in her life today. Thus, it can be seen that the concept of 'tradition'

as 'capsule views of reality', 'world views', 'paradigms,' throughout the

offers a lively and interesting debate. The theory encompasses the notions of

common thread is the idea that narratives mediates between the self and the

tradition as a representative: of a social group, Hooko's belief !hat tradition

world. To justify this view, narrativists argue that although a story is about rea.I.

needs to be differentiated from culture and identity and the conflicting theories

life happenings, the way in which the individual relate and organise hislher

of Shils and

6

tradition, while

Giollain, the fonner stating that in order to survive we need

memories of these events is in some way fictional." Crites stated that stories

6 Giollain affinns that society is destructive of tradition.

and the symbolic words they portray are not like monuments that men behold,
they arc like dwelling places. Place where people inhabit." To add to that,

Narnli\'c

narratives, acconling to the Miller Mair, are 'habitations'. They take control of

First, what exactly is narrative? The word 'narrative' comes from the Indo-

our thinking so much so that wc have no other way of knowing the world but

European rool 'gna' which means both 'to tell' and 'to know'. Today there

only through them. 10

exits conflicting \'iews about the existence of narrative. In many areas of study

However, Paul Ricocur disagrees with this statement, be says that

it was said that 'to choose not to tell a story (was) to be more modern.' To sum

remembrances from the past are to be found in all new ideas and images.

up the Zeitgeist'S verdict, one author declares, 'Traditional narrative is dead.'''

Rieoeur states that narrntive is not only housed in language, but that painting,

On the other hand, it can be said that reports of the death of narrative have been
exaggerated.

Sociologist, David Maines states that in his field at least,

.
Uvois and Sandn. (eels). J,{elPfOry, /denJity, CommUl'l/ty: T1te Ideo ofNQTrQti\~
in IMHuman Sci~, (NcwYork, 1991), p.ll;ii.

11 Edwanl BrunCT, 'Ethnography as Narrative' in Vicl(ll' Turner and Edward DIUllCT(ecb), The
(Chicago, 1986), p.ISl.
If Hinchnw1, Uv.-is and Sanlb. Me3WXY, IdenfUy, COfII/IfU1Iity p.ll.iv.
19 Hinchm&n, LewU and Sanlb. }.k:mory, IdmfUy. C _ i t y p.JO.
• Hinchman, Uvo';s and Sand,., Memory, Identity, CommUl'lityp.xlliii.
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AnlJrropoiogyofbpu~JJa

u

6 GioIliin, Locoting Irish Folk/on, p.ll.

If Hiocbman,

poetry and other forms of human fabrication can be viewed in terms of
narrative. He describes how Plato compared narrative to painting, and how
painting enables us to see the world in another way by increasing our vision of
it, ' ... because we have seen paintings we can now perceive the universe as
landscape.'21 Ricoeur applied what he stated about painting to poetry as well.
Poetry appears to be a retreat of language into itself, ' ... a pure and simple
abolition of reality'.

However, poetry is denied the ordinary vision or reality

that is described in narrative.

According to Ricoeur, our task is to extend the

concept of narrative beyond language and to acknowledge the work of what he
calls 'analogies' and 'paradigms' in the field of scientific knowledge. 22
People tell stories in order to find out who they are and how they should
behave in a world that is eomplex and often dangerous. As Gene Outka points
out., 'Our moral lives require narration.'23 Stories allow us to interpret reality
by organising information into conceivable sequences and scenarios. Some
narrativists such as Landau, would even go as far as to say that we have not
only different versions of stories but also different versions of reality, which
are shaped by these basic stories?4 Narrative is not just a simple description it
is an interpretation and a common mode of communication.

As Darbam

Camiawska stated, people tell stories to entertain, to teach and to learn, to ask
for an interpretation and to give one.2~ Narratives express the everyday life of
people: their experiences, their purposes, and their expectations. It dwells on
the 'surface' of human life. As Kerby declared, it is an important way in which
our lives are understood. 26 For example, the narratives of my informant, Jean
LalTan focus on everyday events such as swimming in the local river, going to
school on the train, saying the Rosary at home and so on. It is this very sense
of 'ordinary' which make Miss. LafTan's narratives interesting. For Jerome

Valdes (ed.), A Ricoeur Reader. Reflecrion & Imagination (Toronto, 1991), p.133.
Valdes (ed.), A. Ricoeur Reader. p.135.
...

11 Mafio
11

n Hindunan, Lewis and Sandra, Memory. Idemity. Community, p.:<.XV1l1.
1. Hinchman, Lewis and Sandra, Memo/')'. !dentity. Community, p.I05.
1j Barbara Czamiawska, The Uses ofNarrative in Social Science Research (2001).
~ Hinchman, Lewis and Sandra, Memo/')'. Identity. Community. p.l3l
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: H~nchman, Lew~s and
19 H~Dchman, Lew~s and
J<I H~nclunan, Lew~s and
l,! H~nchman, Lew~s and
Hmchman, Lewls and

Sandra, Memory,
Sandra, Memory.
Sandra, Memory.
Sandra, Memo/')',
SandTll, Memory.

Iden/ity.
Idemity.
Identity,
Identity.
!den/ity.
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Community. p. :<.Xi.
Community, p.32.
Community, p.2.
Community, p.2.
Community, p.145.

implies, then they would select and organise the events of their past and so tell
the stories in tenus of these Stnlctures.

J2

They explain a group to itself and legitimatc its deeds and aspirations. It is

In reference to the namllives of my

because we all live out narratives in our lives and because we understand our

infonnant, it is clear that by analysing her stories one can see her personality.

own lives in tenns of narratives that we lin out, that the form of narrative is

Her compassion, her sense of justice and self-belief, all these characteristics

appropriate for Understanding the actions of others. J6 Conununity comes into

and more, are portrayed in her narratives. Narrative giVes us the f~om to

being through communication, which Dewey describes, as 'a process ofsharing

select and arrange the events of our lives in ways that allow us to give them

experience till it becomes a common possession.,)1

what we think are their proper significance. Without narratives, there is no

actions, words and deeds that have sequence and meaning for those who live,

way of emphasising some events, marginalizing others and at the same time

create, or interpret them. As Fisher says, there is no story that is not embedded

relating all in a significant whole. Narrative is very flexible and so allows its

in other stories. 31 Ruth Finnegan adds to the diseussion on narrative by her

authors scope for their own inventiveness.

Thus, there are many literary

belief that as oClote there has been an increased emphasis on the social COlltext,

devices, which authors use in their texts in order to heighten the cffect of their

the perfonnanee ond the audience as well as on the roles of narrative and

stories. One can makc events scem timeless and truc; onc can stretch time so

narrator. 39 Linda Dt!gh, believes that narration is ageless. She further states

that a tiny event within thc narrativc assumes an importance it would otherwise

that 'the impulsc to tell a story and the necd to listen to it have made narrative

have laeked.

ll

Stories are S)mbolic

the natural companion of man throughout the history of civilisation.'

Beltelheim has argucd that narratives give one's life a sense of meaning
and direction. Instead of viewing life as just one thing after aomher, the person

It is

Degh's opinion that stories are old and venerable, but they are also new and up
10

tries to understand hislhcr life events as systematically related; 'One's present

date, 'pcrsislent and yet conlinually reinterpreted ideas.'~
One particular area of narrative studies, whieh is much debated among

identity is thus nOl a sudden and mysterious event but a sensible result of a life

folklorists, is personal experience narrative.

story:}4 Our narratives are acquired as wc grow, develop and interact with the

diverse amongst folklorists and ethnologists of today. Personal experience

people around us. The view that we take of ourselves, our narnl;tive identity, is

narratives are narratives from an

the source of our self-esteem. The fact that life narratives tend to guide and

Robinson observes 'personal narratives are situated communications and as

regulate our behaviour is of the greatest social significance.

such, provide compelling evidence of the versatility of the gCTm; as well as the

They are

~'CI)'day

Its definilions and its uses are

segment of a person's life.

responsible for many of the great and lesser achievements in our society. Our

ttntrality of 'storying' in evel)'day life.'41

narrative identity helps

to dctennine what we consider to be important in our

narrative from Dolby-Stahl is that 'the personal narrali"e is a prose narrative

Thus, narrative identities are of crucial importance not just for thc

relating a personal experience; il is usually told in the first person and its

lives.

US

Another definition of personal

individual who carries thcm but also for the societies in which they live. How
we see ourselves affects what we regard as important and this in turn must
affect how we behave in socicty.H
HirIChman, Lewis and Sandra, Memory.
n Hinchman, Lewis arK! Sandra, Memory.
:M Hinchman, Lewis and Sartdra. Memory,
Jl Ilinclunan, Lewis and Sandra, Memory,

Jl

Narratives arc what bind a community.

Identiry.
Identity,
Identiry.
Identiry.
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Community, p.150.
Community. p.148.
Communiry. p.162
Communiry, p.152

,. Alasdair MllClnlyre, After Virt~: A $Iudy in morof lheory (London, 1985), p.219.
Hinchman, Lewis and Sandra, Memory, Identiry. Community. pJ08.
:le flinchman, Lewis and Sandra, Memory. Identity, Community, p.314.
It Ruth Finnegan, Omltrotlition$ and the Verbol Arts: A Guide 10 Research ProctlceJ
~Lo~don, 1992~p.4J.
.,..
.
Lmda D.!gh, Folk. NarratIve lA Oor.>on Richard, Fofltlort and Folltlife: An Introduction
(London, 1972)p. 72
'I Linda Degh. Narrali.·u in Society: A Perfor_r-Centtnd Study ofNorTotion (Helsinki,
J7

1995). p.73.
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content is non-traditional.' However, Pentikainen adds to this by saying that the

wakes and so forth, my infonnant brings a sense of humour and a fascinating

personal does not necessarily mean the first teller's experience but also

insight into her 'ordinary' life,

includes that of a second, third or later member of the chain of tradition

This discussion on narrative will be drawn to a close with a reference to

bearers.~l Furthcnnore, Degh is of the view that the above definition of the

the classic phrase of the French narratologist Barthes whcn he said that:

personal narrative has to drop the 'non-traditional' element. Dcgh believes that
there is nothing in this World that does not have tradition.

Then::~, countless fonns.ofrun:rntive in the world, in this infinite variety of

fanns, l~ IS present at all1Jmes, In all places, in all societies; indeed narrative
starts With the very his,?ry of mankind; there is not, there has never been
an~here.' any people Without narrative; all elasses, all human groups, have
theIr stones: and very often those stories are enjoyed by men of different and
even ~PPO~lte cultwal ImckWOunds..,like life itself, it is there, international
transhlstoneal, transcultural I.
'

Conclusion
Ruth Finnegan states that personal narratives can have the role of validating
and expressing someonc's life. They can make sense of thc experiences that
the person has lived through. lbrough narrative, these experienccs or 'personal
creations' are a witness to the pasl. 43 Within personal narratives, one can also
witness gender divide.

In the traditional patriarchal society, men's stories

focused on experiences such as military service, labour migration and faraway
experiences.

However, women's concerns were homebound namely love,

marriage, and family life. The narratives of my infonnant centres primarily on
the above mentioned 'fcmaJe' themes.

Jcan relates stories of the multiple

births in her family, the hard domestic situation for women dUJ"ing the Anglo[rish Economic War, her family's genealogy and so forth.
Researchers of personal narrative, such as Lehmann and Jeggle, stress
that personal stories are factual, unremarkable, unartistic and average, just as is
the talent of their tellers. The evidence, however, shows the opposite. The
memorable parts of every person's life appear as moments of reversal from
routine and drudgcry. They help attain a sense of importance in the narrator's
life. Their authors regard their creations with pride. However, much depends
on the skill of the everyday narrator. In some cultures, polished speech is a
learned skill, while others can turn an ordinary incident into a fascinating
story:4 To 'everyday' tales about domestic chores, fann life, attending mass,

Dl!gh. Narrative in Society, p.73.
Finnegan, Oral Traditions, pp,48-49.
.... Dt!gh, Narratives in Society, p.77.
'2
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Finnegan, Oral Traditions. p.39.
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awarded a M.A. from the Department of Languages and Cultural Studies,
Back issues of His/ory Studies are available by contacting:
ulhislOrystudies@Yahoo.ie

University of Limerick.
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History Studies
CALL FOR PAPERS
The editor of History Studies invite the
submission of papers for inclusion in
volume five of History Studies.
Papers can focus on any aspect of history
and should be no more than 5,000 words in
length.
Papers should be posted as an email
attachment or on floppy-disk to the address
below.
All submissions are refereed by a panel of
historians, papers deemed to reach the
required standard will be published in
History Studies.
Those interested in submitting should
consult the editor (at addresses below) in
relation to style sheet etc.
The Editors, History Studies. Department of History, University of
Limerick
E-Mail: ulhistOO'studies@yahooje
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